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NINETEEN HUNDRED THIRTY SIX 
PGBLISHED BY THE 
SENIOR CLAS OF 
T H E l\I I C H I G A N S T A T E 
N O R :\1 A L C O L L E G E , 
Y P S I L A N T I , l\l I C H I G A N 
TO BERTHA G. BGELL, II\ APPR.ECIATIOK 
OF Ht:.:R LEADFRSHTP, l\\'ITH GRATITUDE 
FOR HER HIGH IDEALS OF SCI-LOLAR.SHIP, 
A:\"D \\'ITH AD:dlRATIOI\ AI\D RESPECT 
FOR 1-'0STER.II\G THE CAUSE OF PEACE, 
\\'E DEDICATli THIS ACRORA. 

FOREWORD 
In these times of turmoil and 
of stress, it seemed fitting that 
we, the Senior Class of 1936, in 
this Aurora attempt t o  show 
through the symbolism of art, 
the position of education in 
obt aining and maint aining 
peace for all mankind. 
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D o N N A B E J .  .1\ l .  KEYS ,  M.S. 
.lssociate l'rofes.ror of Physical 
Education 
13.S., Cni,·ersit)· of \Visconsin 
.\ I . S., Cni1·ersit1 ·  of .\ lichigan 
G E RT R U D E  E P P L E R ,  J\ I.S . 
I nstru.ctor in l'hysical Education 
13 . .  , .\ f ichi)!an State Normal Col­le)!e 
.\ I .S., Cni1·crsit1· of .\ l ichigan 
\ " J N ORA B E A L, A . J\ I. 
Supervising Teacher of Study Ila/I, 
Rooset•elt School 
13. Pd., .\ I ichigan State J'\orinal 
College 
13.S., i\ . .\ l ., Colu mbia Cniversi t y  
Student , Uni,·crsit ) ·  o f  London, 
l�ngland 
S t udent , Librar)· School of Lni-
1·ersit ) ·  of .\ 1 ichi)!an 
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J\ I A RGJ\ RET E .  R A F fl 1' GTO N ,  
\ l . S .  
.fssociate l'rofrsso'.· of llome Eci-
11011/U'S 
B.S., .\ I . S., Kansas State College 
R u n ,  Bouc 1 1 N E R ,  :- 1 .S .  
../ssociate Professor o f  Physical 
Education 
13 .S. ,  .\ l ichigan State J'\orrnal Col-
lege 
.\ l.S., Cni,·ersit)· of .\ lichigan 
St uden r ,  Nass, Sweden 
Graduate St udent . l"ni1·ersit1· of .\ l ichi)!an 
I R E :-I E  C L,\ R K, J\ . :- I .  
.·lssistant Professor of Physical 
Eclucation 
13.S .. .\ lichigan State :\orrnal Col­
lege 
,\ . .\ l . ,  Universi t )' of :\ lichigan 
Graduate.  Chautauqua School of 
Plwsical Educat ion 
AUG U STA \ h R I E  H A R R I S ,  
\ L S .  
I nstrurtor i n  Physical Education 
13 .S., i\ lichigan State :\orrnal Col­
lege 
.\ I . S ., L "nil'ersit)· of .\ lichi)!an 
\\"1 N J FR E D :- I. L\ NTZ. A . B .  
Supen1ising Teacher of Spencer 
School 
,\.13., .\ l ichigan State l\orrnal Col­
lq1e 
··-. � .· 
. ' 
A D E LLA R. J AC KS01' 
Supervising 'l'eC/cher 
Roosevelt Second Grade 
Graduate, .\ l ichigan State l\ormal 
College 
.\ I.Ed. (I Ion.), .\ lie! igan State 
i\ormal Colleg� 
Student. Cniversit 1 ·  of Chica.co. 
Emerson School ·of Philosopl�,-. 
Boston, Cni1·ersit1· of \\'isconsin 
CA R O L I N A /\ . S u P E ,  
J\ . 13 . ,  IU\ . 
School l\·ur.re 
!\.B., uni1·ersi t 1 · of .\ lichigan R.:'\., Battle Creek Sanitoriurn, 
I \ospital and Training School 
Graduate Student , C ni1 ·ersit1· of 
.\ lichigan . 
H A R LOW E. L\ L NG, A . :d .  
Training Teacher of . ·lgricul!ure 
and l ns/r11 111 en!C/I Music, Lincoln 
School 
B.S., .\ � ichigan Sta t e  College 
A . .\ \., Universit,· of .\ l ichigan 
Graduate Student, Columbia Cni-
1·ersit,· and L · n iversit,· of .\ [ ic \1i­gan 
BEATR I C E  D . .\ l c 1\ L\ N US,  
B .  OF i\ J  u . ED .  
Craduale, Bal/le Cree/1 Conservatory 
of .11 11sir 
.\ lc Phail Conservaton-, .\ linne-
apolis 
Pupil of I lcinze, Chicago 
B. of .\ !us. hl., Cniversit1· of 
\ lichigan . 
Graduate Student, C ni,·ersit, ·  of 
\lichigan 
RAY W. B I N NS ,  A . i\ I .  
Supervising Teacher of St udy Ila/I, 
Lincoln School 
J\.B., \l ichigan Sta t e  l\orrnal 
College 
A . .\ l. .  Universi t y  of .\ lichigan 
E L E , \ N O R  ::\ l EsToN,  A. ::'d. 
Supervising Teacher 
Roosei,elt First Grade 
.13.S .. 1\ .. \\., Columbia university 
F L O R E :s/ C E  C. R EG A L, .\ I .A. 
S11peri•ising T,aclter of Latin and 
Teacher of English, Roosevelt School 
.\. 13., .\Jichigan S t ate Normal 
College 
.\ . .\ !  .. L 'ni,·crsity of  .\ l i chigan 
::'l lA B E L  E .  TU R N E R ,  A . .\ J .  
Trai n ing 'l'eC/cher of Ju n ior ,\lathe-
111alics. Lincoln School 
1\. 13., I owa Sta te  Teachers' College 
J\ . .\ l . ,  Columbia C ni1·er·sit,· 
FLOYD L E L B ,  J\ . t\ I .  
Training Teachn of Science, 
linrnln School 
.\.13.. .\ I ichigan St ate Normal 
College 
J\ . .\ I . .  Uni1·ersit 1· of \ lichigan 
E LIZA B ETH l\ l 1 LLER,  A .M .  
Supervising Teacher, Lincoln Firs/ 
Grade 
Ph.B., Uni,·crsit y 
1\. i\l .. Columbia · 
of Chicago 
Llnivcrsity 
... -· .. · ... ,.' . •· ... .  . 
. .. ... · .... , . 
- -r. · : ·  
· . ·., . . .. 
·
·. ..  :• 
: .. � . 
;.·. , , .• � 
I� 
H A R R ISON P F E I F F E R ,  A . :\ l . 
Superv ·ising Teacher of Social 
Science and llislory, Lincoln School 
Ph. B . ,  Un ivers i ty  of Chicago 
A . .\ L, Cn i ,·ers i tv  of  J owa 
G rad uate  Student ,  Colu m bia l :n i-
vcrs1 t:i,· 
c. A LF RE D  R ICE, B.S. 
Supervisor of Com mercial 
Hducation, Lincoln School 
Graduate Western State  Teachers' 
College 
B . S., l:n i ,·ers i ty of .\ l ich iftan 
3-l 
:'I I ARGU E RITE 
I-l ETM A N S P E R G E R ,  B.S. 
Supervising Teacher Lincoln 
K indergarlen 
Cnn1 11,\ R UGG LES,  A.:\ J .  
Superv-ising Teacher lfloodrujf 
Fouri/i Grade 
1 3 .S . ,  .\ . .  \ ! . ,  Col umbia Uni versit .1· 
Gradu ate Student ,  li ni ,·ers i ty of 
.\ l ich igan 
I N  M E M O R I A M .. 
FACADE OF GOTHIC 
CHAPEL, SEMINARY OF 
DIOCESE OF ST . PAUL, 
MINNESOTA 
FAN�IE C11EE\"ER 
BuRTOK 
l\Irs. Fannie Cheever Burton, as head of the 'vV men's 
Gymnasium for twenty-five years, was recognized for her 
rare ability as an administrator and her superior training 
of women in physical education. 
As l\,Irs. Burton had made the gymnasium a delightful 
social center, she was prepared to direct in later years the 
social activities of the College. To every problem she gave 
deliberate consideration and, having arrived at a consistent 
solution, she executed with dispatch. 
In her relation with students l\iirs. Burton won their 
respect because she was direct and straight-forward. She 
won their affection because she was generous in her under-
standing of their desires and reactions. To changing social 
conditions she adapted herself without loss of that unerring good taste which had 
characterized her for years, and without sacrifice of the real and permanent values 
of college social life. Altogether Mrs. Burton was a compelling power in estab­
lishing the finest social standards for students. 
faculty members always held Nirs. Burton in profound esteem. Her I yalty 
to the institution and to her co-workers was active and constructive. Her code 
was such that it gave dignity and significance to teaching as one of the professions. 
Her ready sociability and kindliness made association with her a pleasure. She 
will be remembered as a devoted educator, a great gentlewoman, a gallant and 
an intrepid soul. 
LYDIA I. JONES 
In the passing of Miss Abigail Pearce the people of 
Ypsilanti lost a well-loved friend and neighbor, and the 
I\onnal College one of its most highly regarded, loyal, and 
individual teachers. Niiss Pearce spent the best years of 
a reasonably long life as a citizen of the community and 
a member of the English faculty of the College, and she 
has left the impression of her interesting personality upon 
students, friends, and fellow teachers. 
In the classroom she was admired for her intellectual 
integrity, her impartiality, her straight-forward frankness, 
i\i;1cA1L PEARCE and her delightful Scotch humor. She never fawned nor 
Aattered, but was uniformly and sincerely honest in all her 
human rel a tionshi rs. Her teaching was earnest and thor­
ough; it stimulated love of industry and pride in excellence, and developed in 
those taught something of her own sturdy strength, her sanity, and deep human 
kindness. 
She will be missed by thousands who have sat in her classroom and by a wide 
circle of friends who enjoyed her hospitality and were refreshed by her unfailing 
courage and good cheer. ffe shall not forget her bouyance of spirit nor her lively 
wit; but most of all we shall treasure her memory because she was a woman of 
character. "One who ne\·er turned her back but marched breast forward . " 
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BERTHA G. BUELL 
DR. G. D. SANDERS 
E. ESTELLE DOWNING 
For more than fourteen years Thomas L. Hankinson 
conducted work in Animal Biology in the :Michigan State 
Normal College. Many l\Iichigan teachers have received 
their training in Zoology under his skilled and careful 
guidance, and numbers have been inspired by him to follow 
in other lines of Natural Science when he found their apti­
tudes leading in that direction. As a teacher, he was 
recognized as one who came anew each day from a field of 
broad experience and his class lectures were richly filled 
with pages directly from the book of nature. 
Outside his college, l\ifr. Hankinson had a wide reputa- T110�1As I,. 
tion as a naturalist well acquainted with wild life, for whose I-IANK1Nsox 
welfare and protection he earnestly labored. His deep 
concern for the preservation of our native animals led him to take a prominent 
part in the conservation activities in l\1ichigan, where his zeal and practical ideas 
made him a valuable worker. 
Others as well as students, found Mr. Hankinson generous of time and effort, 
ready to help wherever he could and always more than willing to cheerfully share 
his fund of knowledge. He will be remembered on the campus for his quiet, 
unassuming manner, his kindly attitude toward all and his untiring zeal in his 
chosen line of work. In his passing, the college has lost a helpful friend, a fine 
scientist, and an enthusiastic teacher. As was said in a memorial to him pub­
lished in a recent scientific magazine, "His life has been one of continuo11s service 
to his science and to his fellow scientists." 
l\1ARY A. GODDARD 
F. R. GoRTOK 
HELEN DOLMAN 
Professor Henry C. Lott graduated from the Michigan 
State Normal College in 1890 and, following a period spent 
as a school superintendent in various parts of Michigan, 
he returned here as an assistant professor of Psychology. 
Since 1920 he served as a professor of Education specializ­
ing in the fields of ethics, sociology, and school adminis­
tration. 
Professor Lott was also very active in social life, serving 
as an elder in the Presbyterian Church and belonging to 
several national and local educational societies. 
Always popular with those members of the student body 
who were fortunate enough to have contacts with him, 
Professor Lott conducted his classes with an air of informality 
l-lENR v C. Lorr 
and culture. Mr. Lott was greatly interested in literature and was very widely 
read. One of the things which endeared l\1r. Lott to his many students was his 
habit of reading a short poem or literary selection each day which in some way 
emphasized the problem under consideration. 
In the death of Henry C. Lott the Michigan State Normal College lost a 
long-faithful and highly valued member of its faculty; the State of Michigan 
an eminent and loyal citizen; and the entire educational profession a worthy 
member, supporter, and contributor. 
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c. M. ELLIOTT 
NOBLE LEE GARRISON 
0. 0. i'\ORRTS 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT 
WEST GATE, 
TRII\ITY COLLEGE, 
C A l'vI B R I D G E , E N G L A N D 
\VH!TEHOUSE Sc11wADERER Goon 
Men's Union Officers 
\VJ\ LTER \Y H lTEHOliSE President 
CLARK ScHW,\DERER //ice-President 
}AMES J\fATTHEWS Secretary 
·WALTER Gooo Treasurer 
Providing the campus guidance for the college events that demanded spirit, 
enthusiasm, hard work and efficient leadership, the l\len's Union during the year 
1935-36 again demonstrated its position as the outstanding campus organization. 
It not only fulfilled its place on the campus, but with the University of Michigan 
was one of the two Union organizations from l\Iichigan represented at the national 
convention of student union managers and officers held at the University of 
North Carolina, thus revealing its breadth of interest and its recognized position 
among other schools. 
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.\ L\TTIIEll'S 
Men's Union 
After _properly welcoming the freshman men and giving them an un­
derstanding as to the observance of campus tradition, the leadership 
of the I\,1en's Union turned to the planning of Homecoming. With vValter 
Breed and Arthur Hughes assisting the president of the Men's Union 
in perfecting plans, the men on the campus cooperated to put the pro­
gram over in such a way that it goes down in campus history as one of 
the best organized Homecomings ever staged. Assembly, class games, 
pep meetings, parade, house judging, the football game with Central 
State, the banquet, the dances, and the concert all blended together 
111 a week-end of spirited Homecoming fun. 
After the few weeks necessary to recover from Homecoming, the 
men began to lay plans for the annual Yule Log Drag, for which they 
chose the date of Friday, December 13. With the distinctive music 
of Lew Douglas and his orchestra, and presenting for the first time 
on the campus a dance arrangement of the Huron Fight Song, the party 
pleased its patrons in the midst of candelabra, Christmas trees, fire­
places, stars, silvered letters, and soft lights, and also inaugurated later 
party hours than had been previously allowed. 
Leaving the vVinter Term social season for others to fill, the Union 
climaxed the spring social season with the 1936 Spring Breeze. The 
delightful music of Ray Williams and his orchestra was presented for 
the first time on this campus, with the stage, a shell of starry blue 
sky, as a fitting background. The committee also designed garden 
scenes for the ballroom, mezzanine, balcony, and lobby. vVith the 
full cooperation of the weatherman, the musicians, and the students, 
the 1936 Spring Breeze went down in campus history as a perfect spring 
mate to the Yule Log Drag. 
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\VH!TEI-IOUSE 
C11AMPE 
l(ENNEDY 
j ENS EN 
N!liLL 
WENDT 
'>J E\Vt-.lAN 
LANE 
Men'§ Union Executive Board 
With an atmosphere of friendly inf rmality and yet seriously con­
sidering the best interests of the men on the campus, the 1936 Executive 
Board combined the men's leadership of the various classes on the campus. 
With President Whitehouse inaugurating the policy of having all the 
Union officers meet with the Executive Board and with the genuine 
interest that the elected representatives of the men displayed, the work 
of the Executive Board did much toward carrying through the program 
for the year. 
\\:hen the \\'inter Term saw two vacancies on the Board, and the 
lack of a vice-president, the men chose Robert hampe to replace Eugene 
. Oswald as Sophomore representative, and Edwin Neill as Junior rep­
resentative. Robert Arnold was chosen by the Board as vice-president 
to fill the place left by Homer Parker. Further balloting proved neces­
sary to fill the position for Spring Term, and Clark Schwaderer was 
chosen to finish the year. 
The success of Homecoming, the Yule Log Drag, the ticket sale 
for the all-college play, the student council committee, the all-campus 
election, and the Spring Breeze were due in a large part to the fine degree 
of cooperation of the Executive Board. 
II 
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Men's Union Activities 
Besides sponsoring the traditional Hcmecoming, the Yule Leg Drag, 
and the Spring Breeze, the M.en's Union provided the leadership for 
several other campus projects and staged several outstanding assemblies 
for the men on the campus. The outstanding assembly of the Fall 
Term presented the Dixie Eight as musical entertainers, and Umpire 
George Moriarity of the American League as the speaker. 
Winter Term, the Speech Department requested the Unicn to handle 
the ticket sale for the All-Ccllege Play, and the efficient handling of 
the tickets ccntributed to the success of the play. 
The project cf determining the student sentiment on the student 
council question ccncerned the men during vVinter Term as they co­
operated with the wcmen in a ccmmittee to investigate the proposed 
student council and to recommend a plan. The ccmmittee was ap­
pointed after an open forum discussion en the question was held in a 
Union assembly. Other assemblies were devoted to the discussion of 
routine business until spring election rolled around, when nominations 
were made, and speeches given by the presidential candidates. 
The final assembly of the year was held at the l\!Iartha vVashingtcn 
Theatre, and the Union recognized those members of the Normal Band 
completing one or two years of service, the Executive Board, the officers 
of the Union, and graduates outstanding in Speech during the year, with 
charms and gavels. 
The year for the Men's Union closed with the planning of an extensive 
fall program for Freshmen men by the Executive Board, as they offered 
their best wishes to the incoming president, James 1\/Iatthews. 
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K t N C HORN Bn7.ER OwcN 
Women's League 
E IL E E N  B 1 TZE R  
i\ f A RGA RET OwEN 
T H Y R A  K 1 N G I- I O R :-l  
I-l ILDRETJ-r CLA RK 
F R A N CES ATWELL 
LO R E E N  BAYLER 
DOROTH Y BER A R D  
H ELEN I-l A R D l N G  
J EA N  ALFSEN 
]\ [ A R I E  T R EGON N ! N G  
lV IARTHA GALLEY 
T EA N  HART 
°FLO RABETH B U RN ETT 
NELL i\
t
1ARTI N 
V I O LET REPAID 
PATR I C I A  RusT 
BARBARA vV H A N  
OLI V IA SECORD 
H ELEN H ouvEN E R  
O F F I C E R S  
E X E CuT l V E  BOA R D  
Members al Large 
::\ 1 .4. R Y  J A N E  CoE 
i\ l A B EL DANA 
J\ATALIE H E R R I C K  
J ,\ N E  K E N N E D Y  
Chairmen of Comm illees 
President 
/I ice-President  
Secretary 
Treas n rer 
J EA N  ::\ 1c K I M M t E  
i\ L\ R !AN N E PODAL 
AGNES STEER E  
Faculty Chat 
Elections 
Constitution 
league Service 
Publicity 
Rules 
Social 
Student Advisers 
Finance 
Ca mpus Sisters 
Clubs 
Assemblies 
A DV I SORY BOA R D  
GERTRUDE J OH N S O N ,  Chafrm an 
BEATR ICE BECKER 
BETTY H U NTLEY 
l\ I A R Y  J A  C H UK 
::\ I A RGUER ITE M A RSHALL 
i\ l A R I A N  McCORMICK 
::\ ! A R Y  R E I NHA RT 
CHA RLOTTE \VYMAN 
::\ f A R f A N  TESKE 
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STU R D E VA:-IT 
J•:vA:-CS 
DEAL 
:l lART l :-1 
HARCREAVE 
H AR D I N G  
Women's League 
Ovv E N  
SECORD 
What has the Women's League done this year ? To every woman student 
it has offered greater participation in democratic control and increased social 
and cultu1 al opportunities. 
The women will long remember the social affairs sponsored by the Women's 
League : the mad dash for Harvest Hop tickets, the fortune-telling and the unique 
costumes at the Hallowe'en Jolly-up and the Lassies' Leap Year Party, the friendly 
atmo phere of the teas, and the enchanting music at the League Lark. 
This year has been one of interest and achievement for the four class clubs. 
I n  Viventes the freshmen women learned how to be " proper ". The sophomore 
women discovered their latent dramatic talent  in the Goldfeather skits and plays. 
Euthalia guided the junior women toward intelligent theatre-going-and they 
actually did go. Through Book-a-?\ lonth, the seniors enjoyed discussions of the 
best recent books. 
\Vhen the president and the president-elect of the League returned from the 
annual convention of the I ntercollegiate Association of \Vomen Students at 
Denison University, they reported that the League's Campus Sister program is 
exceptionally well organized in comparison to the other colleges. 
Innovations of the past year have included the enlargement of the Advisory 
Counselors committee, a second Co-ed Prom, and a more formal installation 
with a banquet. The past year has shown an increasing attainment of the or­
ganization's goal : " A  \Vernen's League for every woman, and every woman for 
the League ! "  
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REPAI D  B U RNETT HART \Vn1AK TREG O K N I N G  
ATWELL HOUVE:\ER H E R RICK DA:\A .\fcK1MM I E  
B E R NARD N EPODAL BAYLER RusT ALFSEN 
K E N NEDY _] OH :\SON .\ 'lc KORMICK R E I N HART GAi.L E Y  
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.And class shaLI f oL!ow class, 
teaching the universal need for peace. 
A s s E s 
-· . 
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s E N I 0 R s 
TOWERS OF 
CENTRAL BUILDI1'iGS, 
B E L G I U l\I U N I V E R S I T Y 
BRUSSELS 
11 L'GIIES I I ERRICK 
Senior Class Officers 
ARTHUR HUGIIES President 
FERRIS :SEW�l.\:-1 / 'ice-President 
FRANCES ATWELL Secretary 
]\,\TALI IC: J--1 ERRICK Treasurer 
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TI I :,.; Ell',t/\X 
JOHN 1\DDISO:\ 
PETERSBURG 
Choir· 
.\drninistration and Super-
VlS!Oll 
:\.\T.\LI E l!ERRICI( 
.\srrrnBt:LA, 0. 
l(appa Gamma Phi 
Kappa Delta Pi 
Senior Class Treasurer 
Special J,ducation Club 
Women ·s League Ex. 13d. 
Special IC:ducalion 
\\'.\1.Tl·:R 
w.�11T1·:11ocs1·: 
YPSILA?\'TI 
Homecoming Gen. Ch. 
Kappa Delta Pi 
.\fen's l,;nion. P,·cs. 
>Jormal i\ews 
Stoics 
Senior I ligh Science 
J ..:LJ·'..\:\OR I !ART 
DEAR BORK 
Book-a-\lonth Club 
German Club 
.\ lodcrn I .angua)!eS 
ROBERT 1..:. I.I·:!-: 
YI-.SII..A:-.JTI 
Zeta Chi Sigma 
Pi Kappa Delta, Pres. 
junior and Senior lli)!h 
.\li\RI 1.Y:\ T.\YLOR 
Ono 
.\. C. I·'.. 
f.arl,· l·:Jemenrar,· 
CLOVIS LEG.\CI.T 
DETROrT 
.\!en's Debate 
Senior J-1 igh 
:\ 1,: LI� \IA RT I:\ 
DETROrT 
Normal News 
\\'omen's League Soc. Ch. 
l•:nglish 
IIUGH \VII.SO:\ 
DETROrT 
l·:nglish Club 
Senior l ligh 
\I.\.\Jf\E HOB.\RT 
RocrrnSTER 
.\lpha Sigma ,\lpha 
Book-a-.\ Ion th Club 
Horne J..:conornics Club 
I 'orne Fconom ics 
J.\\IES R.\SBL'lff 
DETROrT 
Phi Delta Pi 
.\urora Slaff 
:\ormal ;--.:cws 
Pi Kappa Delta 
Sigma Della Psi 
Senior I li)!h 
I RJ·::\J·: 131·:SSY:\CI l·:R 
13AY CrTY 
.\. c. !·:. 
.\rt Club 
Book-a-.\lomh Club 
Social Committee 
Fa rl ,· l·:Jemerna r,· 
\\'11.LI.\.\I BRO:\SO:\ 
YPSILA;\'TI 
7-eta Chi Sigma 
Pre-.\ ledicine 
.\IILDRl·:D K:\.\CCS 
D1,TROrT 
Fine .\rts Club 
:\ormal Choir 
Public School .\lusic Club 
Public School .\ I usic 
J. ST.\;--.:LE:Y SC!-1 LTl'Z 
DETROrT 
Phi Delta Pi 
lnterfraternic,· Council 
Kappa Della ·Pi 
:\ormal :--.:ews, Editor 
:\atural Science 
GR.\CI, HOPSO:\ 
\L\IU'1E C1TY 
Book-a-\lonth Club 
His tor,· 
JOSl·:PI I P0\\.11·:RSKI 
DETROIT 
Zeta Chi Sigma 
'-:atllral Science Club 
Stoics 
Pre-\ ledicine 
OLl\·1.\ Sl·:CORD 
GROSSE Po1xT 
Thela Lambda igma 
Phnical Education Club 
\\'omen's League Ex. Bel. 
Ph,·sical l·:ducation 
ET! I t::L \V ,\FF EN 
IRON RIVER 
Book-a-.\Ionth Club 
Kappa Delta Pi 
Latin Club 
:\atural Science Club 
Senior l ligh 
[:\Rl\r':ST BERRIDGE 
ST. CLAIR 
English Club 
l liston· Club Senior· 1-1 igh 
LJ LL!.\:\ SOLD.\:\ 
CoLE,1Ax 
Book-a-.\lonth Club 
Choir 
Trailblazer Club 
Y. \V. C. ,\ . 
. \dministration and Super­
vision, Rural 
.\RNOLD 
\\" I :\D.\lCJ<:LLER 
.\ I EL\'l'.\1 0.ALE 
Chemistrv Club 
Senior 11 i"!'h 
.\JJ\RION :--:EPODAL 
Y PSI LANT! 
Sigma Sigma Sigma 
Book-a-.\Ion th Club 
Industrial Ans 
Special Education Club 
Women's League Ex. Bd. 
Special J·:ducation 
YJ\Tl·:S l(ENi\EDY 
Y PSI LA;-.;iTI 
Sigma _\fu Sigma 
I nterfraternit,· Council, 
Pres. 
.\!en's Union, Ex. Bel. 
Pre-.\Ieclicine 
,·101.1�T on:l\ 
Ono 
.\. c. E. 
Far!,· [lementary 
\\":\1.TER BREl·:D 
).PSILA�TI 
Kappa Phi Alpha 
I ntcrfraternitv Council 
Industrial :\res 
.\!.\BEL :\P[L 
SANDUSKY, 0. 
Book-a-.\lonth Club 
Plwsical Ed. Club 
w.·A. A. 
Ph,-sical Education 
E\:.i\ B. G LJ\SSFORD 
EAST DETROIT 
Choir 
Public School .\lusic Club 
Public School _\ I usic 
111�1.1·:N 13.\KER 
.\1.T. CLE�! ENS 
Sigma Sigma Sigma 
Home Economics Club 
Home J< :conomics 
GEORGI·: PJ-:i{RY 
D1,TROIT 
Kappa Delta Pi 
.\lathernatics Club 
Senior High 
.\l.\RjORLI·: LE ID LEl I 
SAGI NA\\' 
Theta Sigma Cpsilon 
Kappa Delta Pi 
\\" . .  \. 1\., \·. Pres. and .\!gr. 
junior High 
FLOYD LE\",-\GOOD 
DEARBORN 
Chemisl!T Club 
:\atural Science Club 
Pre-_\ ledicine 
FR.\>iCES .\T \\"ELL 
\\". TOLEDO, 0. 
Kappa Gamma Phi 
English Club 
Kappa Delta Pi 
Senior Class Secretary 
Stoics 
J·:nglish 
C.\SSI L.;S SH.\FT 
PERRY 
Band 
ChemisuT Club 
:\atural Science Club 
junior I ligh 
1·:U.:1\NOR CO:\LIN 
.\IARINE CITY 
Book-a-.\.lonth Clui:; 
English Clul, 
English 
SCZ,\\ll\E Bl·:Zt::Rll:.\l 
.\NN ARBOR 
.\loclern Languages 
LOCI SE R t::l\TOi\ 
YPSILANTI 
Sigma Sig111a Sigma 
1\. C. E. 
Book-a-\Ion th Club 
Pan-Hellenic 
l�arly Elementar)· 
l·:LIZ. \BET!-1 IIC:--:TLY 
CENTRAL LAKE 
Sigma Sig111a Sigma 
\\"omen's League Adv. Bd. 
I Jome l·:conomics Club 
l lo111e Economics 
C.\RLJ: TON JOLLY 
.\:o, ,\1rnOR 
Die Ka,neraden 
Fine J\,·ts Club, Pres. 
K.a ppa Del ta Pi 
Stoics 
Fine ,\rts 
\IILDIH:D \\".\RD 
DETROIT 
. igma :--:u Phi 
Plwsical Ed. Club 
w.· .\. /\. 
Y. \V. C. :-\. 
Ph)·sical l�ducation 
I IESTF.R t::D.\rc:--:os 
DETROIT 
Sig111a :"Ju Phi 
Junior High 
F.L\�1\:---:0R I !,\RT 
DEARBORN 
Book-a-\lon th C\u b 
German Club 
\[odcrn Languages 
LYLE 11\GGS 
BAY CITY 
Kappa Phi •\\ ha 
Gn1111astic Team 
K�ppa Delta Pi 
Physical Education 
RC'\'! I KLOPF ENSTEI i\ 
Du:rnEE 
Commercial Teachers Club 
Commercial Teaching 
I.UC\ LU: SI 11\1.\,,\ 
DETROIT 
Kappa \lu Delta 
Book-a-\1onth Club 
Dramatics Club 
Pan-Hellenic 
Junior High J·:nglish 
.\l.\RIO:--: OTTO 
SAGINAW 
Delta Sig111a Epsilon 
Senior High 
JOI!:--: IIL"TCHl:--:so;-.; 
.\r--ro;-; 
Zeta Chi Sigma 
.\urora Staff 
lnterfraternit,· Council 
Pi Kappa Deita 
Junior l ligh 
DOI.OR ES B EYl·:R 
BAY CtTY 
.\. c. E. 
Book-a-\lonth Club 
Early \·]ementary 
l::LIZ.\13E'\'l I .\JOO:--: 
:-\LLE?'< PARK 
Sigma :--:u Phi 
.\. c. \�. 
Book-a-.\lonth Club 
Later l·:lementary 
COR1:--::--:E [01-10JSO:--: 
DEARiJORN 
.\. C. L 
13ook-a-:\lonth Club 
Farly 1-:Jcmentary 
FJ·:R:--:E P,\l..\!ER 
.\:,;:,; 1\RBOR 
Kappa .\Ju Delta 
I lorne F.conomics Club 
I \rime Economics 
.\C'.\l�S PITTS 
I ACK SO:< 
Choir 
.\ladrigal Club 
Public School .\fusic Club 
l'ublic School 'dusic 
JOI 11\ BOC.IL·:--: 
.\un1·R", :---:. Y. Kappa Phi .\lpha 
Boxing 
Football 
Siµma Delta Psi 
Chemistr)· 
RCTII TO\VNSt:::--:D 
l-l1G11LA'1D PAl<K 
Kappa Gamma Phi 
. \. C. I·: .. Pres. 
Y. \\". C. A. Cabinet 
F.arly Elementary 
I' 
.\LPHONSO 
GA \"RI I..\ \'!CZ 
.BE:-ITON HARBOR 
!'hi Delta Pi 
.\rt Club 
Industrial Arts Club 
Sigma Delta Psi, Pres. 
\"arsit1· Club 
Industrial .\rts 
:\ IN,\ ST1\NQUI TS 
Fu:n 
Delta Sigma l·:psilon 
I .ater l':lcmentar)· 
I ICCO S\Vl1\TEK 
1- IAMTRAMCK 
.\u rora Staff 
:'\atural Science Club 
Senior 11 igh Science 
KIRK RIDDl·:!Zl:'\G 
>,_1 ELVINDALE 
ChcmisllT Club 
'dathematics Cluh 
Chemistr,· 
111·:1.i,::,.: \IOORL:: 
SAGINJ\\\' 
.\lpha \lu Sigma 
Chemistrv Club 
:\ lathemat ics Club 
Senior I ligh-\lathematics 
111·:NRY DCRl·:LL 
\ION ROE 
111 LDRl·:TI I Cl.,\RK. 
SouT11 Lvo:-is 
.\lpha \Ju Sigma 
l·'.nglish Club 
:\atural Science Club 
Stoic 
\\'omen's League. Treas. 
l·:n,dish 
:--;;ORHl�RT R1\DTK.I·: 
�VIANISTEE 
7,eta Chi Sigma 
\fathematics Cluh 
I liston· Club 
Kapp,i Delta Pi, Pres. 
\lathematics 
JL
1
LI.\:\.\ 131·:I)ELL 
Ro'1EO 
Delta Phi 
.\. C. E. 
Special f-.ducation Club 
1·:a rh- Elemen tar)' 
.r1-:ss11,: Kl�RSCll:'\L::R 
PONTIAC 
,\lpha .\fu Sigma 
1\urora Staff, f < :ditor 
.Book-a-\lonth Club 
I. R. C. 
:\dministration and Super-
vision, Rural 
JOSl·:Pl I \\/ORZ:\ I.\ K 
HAr..lTRA;\ICK 
.\urora Staff, Bus. \!gr. 
Band 
Chcmistrv Club 
Stoic 
Pre-\ lcdicine 
.\NNI ·: :\Dll·:'1'11 
DEARBOR;>; 
Pi Kappa Delta 
A. C. I-'.. 
Dramatic Club 
11 is Lori' Club 
\ \"odcso, \'ice-Pres. 
1·:arl,· FlemcnLar,· 
DOROTI I Y  STOKER 
STURGIS 
.\. c. L::. 
B ok-a-\lonth Club 
Earl,· I·:Iementarr 
S I D:--;;I".Y FlSl-1\1.\:--: 
D1;TROIT 
,\urora Staff 
Baseball 
Cross-countr,·, \!gr. 
Intramural ,\thletics 
Ph,·sical l ·:ducation 
Bl·:Ri\IO: CL.\RK 
PLYMOUTII 
Pi Kappa Sigma 
i\atural Science Club 
Science 
D0:\1\LD SCI 1.\1':Rl·'.R 
WILLIS 
Chemistn· Club 
Choir 
. 
Debate 
Senior 11 igh 
1·:IX,\i\OR 
r.fcCi\CSL.\\JD 
SWARTZ CREEK 
Kappa 'du Delta 
13ook-a-;,., Ion th Club 
Fine .\rts Club 
Fine .\rts 
\\
l
lLl,1.\\1 ZI ·:PP 
\Vo1<CESTER, \!Ass. 
Zeta Chi Sigma 
Cross Countr,· Team, Capt. 
Ph,·sical Ed. Club, Pres. 
Track Team 
\'arsin· Club 
Ph,·si�al Education 
I, I, 
C.\THt:Rl:\E 
\\"000\\'.\ RD 
PORT f-lCROX 
.\lpha .\Iu Si1rn1a 
.\. C. L 
Book-a-.\lonth Club 
Facult1· Chat Committee 
Jntern;,tional Rel. Club 
Earl,· Elementar,· 
GORDON ,\l\DERSO."\ 
Eu10RE, 0. 
Pi Kappa Delta 
College Ora tor 
Facultv Chat Committee 
J nternational Rel. Club 
Kappa Delta Pi 
11 is tor,· 
GL.\DYS DJL�RY 
COL.LI XG 
.\. C. E. 
Book-a-.\Ionth Club 
Early F:lementar�-
LlLLIA:\' BEl�BE 
HoLJ.\' 
.\lpha .\Ju Sigma 
Special Education 
I.L"CILLE 1·'1:\KBl':1:\1·:R 
C1-1ELSEA 
.\. c. E. 
Book-a-.\ [on th Club 
Y. \\/. C. 1\. 
Later Elementar,· 
GRACE Pl\"K 
DETROIT 
Sigma Sigma Sigma 
Pan-Hellenic 
l\arl,· Elementar,· 
OPAL JOH\"SO\" 
BENTON J-IARBOR 
Theta Lambda Sigma 
Book-a-.\lonth Club 
\"ormal l\ews Staff 
l·:nidish 
FR.\i\K C.\.\IP/31::1.L 
C,,DJLI.AC 
Phi Delta Pi 
Histor\' Club 
I mernational Relations 
Senior l ligh 
.\l.\RY REl\"H,\RT 
ROYAL0 AK 
Sigma Nu Phi 
\\/omen's League !\d,·. Bd. 
Choir 
College S,•mphon,· 
Public School .\fosic Club 
Orchestra and Band 
FR,\i\iCES WHIT.\ li\l\ 
SPRINGPORT 
,\. C. E. 
l•:arl,· Elementary 
.\Ji\RY .\lJLLFR 
CLARKSTON 
Sigma Sigma igma 
I lome Economics Club 
I lome Economics 
CJL\RLES S,\YlU: 
i31'LLEVILLE 
Choir 
.\ Ten's Debate 
.\lathematics Club 
Senior fligh .\ lathematics 
DOROTHY SCOTT 
DETROIT 
.\lpha Kappa .\lpha 
Book-a-.\lonth Club 
l•:arl,· Elementary 
.\1\i\1\ DICKERSON 
C11ARLOTTE 
Book-a-.\Ion th Club 
Choir 
.Junior I ligh 
.\RLl:::\li JE:\\!J:\GS 
TRAVERSE CITY 
.\ ladrigal Club 
Choir 
Public School .\lusic Club 
Public School .\lusic 
JOHN BRANDT S.\IITI I 
OTIS\'ILLE 
Latin Club 
Senior 1-1 i)?h Latin 
J E1\i\ .\IOFF,\T 
Houc1-1To" 
Delta Sigma Epsilon 
l\arl,· Elementar,· 
FR.\:\CES B.\L\ \
1
1\"SKl 
B,n C1TY 
Theta Sigma lipsilon 
Senior 1 -1 igh 
PJ\UL Cl lRlST.\lA:\N 
ANN ARBOR 
Dramatics Club 
Latin Club 
Senior High 
JOYCJ:  CARY 
YPSILANTI 
Commercial Teachers Club 
Commercial Teaching 
l·:J,l.c\ .\1. STURDl·:\·M,T 
P1TTSFOIU) 
Book-a-.\Ionth Club 
Student Religious Council 
F.nglish 
:-\R.\lED:\ KOJ\1.;NEi\ 
Soun-1 RANGE 
Book-a-.\Ionth Club 
finlandia Club 
W .. \. A . 
.Junior High 
.\LDREY PET1\J.\ 
DETROIT 
Book-a-.\lonth Club 
Pi Gamma .\lu 
History 
RA Y.\JOi\D .\ !ROCH 
DETROIT 
Chemist1T Club 
VIathern;tics Club 
Track Team 
Varsit,· Club 
Mathematics 
LEONA I !ECK 
l:TICA 
Book-a-.\lonth Club 
Senior High 
1-:LJZr\BETH LAYCOCK 
GL,\OWIN 
Earl,· Elementary 
HARRIET 1--lAWKlNS 
DETROIT 
A. C. F. 
Book-a-:donth Club 
Choir 
Earl,· Elementar,· 
BER:'\ICE COi\LEY 
DETROIT 
Book-a-.\lonth Club 
Choir 
Public School .\lusic Club 
Public School .\lusic 
JU:'\ OLDER 
YPSILAXTI 
Delta Phi 
Senior High 
CH.\RLES 11:\RLFY 
LL.DIXGTOX 
Senior 11 i!(h 
GFORGTA BL\CK 
SA1'DliSKY 
Senior I I igh School 
LOIS BCCKLES 
JASPER 
Latin Club 
Senior High 
.\l:\RIE GEORGE 
YrsILA�TI 
Lambda Tau Sigma 
Special Education 
LORE:'\J·: K:'\IFFEN 
BRITTO:< 
His tor,· 
EVA .\IAE SA:'\FORD 
DETROIT 
Lambda Tau Sigma 
Special Education 
.\If\ RI :'-JCS 
Band 
\',\i\ ,\.\JEYDE 
L1xc0Lx PARK 
German Club 
Histon- Club 
Senior. High Social Science 
ELSIE RUTJ 11\RDT 
TRAl'ERSE CJTY 
,\rt Club 
Book-a-.\ lon th Club 
Fine ,\rts 
Cll.\RLES B.\KER 
,\rt Club 
Fine ,\rts 
H,\ZEL \\ °:\!.\\ °ORTH 
:\ORTH /\DA"S 
.\. c. f.. 
Book-a-.\ lon th Club 
English Club 
Later Elementar�-
J.\.\IES Y.\RGER . 
ERIE 
Pi Kappa Delta, ,·. Pres. 
International Rel. Club 
Pi Gamma .\fu, Pres. 
,\drninistration and Supcr-
,·,s1on 
131�\-ERLY HO\\'l .,\:\D 
H1c11LA:<D PARK 
Theta Lambda Sigma 
Book-a-.\lonth Club 
House Pres. Council 
Senior Hi1d1 
Band 
JOH:'\ RIGHI 
. ST. CHARLES 
Chemist1T Club 
Club . 
Orchestra 
Senior I li,rh Chemistry 
.JOSE P; l l  :\E \VMTl·:N 
IRON RIVER 
Kappa Delta Pi 
Book-a-.\lonth Club 
.\lathematics Club 
Stoics 
Senior l ligh .\fathematics 
1 1.\R.\°.\RD .\II LLF.R 
PLY�IOUTII 
Sil?ma .\ I u Sigma 
.\len·s Debate 
Senior I li1?h English 
FR.\:\iCES A. S.\IITI I 
.\>1.,; c\i<BOR 
Kappa .\I u Delta 
Home Economics 
fl�RRIS NE\Vill,\N 
PONTIAC 
.\!fen's Union Ex. Bd. 
Football 
Senior Vice-President 
Track 
Chemistr)' 
K1\THERINE SCI !.\!IDT 
\VEHBERVILLE 
f\. C. L 
Earl,· Elementary 
JA.\lES BLOO.\lfl ELD 
ANN ARBOR 
Commercial 
.\L\RlAi'\ .\IARTll\1 
SEBEIVAl:<G 
Pi Delta Theta 
Bo k-a-.\lonth Club 
Kappa Delta Pi 
Senior Advisorv Com. 
Y. 'v\/. C. A. Cabinet 
l�nglish 
DALE l\OBLE 
ANN ARBOR 
Pre- Business 1\clministra­
tion 
EL!Zi\Bt: 'l'H 
TRES'I 'R. \IL 
CRYSTAL FALLS 
Book-a-Month Club 
Dramatics Club 
English 
EUGEl\E ?IIAi\:\ING 
YPSll.Ai\'TI 
Chemist1T Club 
Senior Hi°gh 
81\RB.\R.\ Fl:\K 
CHARLOTTE 
A. C. E. 
Book-a-.\lonth Club 
Stoics 
Earl,· Elemenu11·,· 
CLARK SCl-1\\ .. \DERER 
:K.1NGSTO:< 
Soc. Committee, Ch. 
Senior High 
JOHN P ADGETT 
LINCOLN PARK 
Zeta Chi Sigma 
Band 
Orchestra 
11 is tor)· 
JCL!i\ BR,\ ID\\'OOD 
LEO;,/ARD 
Theta Lambda Sigma 
.\. C. E. 
Trailblazers 
Rural Education 
.\RTHCR I I CGHE. 
DETROIT 
Pi Kappa Delta 
Kappa Delta Pi 
Normal News, Bus .. VIgr. 
Senior Class President 
\ !en's Debate 
11 istory 
RCTI I co:,,.:n:RSE 
LANSl1'G 
Theta Sigma Upsilon 
.Book-a-.\lonth Club 
College S)·mph ,w 
.Junior High 
ART! I LiR .\JOE 
PLYMOUTH 
Zeta Chi Sigma 
Band ' 
I nterfraternit,· Council 
.J-Hop Comm
.ittee 
Orchestra 
Orchestra and Band 
B FRl\l C I �  
DRCCKYl\BROD 
IONIA 
Theta l.ambda Sigma 
Book-a-.\ Ion th Club 
Dramatics Club 
J•:nglish Club 
Senior High l·'.nglish 
I\D\VARD 131.'.:R:\.\RD 
BENTON I !ARBOR 
Phi Delta Pi 
Basketball 
Tennis 
\·arsitv Club 
l listoiy 
CIIAR\IJOl\ DOX 
/\DRIAN 
ChemistJT Club 
.\la thematics Club 
College Orchestra 
Senior High 
.\:slTHONY S.\RGF:.\:TI 
DETROIT 
Phi Delta Pi 
Te11nis Team 
. enior High Geography 
P,\CLl.\:E \\'RIGH T  
.\:s;,1 .\,rnoR 
I Jome J·:conomics Club 
Y. \\'. C. ,\. 
I lorne Economics 
Tl 10\l.·\S COOPER 
YPSILA:STI 
Phnical Education Club 
Ph;·sical Ec luca1ion 
.\!.\RY D. \LY 
\\
°
ATER\'LIET 
.\lrha '.\lu Sigma 
Book-a-.\lonth Cl11b 
Earl)· Elementary 
j.\Y HDRl·:J) 
RO)IEO 
Dramatics 
l'ootball 
Senior I liµh 
I L":\J·: .\:I T\l.\:\:\ . DETROIT 
Kappa .\ I u Delta 
J/arly J·:Jcrnentary 
l�D\\°.\RD 
S I E\ 11 1::.\: K l  
I IA'1TRA�ICK 
l\orrnal :\e11·s 
Senior I ligh, Political Sci­
ence 
DOROTI IY ROOT 
.\:,;:,; .\RBOR 
. \. c. F. 
Y. \\'. C. .\. 
J·:arl)· l"lementar)· 
\'JCl�.\:TE Rl \'ERA 
TAYUG, PANG., P. I. 
.\c lrninistration and Supcr­
ns1on 
.\.\::\.\ .\!.·\RI!·: !'-:GI .ES 
.\IARl:slE C1TY 
Book-a-.\lonth Club 
College Pia)· .\lathernatics Club 
Junior High \lathernatics 
., 
B EATRICE f:\RRELI ,  
.\fUNIS ING 
Delta Phi 
Earl,· Elementar,· 
El LEEN B lTU:R 
U N I O N VILLE 
K appa Delta Pi 
Soclalitas Latina 
Stoics 
\Vomen's League, Pres. 
Senior High 
l�L!Zi\BETH 
.\ lU I X  EI\ ;,-Ji\ 
Huoso:-. 
Kappa Gamma Phi 
.\. c. [. 
Book-a-.\1onth Club 
J unior High 
\T RGIN!r\  OL.\lST U )  
SAGINAW 
Theta Sigma Cpsilon 
Kappa Delta Pi 
Plwsical Ed. Club 
\V.· A . . \. Ph,·sical Education 
.\!1\R\" F. GOLDJ\I1 \N 
TOLEDO, 0. 
K appa . \ lu Del ta Book-a-Month Club 
Dramatics Club 
l�arl,· 1°:JementaIT 
RCTH HARPER \\·, \J.J·:S 
I NDIA�APOLIS, I �D . 
. \ rt Club 
Book-a-.\fonth Club 
Choir 
Fine Arts 
LOU I SE .\ !ORR I S  
SAND CREEK  
Sigma Nu Phi 
Book-a-.\Ionth Club 
Social Committee 
I nternational Rel. Club 
Far!,· l�lementar,· 
lH:TTY .\'IITCHVLI. 
.\NN A R BOR 
Sigma Sigma Sigma 
Book-a-.\lonth Club 
Kappa Delta Pi 
Phvsical Ed. Club 
Stoics 
Ph,·sical Education 
HELE� 1- JARDJ>JG 
DETROIT 
. \lpha \ r u Sigma 
Book-a-.\Ionth Club 
l�nglish Club 
Natural Science Club 
Women's League Ex. Bel. 
J•:nglish 
EJ,JZ.\BETJ-[ 
\VH lTf.l lOUSJ·: 
l
""
PSILA NTI 
.\lpha . \Ju Sigma 
. \rt Club 
Kappa Delta Pi 
Social Committee 
Fine 1 \ns 
\IELDREW ,\RD L 
D ETROIT 
Theta Lambda Sigma 
Book-a-Month Club 
>latural Science Club 
Junior High 
\\.!:\:\I FR I·:D 
P.· \TTERSO:\ 
FLI1'T 
Book-a-.\lonth Club 
English Club 
Senior High 
Cl Ii\ RLO'JT !i WY\ L \:\ 
Po1<TIAC 
Theta Sigma Upsilon 
Women's League .\cl,·. Bel .  
Phnical Ed. Club 
\V.· A. J \., Pres. 
Ph,·sical Eclucat ion 
RCTII . \IcJNTOS J-l 
1 \ N N  A R B O R  
, \rt Club 
Book-a-.\lonth Club 
Fine Arts 
.\!.\RY J, \:\ 1� Dr\WI.J·:Y 
DETROIT 
.\lpha K appa Alpha 
Book-a-.\Ionth Club 
Y. \V. C. , \. J·:nglish 
VJRGINIA CLARK 
CLARKSTON 
.\lpha \Ju Sigma 
I Jome Economics Club 
Y .  \\/. C. A. 
I Jome J:conomics 
J l.i>!E BRATD\V OOD 
L E O N A R D  
Theta Lambda Sigma 
, \. C. E. 
Trailblazers 
Rural Education 
L I LL IE .\f, \E \V l-JJTJ-: 
,\lARIAN:-.A, FLA . 
Book-a-\Ionth Club 
.\. c. ,�. 
Early Elementary 
\ 'JRG ! N I .\ \ '.\LK 
\ IusKEGON 
Pi Kappa Sigma 
·Home 10:conomics Club 
1- lome l•:conomics 
J·:CGl·:l\'E 
\\/ E I :,./  B I·: RG 1,: R 
DETROIT 
Pi Gamma \lfu 
Histon· Club 
His tor;. 
\ L\ DELEJNE 
sc1 1 1 .1-: c ss 
DETROIT 
Kappa \ Iu Delta 
Book-a-\ Ionth Club 
Senior High 
CL.\R.\ 1 1 .\ :\SON 
\Iu:-- 1 s 1NG  
Choir 
Lambda Tau Sigma 
Special Educatio1 1  
\ ' I  RG r :\ I.'\ F.\  INT 
FENTON 
Theta Lambda Sigma 
Seni r lligh 
ESR.\ KLAIBl•:R 
\ IONTAG\;E 
Phi Sigma Epsilon 
I 11 tcrfr-aternitv Council 
Pre-Chemical
° 
E11gi11cering 
RL! TH \ 'O RO: 
BELLEVILLE 
.\ lpha Sigma Tau 
Orchestra 
Public School \ 1 usic Club 
\ l usic 
S,\ NTl·: t-: BROCK.\ ! .\ '\  
SEMl:-iOLE. OKI.A. 
Ph)·sical Education 
DOROTI IY J\ :\Dl·:RSO'\ 
ALBA 
Theta Lambda Si,:ma 
English 
J DJ\ D. DETTLO F F  
ROG E RS CITY 
l-:nr,lish Club 
f 11ternational Rel. Club 
Kappa Delta P1 
Pi Gam ma .\ f u  
1 1  istory 
\ J !LDR.10:D J -Jl.j F F  
WAY N E  
Theta Lambda Sigma 
B ok-a-\ lonth Club 
\Vomen's League 
Commercial 
\IARG1\ R l-:T S,\ NDl·:RS 
\" ER�II LION ,  Q. 
Theta Sigma upsilon 
Dramatic Club 
Earl )· Elcmentarr 
LE:\IPI RITO I .. \ 
,\TLANTIC \ J 1  NE 
Book-a-\ lonth Club 
Kappa Delta Pi 
t\atural Scie11ce Club 
Nawral Science 
ZYG FRED 
DJ\SZKl l·:\\ " L CZ 
DEA R B OR N  
Zeta Chi Sigma 
Kappa Delta Pi 
l\"awral Science Club 
Stoic 
\ "arsitr Club 
Pre-fVledicine 
ELE,\ ;\OR Bs\Ki':R 
GRAND RAPIDS 
,\lpha \ lu Sigma 
Book-a-\ Jonth Club 
Pi Gamma \ J u  
History 
DO '\ALD ROCK 
DETROIT 
Baseball 
Football 
Gymnastics 
Physical Education Club 
Ph)•sical 10:ducat ion 
Lf\ l_jRf\ J OYN l·:R 
YPSILANTI 
.Kappa Delta Pi 
\\!. J\ . A. 
Ph)·sical F:ducation 
CL/\ R f.;\' C I·: RCK.,\ \1 1 '  
FLINT 
Plwsical Education Club 
\ ·a;·sitv Basketball 
Varsity Club, Pres. 
Physical. Education 
ROBERT . \RNOLD 
PASADEXA, CAL. 
, \rm of Honor 
I n terfraternit1· Council 
\len's Union,' \'.Pres. 
\'arsitv Club 
Pre-Law 
ERi\ESTLS E  
\\.OODRUF F  
DETROIT 
I J ome Economics Club 
I Lome J·:conomics 
.\N i\ E  1- L J \ L CI I 
j AC �SON 
l ·:arl,· Elementar,· 
LL ' C I L I . I -: 1-'.\RRl rn. 
Y PSI LAXTI 
Chemistn· Club 
Kappa D�lta Pi 
:\atural Scie;ice Club 
Swics 
Junior l ligh 
1 \ L I C E  WELKER 
DETROIT 
Book-a-\lonth Club 
His tori' Club 
I nlernaLional Relariom 
His tor,· 
K . \TI I Ll�Ei\i O'BR I J ·:i\ 
CLEVELAND,  0. 
Sigma Sigma Sigma 
Lambda Tau Sigma 
l·:arl,· l •:Jcmcnta1T 
RICI 1,\RD P IV RCI-: 
GRAXD L E DGE 
l·:nglish 
i\l:\.\ DC:\C. \:\ 
YPSILAXTI 
Book-a-\lon th Club 
\lathemaLics Club 
\lat hcmat ics 
\1. \\. :\O\Tl'Z 
DETROIT 
Senior 11 igh 
B.\RB. \RA Gl·:1-: 
GRA:<D RAPIDS 
Pi K.appa Sigma 
J•:nglish, _I unior High 
10117\ l·:CCLESTO:\I·: • DETROIT 
Sigma \lu Sigma 
Baseball 
Football 
lnterfraLernir,· Council 
I lisLOI'\' Club . Senior.High 
1 1·:SS I I ·: PREi\TI C J·: . 
B 1 u.r..1 1 NG!-l/\t\l 
Kappa \lu Delta 
Book-a-\ lo,nh 
:\ormal :\rt Club 
Fine .\rt s 
Senior History 
There were five h u ndred a n d  e ighty of us when we enrol led i n  M.S .N .C .  i n  
September, 1 93 2 . We fought with the  Sophomores, won th ree out  of fou r  c lass  
games,  had  our Freshman lVI ixer, and yet some of us surv ived . \Varden Geer ,  
Dorot h y  El len Cook ,  J ane Sau nders,  and  Wi l l iam Be l l  were the  ones who gu ided 
our  footsteps unti l  the t ime we th rew our "pots" in the  bonfire at Sleepy H ollow 
and declared that  we were sophomores. 
A few less in nu mbers, we came back for more in 1 93 3 .  This year saw us 
w inn ing the class games aga i n ,  and a l so part ic ipat ing in a great var iety  of col lege 
act iv it ies .  Our c lass m ixer excluded no one.  The class was lead by Betty M itchel l ,  
Cornel ius  Scott ,  Walter Whitehouse, a n d  Robert l\1cKenny during  o u r  Sophomore 
year .  
1 93 4, and  we, a s  J un iors, came back.  \Ve had  learned ; we now not only acted, 
but somet imes acted to the  best effect .  l\/[embers of our class represen ted t h e  
college i n  t h e  state oratorical con test, debating, a n d  t h e  state i n terpretat ive 
read ing contest .  Our class pres ident ,  Walter Wh itehouse, edited the  Norm a l  
Col l ege News. Our J -Hop, u nder the  d i rection o f  Clark Schwaderer, w a s  t h e  
outstand ing  social event o f  the  year, prov id ing a maid for t h e  lad ies, a doorm a n ,  
and  comfortable lou nges on  t h e  second floor for those t i red o f  danc ing .  The 
c lass offi cers that year were Wal ter \Vh itehouse, Nata l ie  H errick ,  Frances Atwel l ,  
and  Walter B reed . 
On ly  about one-half  of the  five  h u ndred and ·  e ighty w ho started here in 1 9 3 2  
c a m e  b a c k  i n  193 5 t o  strut about the  campus as Sen iors .  Fearing tha t  t he  u nder­
graduates d id  not fu l ly  real ize tha t  we were Seniors, the  class wanted some emblem 
to make the campus " Senior Consciou s ."  A com m ittee with Mar inus  Van Ameyde 
a s  cha i rman ,  Catheri ne  Woodward, and Frank Borovsky, secu red i nexpens ive 
wa l k ing  st icks for us to carry dur ing the  last two weeks of school . 
Because,  i n  the  past,  the  Aurora has  not had the  support of the  ent i re student­
body, we appoi nted a committee to i n vestigate and,  i f  poss ible, find some way 
to re-fi n a nce our yearbook so that every student  m ight  have  a copy as a record 
of h i s  college days .  This  comm ittee had as its co-cha i rmen Wa l ter '
v
Vh itehouse 
and J oseph \Vorzn iak ,  and i t s  members, Dorothy Anderson, Y ates Kennedy, 
a nd Theodore Jack imowicz, wrote to n u merous engravers and  pri n ting  fi rms 
before report ing to President  Mu nson . The a i m  of the comm ittee was to p lan 
a book low enough i n  pr ice  to be p laced on the  Act iv i t ies Fee, yet ma in ta i n i ng 
h igh s tandards .  
Apr i l  2 5 ,  we danced at  the Sen ior Party, which replaced the t ime-honored 
S k i p  Day. The committee in charge was com posed of Art h u r  H ughes and Clarence 
R u kamp,  co-cha i rmen ; Ferris Newman,  t i ckets ; Catherine 'vVoodward , decora­
tion s ;  a n d  Clark  Schwaderer, mus ic .  The Sen iors and the i r  guests d ivided the i r  
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t ime  between danc ing i n  the  ba l l room,  ga m i ng i n  t h e  recreat ion room downsta i rs ,  
and  choos ing somet h ing  refresh i ng to  eat  a t  the fou n t a i n .  
Dec id ing  t o  cast as ide t he  out-worn trad it iona l  Class D a y  exerc ises, w e  searched  
for someth ing entert a i n i ng,  yet appropriate,  to subst i tute  for t h e  valedictory , 
t he  h is tory, the  prophecy, and  the  c lass  poem .  A commi t tee, headed by co­
cha i rmen S id ney F i shman a nd A rt h u r  H ughes, presented several suggest ions to 
t he  c lass and  it was voted to "put  t h e  G radu a te of 1 93 6  on tr ia l"  to determ ine  
whether  or not h i s  educa t ion  fi tted h im to face  t h e  problems of l ife .  H elen  H ard i ng, 
\\"a l ter \Vh i tehouse,  Dorothy  Anderson, Theodore J ac k imowicz, Nata l i e  H erri ck ,  
Fra nces Atwel l ,  \Vi l l i a m  Bronson, a n d  Clark  Schwaderer were selected to con­
,·ert t h i s  idea i n to a concrete  form in t he  s h a pe of a p lay.  After much l abor t h i s  
was done, and  the  p l ay  was  presented by the  Seniors them selves before t h e  
assembled s tudent-body .  
As a c l a s s  we  feel we h ave been successfu l .  A s  i nd i ,· i dua l s ? \\ "el l ,  perhaps  
we w i l l  h a ve the  opport u n i ty  to te l l  each ot her  a bout tha t  i n  t he years to come .  
TH I\ R I\ FO R.\ 1 1 .'-:G CO.\ L\ 1 1 ' 17El::S O F  '36 
Back Row-\V1-11TEHOUSE, SCHWADERER, BROX S O N ,  c\EIV�IA'-, H u G II ES, RAS B U R Y .  
Second Row- \.Ax A M EYD E ,  K EN N E D Y ,  F 1 s 1- 1�1A'I, .J AcK 1�1 0\\'1cz, \VoRZNIAK, G . .  \xDERSOX. 
Front Row-D. t\ x D E RSON, HERRICK, AnvELL, I IARDI N G ,  \VooowARD. 
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Back Row-K E N N EDY, J Ac K 1 '101ucz, H uG H ES, N EW MA1', W H I TE H OUSE, G. A:<DERso:-;,  BocJ c K .  
Second Row- Fi s H�IA :>J , Roo:, D. J \ )1DE KSON , H ow LAND, S P:co1w, Pow1ERS K 1 .  DAS7. K I Ell' I CZ. 
Front Row-B ITZ.ER, lcl ARDl:>JG, CLAR K, H ERRI C K ,  CoNu o; ,  GOLD"" " ·  
Cla§§ Day 
Pres id ing at the tr ia l  of the G ra d uate of ' 36, was Ferris N ewm a n .  Gordon 
Anderson, as  a ttorney for the defendant ,  pr sented evidence to prove that t he  
Graduate  was  ab l e  to  face the  problems o f  teach ing,  wh i le  Prosecut ing  Attorney 
Art h u r  H ughes endeavored to  prove t h a t  the Gra d ua te's educat ion had not 
fitted h i m  for h i s  profess ion .  S i dney Fishman,  as  c lerk,  recorded a l l  the  evidence , 
wh i l e  Ei leen  B i tzer, J oh n  Bocj un ,  Fra nces Atwel l ,  C lark  Schwaderer, H elen 
H a rd ing ,  Ol iv ia  Secord,  and \i\ialter vVh itehouse were subpcenaed as w itnesses . 
The j u ry ,  selected after careful  exa minat ion of t he ir  ch aracter a n d  i n tegri ty ,  
" twelve good men and  true ,"  was  composed of  Yates Kennedy, Den  Rock ,  N ata l ie  
H errick ,  H i ldreth Clark,  Elea nor Con l i n ,  Anna l\ l arie Ingles, John Padgett ,  
Joseph Powiersk i ,  Zygfrecl Daszkiew icz, l\ la ry Fra nces Goldman ,  Beverly How­
l a n d ,  a nd Dorot hy  A nderson .  
Ii:--
Back Row-\\'. \V1wrE11ous E, \ " A r< A,1 EYDE, l l uc11Es, ZEPP. 
Seco11d Row-Sc11WAD E R E R ,  YARG E R ,  , \ , D ERSOK, E c c E LSTO X E .  
Front  Row- .\ l 1-rc11ELL, E. \\'111TEIIOL"SE, B n1.E R ,  F 1 x K .  
Lantern Walk 
ln  academic garb,  and carrying l ighted l a n terns, the  Sen iors marched around 
the  campus  i n  solemn procession,  b idd ing i t  the  t rad i t ional  fa rewell on  Fr iday 
eveni ng, J u ne n ineteen t h .  
Led by t h e  co-ch a i rmen,  J ames Rasbury a n d  J ames Yarger, t he  col u m n  stopped 
at each bu i l d i ng in t u rn ,  and a respectfu l  t r ibute  1Ya s  paid to each by a member 
of t he class : Charles l\ J cKenny Ha l l ,  E i leen B i tzer ;  Science Bu i ld ing, Wal ter 
\\'h i tehouse ; Science Gardens,  ] oh n Eccles tone ; \\-el ch H a l l ,  Clark Schwaderer ;  
,-\dm in istrat ion Bu i l d i ng, J ess ie Kersch ner ;  P ierce Ha l l ,  Art h u r  H ughes ; Pease 
Aud i tori u m ,  Arlene J en n i ngs ; Roosevel t School , Gordon Anderson ; .\ Ien ' s  Gym­
nas i um ,  \\" i l l i am Zepp ;  f
f 
omen's Gymnas ium,  El izabeth :. I i tchel l ; L ibrary,  
Barbara F i n k ;  S tarkwea t her H a l l ,  El izabeth \\"h i tehouse ; Hea l th  Cot tage, :. l a ri nu s  
\ - an  Ameydc .  
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Junior Class Officers 
j..'\'.\IES :\lATTHEWS President 
J .LA EVANS I' ice-President 
K,\THLEEN DRUMM Secretary 
\\.ALTER Gooo Treasurer 
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EDWARD KULH1\\VlK 
Y PSI LANT! 
Aurora Staff 
Chemistry Club 
Natural Science Club 
Pre-.\ Iedicine 
THYRA KJNGHORK 
)' PSI LANT! 
Alpha .\lu Sigma 
Normal Choir 
Sodalitas Latina 
Stoics 
\Vomen's League, Treas. 
Latin, English 
ROSE.\!fi\RY DETO 
GLE� HAVEN 
Physical F.ducation 
.\L\RGARF.T OWEl\ 
DEARBOR:-i 
Kappa \lu Delta 
Home Economics Club 
\Vomen's League, \'. Pres. 
J-Hop Commiuee 
I lome F.conomics 
i\I:-\RY DAY 
SAGI:"lA\V 
Early Elementary 
.\ULDRED Cl !ASE 
PONTIAC 
Pi Del ta Theta 
Euthalia 
>!atural Science Club 
Stoics 
Later Elementary 
ORPHr\ DRAKE 
ST. Jo1-1Ns 
Euthalia 
Early Elementa1T 
K1\Tl--m ..Y>1 SPICER 
ROYAL OAK 
Euthalia 
Later F.Jementarr 
WE DJ-:LL 
LICJ lTENfE:LT 
.\ifARLETTE 
Kappa Phi Alpha 
i\Ien's Debate 
Peace Orator 
Pi Kappa Delta 
Pre-Law 
.\lELVIN SCl'-J:\fl·:CK 
ST. CHARLES 
Pi Gamma :\lu 
Golf 
Varsin· Club 
Social ·science 
ROBERT CLIFFORD 
YPSILANTI 
Chemi'stry Club 
>lormal Choir 
Pre-.\lcdicine 
\JARG,\RET BARRl•:rr 
DETROIT 
Alpha .\lu Sigma 
.\rt Club, Sec. 
Euthalia 
Fine .--\rts 
:\fARGUE:RITE 1\DA.\lS 
DETROIT 
Euthalia 
Historv Club 
Hist01·;-, Sociolog1· 
GILBERT SEELEY 
DAVISON 
Industrial Arts Club 
\'arsit1· football 
J ndustrial ,\rts 
j,-\:\lES i\lcCADl F 
DETROIT 
Pre-.\ledicinc 
ELl::CTA C.\SLER 
EATON RAPIDS 
Euthalia 
F.arly [lcmentary 
I.\L\RJ00; .\!JcCOR.\llCK 
DEARBORC'I 
Kappa :\tiu Delta 
Women's League Adv. Bel. 
)formal Choir 
Orchestra 
Public School \ lusic Club 
Public School \ Iusic 
\JARJOi\' KIJ\l-{ 
1::coRSE 
Sigma >Ju Phi 
A. C. E. 
Euthalia 
Earl )' Elem en tarr 
DOROTf-lY BER:\,\RD 
BE:S:TON I IARUOR 
Theta Lambda Si):! ma 
College Pia,· 
English Club 
E:uthalia 
\\'omen's League l·:x. Bd. 
r.nglish, Speech 
I•: LI ZJ\ 13 ETH 
Tl 10.\ IPSO:\ 
"YPSILANTI 
Sigma Sigma igma 
Earl,· [lementar,· 
RALP}l 1.0RE:\Z 
PLYMOUTH 
,\rm of Honor 
I nterfraterniu· Council 
Varsic,· Club· 
\
l
arsit)· Golf, Captain 
Senior High 
JEAN:\E:'nE JLLL\:\ 
FLAT Roo: 
Theta Lambda Sigma 
A. C. E. 
l�uthalia 
l·:arJ,, flemenrarr 
FRA:\K TROTT 
Ro'1EO 
Pre-I .aw 
131·:.\TRICJ:  .\SI !BY 
DEARBOR1' 
Theta I .ambda Si1m1a 
hnhalia 
' 
.\lathematics Club 
\rathematics 
.\L\RG.\RET I .. \.\IKI:\ 
\\1111TTAKER 
Sigma Sigma Sigma 
Euthalia 
Y. IN. C. A. 
l•:arl,· l•:lementar,· 
NOR.\lt\ J. C\.\IPBl:LL 
Y PSI LA:S:TI 
Alpha .\lu Sigma 
Euthalia Club 
:'\ormal Choir 
Y. \\'. C. 1\. 
Public School .\ lusic 
El LEI: :\ RI NKI·: 
\VARRE;>; 
Euthalia 
Geograph,· Club 
Later l•:Jementar;· 
J .\.\ I ES .\ !KIT! 11·:\\
°
: 
ROYAL OAK 
Phi Delta Pi 
.\lcn's union Ex. Bd. 
Track 
\·arsit,· Club 
'sau1ral Science 
LORl.::J: l\ 13.\YLl·:R 
YFSILA:'\l'TI 
Theta Lambda Sigma 
English Club 
Euthalia 
.J-Hop Committee 
\\
°
omen's League Ex. Bd. 
l·:arl;· Elemen tar;· 
.\IABl.".l. D1\N,\ 
DUNDEE 
Theta Lambda Sigma 
E:uthalia Club 
\\
°
omen's League Ex. J3d. 
Senior l ligh 
.\!.\RY JOAf\ PGRCELL 
IKON R1n,R 
Sigma ;-.;u Phi 
House Pres. Council 
Pi Kappa Delta 
\\'odes Club, Pres. 
Stoics 
L::n):!lish, Speech 
Hl·:.\TRICJ:: PHILLIPS 
PORT J-JuR01' 
J\lpha .\I u Sigma 
I .atcr l�lementarv 
.Jl.::.\N BCRLEIGI I 
Po1n Hu1to;,; 
.\lpha .\Ju Sigma 
Earl;· F:Iementarr 
DOI\: P.\LOSKY 
PO;>;TJAC 
Zeta Chi Sigma 
Band 
Chemistrv Club 
Orchestr� 
.\ l usic 
r·: LI z. \ 131,:n-1 
�VJASSELI :\K 
i\lcBAl:S: 
l·:u thalia 
:\on11al Choir 
Public School .\lusic Club 
;-.. [usic 
D1\\
I
ID Sf.LDE:\' 
PONTIAC 
Kappa Delta Pi 
Pi Gamma .\lu 
Senior High 
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:\JA.\f 1-1.\LL 
R1cm10No, QL'EBEC 
Varsit,· Cross CounLJT 
\'arsiti, Track · 
Piwsical f.d. Club 
Ph;·sical Education 
P.\TRICL\ RL'S'r 
YPSILA'.'.TI 
Latin Club 
l\atural Science Ciuh 
W. 1\. 1\., Ex. Bd. 
\\'omen's League fx. Hd. 
Senior 11 igh 
Cl !.\RI.OTT�: 
STRI FfLFR 
CARO 
i\. C. I·:. 
English Club 
Euthalia 
l·:arlr 1·:lemen tar, · 
ROIH:RT FR.\:\T7. 
} "PSI 1.A:-.:TI 
/\urora Staff 
College Play 
Kappa Del ta Pi 
Normal :\ews 
Senior I ligh 
OLG.\ :\L\SCITl·:1.1,1 
SAULT SA1:-<T :\IARIE 
i\. c. 1·:. 
1-:uthalia 
\\/. ,\ .. \. 
l·:arh- Flcmentarr 
DOROTIIY Rl l-:S 
B LISSFIEI.D 
l•:arly F:Jementarr 
i\OR:\IA .Kl\l·:l\1-:R 
'SWA'.'CTON, 01110 
Pi Kappa Sigma 
English Club 
Natural Science Club 
French, English 
Kt\'l'l-1 Ll•:E:r\ .\l\DRl-:\\'S 
I l1G11LA1'D PARI< 
.\. C. E. 
Euthalia 
Y. \\/. C. ..-\. 
farly 1·:leme11tar,· 
S.\LLY :\lcKYICI I.\:\ 
:\DIUA:-< 
Pi J.;.appa Sigma 
Fine ,\rts Cluh 
Eu thalia 
\\/. i\ . . \. 
Fine Arts 
:\JARY ROBl01SO:\ 
LESLIE 
1: uthalia 
.JuniorJligh 
\\',\RR!;::\ FR\T 
DETROIT 
Phvsical Ed. Club 
\·a;·sit,· Cross Countn· 
\'arsiti· Track · 
Ph,·sical r-:ducation 
FRAl\CFS C. S:\IITI l 
1\. C. E. 
r.:nglish Club 
l•:uthalia 
Earl,· Elementar,· 
RLTI I JO:\I·:, 
IRONWOOD 
:\ormal Choi,· 
hnly l•:Jemen tar,· 
\'lRGINI.\ LEI'·: RICI·: 
1\:-1:-; .\1u!OR 
:\. C. E. 
Euthalia 
'.\ormal Choir 
Earl\- l·:lementa,y 
.\IJYFi\ :\IAcD0:\,\1.D 
LAPEER 
Theta Lambda Sigma 
1\. C. I·:. 
Euthalia 
l\arl,· l·:lerncntary 
IR\\'li\ SPERRY 
,\LI.Ei\'.TO� 
Dramatics Club 
I listo1T Club 
:\Jen's ·Deba1e 
Senior 11 igh 
1\JARTI I.\ G1\I.L1·:Y 
YPSILANTI 
.\urora Staff 
Stoics 
\\'omen's League l·:x. Bel. 
J\1:\RY \\'IIITI·: 
Euthalia 
J\. C. F . .  
Cuo 
I .a tcr Elemen tarr 
' 
I 
LOUIS HENRY 
PONTIAC 
Cross CountJT 
Dramatics CJ°ub 
:'-Jormal Choir 
:--Jormal l\ews 
l•:nglish 
.\LICI� 131·:RCH,\.\I 
FARl\l I NGTON 
K.appa .\Ju Delta 
J·:uthalia 
l ·:nglish 
);J);.\ r\CSTl); 
BELLAIRE 
J·:uthalia 
Cf..\RE;(CE S,\BB,\TI I 
R1 VER RouGE 
Football 
Senior 11 igh 
.\IC RI EL l IOLCO.\I 131� 
\loRTII AoM1s 
Later Elementar;· 
LOCISI� Wl·:l·:T 
YPSILANTI 
Theta J.ambda Sigma 
Aurora Staff ' 
1-:uthalia 
l\ormal News 
Pan-Hellenic 
J·:nglish, French 
FREDl·:ruc.K \VJEST 
): ORTll\·1 LLE Phi Sigma Epsilon 
Drum .\Jajor of Band 
:--:ormal Choir 
;\!onnal News 
Orchestra 
Band and Orchestra 
B,\RBAR,\ \\'111\l\ 
PONTIAC 
Sigma Sigma Sigma 
,\urora Staff 
Euthalia 
Women's League Ex. Bd. 
Phnical Ed. Club 
Phi•sical Education 
llELEN 1-!0C\.ENER 
AuGL:STA 
Theta Lambda Sigma 
.\urora Staff 10:uthalia 
Kappa Delta Pi 
\.\/omen's League Ex. Bd . 
.\ J'odern Languages 
DOROTI IY Fl >:KELL 
. -\DRIAl\ 
Euthalia 
\Vodeso Club 
ELIZ.\BETI I .\JO, S 
KALAl\lAZOO 
Pi .Kappa Sigma 
Social Sen·ice 
CLEL\ \\'OLF 
.\IO:STGO�IERY 
Euthalia 
Later l·.lemen tar;· 
.\RLE):E BROSKY 
J·:AST DETROIT 
English Club 
J•:uthalia Club 
Senior High 
I\',\ .\JO'-lTGO:--IERY 
DETROIT 
Euthalia 
Y. \\/. C. .\. 
Later Elementar;· 
ROBERT \VURSTl·:R 
.\NN J\RBOR 
\lormal Choir 
Senior 1-1 igh 
JCL .\ t::VAJ\S 
.\h. CLHIENS 
.\urora Staff 
Pi Kappa Delta 
Junior \·ice-President 
Stoics, Sec.-Treas. 
11 is tor;·, Geograph;-
DOROTHY BCTCl-1 ER 
jONES\.ILLI� 
r-:uthalia 
Y. \\/. C. A. 
17arly Elementar;· 
RICHARD KCRETl I 
DETROIT 
.\urora Staff 
.\rt Club 
College Play 
Stoics 
Fine>\rts 
J OH N  \"JSS.\ 
DEARUORX 
Kappa Phi Alpha 
I nterfraternitY Council 
\:atural Scie ,i"ce Club 
Pre-:\ledicine 
.\!AR IE :\Jc:\J.\DDJ<:i\  
\JERR I L L  
L::u thalia 
Later f.le 111entar,· 
EDITH , .\l l 'J' I I  
DETROIT 
Delta Sigma Epsilon 
Euthalia 
J ,ater [lerne,nan· 
JJJ.:LJ.::\" BORCII. \ R'I' 
F ARl\11 NGTO'.\' 
Delta Sirmrn 1-'.psilon Commercial Teachers' Club 
:\lathematics Club 
Euthalia 
._ toics 
Corn11 1ercial Teachin!' 
.) b\i\ 13r\ R'J' i\NJ·:\" 
DETRO IT 
Kappa Gamma Phi 
1\. C. I�. 
J•:uthalia 
Pan -Hellenic 
Y. \\· . C. .\. 
l•:a rl ,· J·:Jementa r;· 
. \ 1 , 13 1 -: wr,.\ T I\ . \J .L 
TOLEDO. 0. 
Sigma >J u  Phi 
J·:uthalia 
'formal \"ews 
Plwsical 1 0:d. Club 
w.· . \ .  , \ .  
Ph,· sical f.ducation 
CATI- IJ.:: R l \"E D[.\l l NG 
DETROIT 
l�uthalia 
Y. W. C. , \ .  
Sen ior l l iµh 
V f1\ RY BRO\V\" 
fAST _j ORDA:< 
, \ .  C. E. 
1-:uthalia 
Dramatics Club 
F:arh· Elementar;· 
. \1\:--.JA J -10\\"l:: 
PoRT J -lu1rnx 
Vari;· Flementar,· 
CLA RA fREE:\ f. \\: 
fLUSHI XG 
Euthalia 
\\/. A. ,\. 
Later Elementa1T 
DOROTHY Fll .U: R  
J EDDO 
Y. W. C. c\. 
J·:arJ,· J•: Jemen tar,· 
\V.\L'JTR GOOD 
[ JA,ITRA '1C K 
Baseba II 
Basketball 
Class Treas. 
:\'l cn's Union .  ' T 'reas. 
I liswr,· 
GJ·:JnRCDt:: I-IARTUi\G 
:\J-r. CLE'1 E:<S 
Chairman ,  Junior \\'omen 
Euthalia 
1 1  is tor,·. 1-:t,glish 
ER IE  
L-:uthalia 
Trailblazers 
Y. W. C. .\ .  
Rural 1-'.ducation 
,\ l ,\ "J\" J OSLY \"  
FERNDALE 
ChernisuT Club 
\"atu ral Science Club 
Student Rel. Council 
Nawral Science 
.\1 , \ RG, \ R E:T ALLIF 
130\\"�IA:<, l\. D. 
Lambda Tau Sig111a 
Special J ·:ducation 
l·H: R \"ICJ·: TJ- 10:\I PSOi\ 
D ECKERVI LLE 
. \ .  C. F. 
J•:uthalia 
I louse Pres. Council 
Vari,· l ·:Jcmentar,· 
131.:: R i\ lCE HER KJ :\IER 
� E \\"PORT 
h1thalia 
W. J\. A. 
l .ater J·:Je11 1entary 
Gl.".R'J'Rl:DI: ·1 · l lSJ-:R 
PHY LL I S ?IIESSI\ J ER 
R t V E R  ROUGE 
Pi K appa Sigma 
Y .  W. C. A. 
J unior High 
GL.\ DYS K OJ.LJ >l 
STANOISII 
Sigma Sigma Sigma 
J•:u 1.halia 
Ph,·sical F:d. Club 
\\ ' . ·  . \ .  :\. 
Physical Education 
I !OW:\ RD C.\ P l�LJ NG 
Fu,n 
. \ len's Debate 
l�nglish Club 
International Rel. Club 
Senior High 
1.EO>li\ L l�J\IPK J ·: 
l �tLAY CITY 
I .atcr Elementary 
CJ·:JnRliDJ·: .J O L INSOI\ 
LANSING 
\\/omen's Leag1 1c 1 \dv.  Bd., 
Ch. 
J•:n)!lish Club 
Latin Club 
\:atural Science Club 
Senior l l igh 
J OSJ•:PI 11 NJ·: :'--: V I.SO\: 
CARO 
l·:nglish Club 
J ·:uthalia 
I .ater l•:Jementar;· 
CRET.\ I JU.Tl I\ 
YPS I LANTI 
J ·:n)!lish Club 
1 1  istorv Club 
\:atu r�I Science Club 
Y .  \\'. C. ,\ .  
Senior 1-1 igh 
\ ' I  RG l :'-l l .\ \\'OJ .I' 
D ETROIT 
Si)!ma Sigma Sigma Ph;·sical Education 
J·:LL\1'0R \ l c �:voY 
SAULT S ;1 1 1<T :'1 1 ARl t, 
. \ .  c. 1·:. 
l�uthalia 
I louse Pres. Council 
Earl;· f.lementar;-
ET! !EL ROBERTS 
\ I ELVl :-IOALE 
En)!lish Club 
l:uthalia 
Stoics 
Y. \\'. C. :\. 
English 
I I !·:IE\ Ht\1\1'.\ 
ROYAL OAK 
Senior l ligh 
11 . \RRI ET DAN I U .S 
SWEETSER ,  l NI) . 
Pi Kappa Sigma 
Senior l li)!h 
LOL. l�I.L. \ R 13 1-:RTS 
C E :<TRAL LAK E  
Euthalia 
Earl,· l ·:lementar;-
.\R\:01.D 
ROTI IENIH:RG 
RocKA11·;1v B EAC11, N. Y.  
Phnical Ed. Club 
\·a;·sin· Basketball 
Ph, si�al J·:ducation 
DORIS L">lDl:RI II I.I. 
\:Ot<T IIVILLE 
J,:n .,Jish Club 
I .at er Flemcnt ar;· 
FR. \ :\CES S K l :\1\1·:R ST. C1.A1R S1 101u-:s 
Euthalia 
I ntcrnational Rel. Club 
\\" . .  \ . . \ .  
Ph;· sical J·:ducation 
R.\Y .\10:\D 111': l , J ffR 
.\NN J\RBOR 
.) -I lop Chairman 
Bu!, incss .\dministra t ion 
Cl I .\RLOTTF D IT% 
SACI NA\V 
.\Jpha _\ I u Sigma .\. C. E. 
Dramatics Club 
Euthalia 
\: rmal Choir 
Later Elemcntar;· 
.\IAXJNE SJ\FFJ-:LL 
)' PSI LANT! 
Delta Sigma J·:psilon 
11 istory 
J·:DWIN :\J·:11.1. 
L,,;coLN PA1<K 
Zeta Chi Sigma 
Chemistrr Club 
.\fen's L
l
11ion Ex. Bd. 
:\atural Science Club 
Pre-Vledicine 
J(ATIIERINJ·: D.\\' 
SAGIN/\\\ 1 
Kappa .\lu Delta 
.\. C. E. 
Fine J\rts Club 
J•:arl,· Elementary 
\' I \
I 
Ji\N i\ LLE:--.: 
CARO 
Delta Sigma I•:psilon 
I-:arl,· IS:lemcntar1· 
JU Y\JO:--.:D GR:\BJYS 
'(PSI 1./\i'\'Tl 
Football 
l ndustrial !\rts Club 
Industrial J\rts 
\!.\RIA:--.: 1 1.\LLJ·:R 
J JowELJ. 
Siµma Nu Phi 
J•:uthalia 
:--.:ormal Choir 
Phvsical J,d. Club 
Ph;·sical !•:ducat ion 
J·:J.SI J·: \ IJ\CH J·: 
BUFFALO. i\. \'. 
hnhalia 
PIH-sical Ed. Club 
w.· .\. J\. 
Ph,·sical Education 
GJ·:ORGI.\ J(.OS'IIO\\'SKI 
I IA)ITRA>ICK 
Commercial Teachers Club 
Commercial Teaching 
\J;\RTIIJ\ SK!i\:\J•:J{ 
\' PSILA'.'ITI 
Sigma Sigma Sigma 
:\. c. J•:. 
l,uthalia 
Earl,· Elementar,· 
ROBJ·:RT GOOLD 
Ro'1Eo 
Zeta Chi Sigma 
.\Jen's Debate 
J-1-lop Committee 
,\dministration and Supcr-
ns1on 
SJ-JJRLJ·:)· RJ·:JD 
BATTLE C1<EEK 
Theta Sigma C psi Ion 
J·:uthalia 
Y. \\'. C. .\. 
Far!,· 1-:Jementan· 
JOJ J:--.; L.\:--.:1·: 
GROSSEILE 
\Jen's Debate 
DORIS SCI I ROJ·:Di':R 
FARi\llNGTON 
Delta Sigma J·:psilon 
Euthalia 
Y. \\'. C. !\. 
Earl,· Flementary 
K:\TI-JIYJ·::--.: DRC\1.\1 
B11u11xc11Ai\1 
Theta Lambda Sigma 
l•:uthalia Club 
J-1-lop Committee 
Class Secretar1· 
Senior High · 
IIEU::\ F.\U:--.:DYS 
I IA'1Tl{A)ICK 
.\. c. E. 
Euthalia 
Y. \\·. C. .\. 
Later Uementar,· 
Rl'SSJ·:J.J. J.Y"!Cl l  
• \:'<'.'I :\ !UlOR 
\:attiral Science 
JI·:.\:\ .\J.FSJ·::\ 
.\L.PENA 
J(.appa Gamma Phi 
\\'omen's l.ea1wc Fx. Bd. 
Futhalia 
· 
Ph,·sical 1-:ducation 
\IL'RJ l·:J. PO\\'l�I.T. 
DETROIT 
Sii;ma Siµma Sigma 
:\. C. E. 
Euthalia 
House Pres. Council 
l•:arl,· Ele111entary 
\li\LVJ::RN I IIU:R 
B1Rr-.11NCIIA!\I 
Chernist1T Club 
Senior 11 i",d1 
Clli\RLJ::S \"l·:IR 
).PSll./\'.\'TI 
Phi Delta Pi 
:'vlathematics Club 
,\ larhernatics 
Junior History 
.1 -1 liR'.\ fAN 
Si\LO\ IONSO\" 
\V1nTEIIALL 
Zeta Chi Sigma 
Band 
Pre-Business ,\dministra-
tion 
In the fall of 1933, with the advent of a new president for our 
college, the present Junior Class began its career. Handicapped 
from the beginning by fewer members than the other classes, they 
determined to overcome this inequality by active participation in 
all campus act1v1t1es. At their first election William Smith was 
chosen as president; J ula Evans, vice-president; Betty Von Eber-
stein, secretary; and Dan Caton, treasurer. The class began their 
college conquests by roundly whipping the larger representation 
of S::iphomores at the class games. 
A Sophomores, the class moved into the full swing of college 
activities, being represen tee! among the leaders in every department 
and genera I cam pus enterprise. James :\ Ia tthews was elected 
president; George \Vendt, vice-president; Carl Newman, secretary; 
and Christy \Vilson, treasurer. Four members of the class par-
ticipated in last year's college play, "Paris Bound," and nearlr 
so 
every athletic team had one or more Sophomore Varsity men on 
its roster. rvien and women from the Sophomore Class were active 
in debate, and the Union and League Executive Boards numbered 
the alert Sophomores among their members. 
This year the J uniqrs, almost completely oriented to college 
life, and being upperclassmen, stepped into place as leaders in major 
campus activities. Socially, they climaxed the season with an out­
standing J-Hop. In athletics, the Juniors led in beth active 
participation and faithful support of the teams. In dramatics, 
Dorothy Bernard took the leading role in the college play for the 
second consecutive year, this year's play being "The Swan." Jula 
Evans represented the college as Women's Orator, and vVendell 
Lichtenfelt as Peace Orator in the intercollegiate speaking contests. 
The successful 1935-36 college year was directed by James 
Matthews, president; Jula Evans, vice-president; Kathleen Drumm, 
secretary; and \,Valter Good, treasurer. Thus, the class closes its 
third year, confident in its past experience, and expectant of its 
future as graduates of 1937. 
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J .. Hop 
February fourteenth, Pinky Hunter and his nationally famous orchestra 
delighted the partygoers who attended the J-Hop. The simple but modernistic 
decorative theme for this event followed the spirit of Valentine's Day. Har­
monizing with the theme were the red, heart-shaped entrance, and a revolving 
spotlight focused on a red cellophane "J-37." Soft rose and midnight blue flood­
lights, secreted in the white, modernistic, cylinder-shaped chandeliers, painted 
a color design of delicate tints on the vaulted ceiling of the ballroom. The stage 
provided a sophisticated setting with a brilliant, cerise cellophane curtain as a 
background, with white pillars bearing the insignia "J-Hop '37'', on either side. 
A new and attractively different favor was pr vided in a combination program 
and red leather cardcase, embossed with the school seal, and containing a distinc­
tive deck of playing cards. 
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Sta11di11g-:\lutPHY, L1c1-1TE:<FELT, \\'1EsT, \VuRSTER, S11-EET, HouvENER, E,·Axs, BER:<ARD. OwEx, 
0RUT\H.!, BR01'SO'.'\', GOOLD, SELDEN, PALOSKY. 
Seated-NE11<, DA:<A, \,\
1
1-1A:<, :\IATT11Ews, .\loE, :\fcKE1GHAts, FIELBER, KEEXER, BAYLER. 
J.-Hop Committees 
RAY 1-lELBER General Chairman 
Favors Publicity 
CLYDE ]
V
[uRPHY, Chairman 
.\IABEL DANJ\ 
FREDERICK \\'1EST, Chairman 
HELEN HouvENER 
JV!usic 
ART l\ foE, Chairman 
NoRMJ\ KEENER 
DONALD PALOSKY 
DAVID SELDEN 
BARBARA \,\
T
HAI\ 
Floor 
Specialty 
\\:rNTI-IROP STEVENSON, Chairman 
KATHLEEN DRUMM 
\i
V
ALTER GooD 
Tickets 
DONALD BRONSON, Chairman 
l\11ARGARET OvVEN 
\VENDELL L1c1-1TENFELT 
Decorations 
SALLY l\1cKEIGHAN, Chairman 
ROBERT GOOLD 
CHARLES !\EJR 
DOROTHY BERNARD 
]UL.t\ EVANS 
ROBERT WURSTER 
LOREEN BAYLER 
LOUISE SWEET 
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S O P H O M O R E S  
• DETALL, 
EASTERN ENTRANCE, 
FOUNDERS' HALL, 
WELLESLEY 
1:1 
- ;, 
I 
,\ 
1-iART BEAIU)SLEY DEAL 
Sophomore Officers 
DONALD \\"1 LLE President 
JEAN T-IART //ice-President 
GERTRUDE DEAL Secretarv 
],\MES BEARDSLEY ' treasurer 
.... 
lilt 
PHILIP SHl·:RIOJ\N 
Y PSlLANTI 
Dramatics Club 
Trailblazers 
Rural Education 
ELISL-: A:'\OER, 0:\ 
DETROIT 
Chemistn· Club 
Goldfead1er 
:\ [a thematics Club 
Y. \V. c. .\. 
Senior I ligh 
:\IARGCl-:RITI� 
. \ lt\ RS 11,\ LJ. 
DEAR80R1' 
Dramatics Club 
l�nglish Club 
Gold feather 
\\'omen's League .\(h-. Hd. 
I·:nglish 
CURK Rl':IIBl·:RG 
:\IAYBEE 
Band 
Trailblazers 
Rural Fducation 
:\II LDRl�D 1n:s 
_) ACKS01' 
1-:arl)· l·:lernentar)· 
131-:R:\.\RD ST01\I·: 
READI:-IG 
Choir 
:\ladrigal Club 
Public School .\lusic Club 
Stoics 
l'uhlic School .\fusic 
:\ I.\RGA R 1-:T C.\ ROLi i\ GRossE Por,TE 
Sigma Sigma Sigma 
Cold fea L her 
1-'.arh- l·:lementar)· 
I L\ROLD IILRSTO:\ DETROIT 
Phi Sigma "rsilon 
Histon· Club 
Track ·.\lanager 
Senior llil'h 
l·:u:.\i\OR F:1s1·::\:\I.\:\:\ 
Tc,IPERA1'CE 
Cold feather Senior 11 igh 
OLLEEN :\ lc,\Ri\i"\ 
PETI;RSBURG 
Sigma Nu Phi 
Gold feather 
Trailblazers 
Rural l•]ementar)· 
:\L\X l·:LLS \\'ORTI l 
)' PSI LA:-ITI 
Pre-Professional 
LOLIS \\'E:\Crn .
.-\�'.'; ARBOR 
Basketball 
Coif 
Phsical J•:d. Club 
Phi·sical hlucation 
RCTJ-1 :\lcCO:\:\l·:I.L 
PLnIOUTH 
Kappa Gamma Phi 
Senior 11 igh 
.J 1\:\ 11·:S DI LLO:\ 
TAll'AS CITY 
1:oresrn· 
1-H: I . l� :\ 1-'0 \:. 
\,V ARRE:-1 
Goldfeather Home Ee. Club 
State 11. l':c. Club,,·. Pres. 
\\'omen's League Soc. Com. 
I Jome l·:conom ics 
Bl·:Ri\,\RI 
ST1\DT:\I I I.I.ER 
YPSII./\XTI 
1\rm of I lonor 
Coif Senior 11 igh 
Jl·:.\N :\11-:RRICK • 
:\1[E,IPHIS 
Trailblazers 
Rural l·:ducation 
Pc\CL I IOOPFl·:R 
DETROIT 
Arm of Honor 
Baseball 
Football \,\' res ti i Ill? 
Phsicai'l·:d. Club 
Ph;·sical l·:ducation 
FRED J <:CCLEST0\:1': 
DETROIT 
Sigma .\ 1 u Sigma 
Pre-Law 
IN l�Z Fl f-11·:R 
Bru TOL, 1No. 
Chemistrv Club 
Coldfeatl1er 
Sodalitas Latina 
\:atural Science Club 
Pre-\:ursing 
I\DITI I TRGESD,\LI-: 
CLINTON 
l':arlr IJemcntary 
GER,\LD Sl.\1.\10\:S 
CLINTON 
Early l\lemen tar,· 
.\ll'l{IEL BRE:dER 
GJL.!\\Ai\', 1 LI .. 
Dramatics Club 
l·:nglish Club 
Cold feather 
Y. W. C. A. 
Senior I li)(h 
CENE\'I E\'E Rl'.\IPI I 
DAVISON 
Gold feather 
Trailblazers, Pres. 
W. :\. t\. 
Senior l-li)!h 
n:Ro:--:.\ BL.\IR 
GARDENVILLE, \:. Y. 
Gold feather 
:'-Jormal News 
Ph,·sical Ed. Club 
\V.·A. J\. 
Ph,·sical Education 
Si\.\l WOTRING 
BLISSFIELD 
Phi Si)(ma l\psilon Pre-.\Jedicine 
Pi\TRICIA .\!ABU\' 
\V AYNE 
J•:nglish Club 
Gold feather 
Earl,· Elernentan· 
.\L\RY RI IEl\: 
PLEASANT RIDGE 
Sigma Sigma Sigma 
Goldfeather 
\\I. r\. r\. 
F,\Y \\'11.LER 
PONTIAC 
Gold feather 
Senior High 
DARRYL COO!\' 
Ros1;n LLE 
Senior l ligh 
\\'I L\l.\ ED \\'i\RDS 
I !ARBOR BEACH 
Sigma Sigma Sigma Senior High 
GIUCI� CRO\\'L 
SHELBY 
Dramatics Club 
Gold feather 
Junior lligh 
,\LL\VY\: \\'l·:ST:\ \VJ\Y 
RIVER ROUGE 
Chemistn· Club 
Chemistry 
13.\RBAR,\ 110\\'U.'I T 
CARO 
Goldfea ther 
Later l·.lerncntar,-
STELL\ DO\\'\: I :'\C 
Bt'"l'TON 
Trailblazers 
\\'. A. ,\. 
Rural Lducation 
BETTY \\'ORR1\LL 
ROYAL OAK 
J..:nglish Club 
Gold feather 
l\arly Elementar,· 
J. B. POFFENBERGER 
.\ lANITOU BEACH 
Chem is tr,· 
\"JOLET R.\ ·:-,:10 
PHELPS, \\"1s. 
Finlandia Club 
Gold feather 
:\laLhcmatics Club 
. enior I ligh 
1-:Di\.\ :\111.Ll-:R 
WYANDOTTE 
Della Sigma Epsilon 
Gold feather 
l-:arl)· l·:lcmcmar)· 
JL\t\ :\lcK l:\1:\11 1·: 
SouTH I IA vEx 
Pi }Cappa Sigma 
Choir 
Women's League Ex. Bd. 
Public School :\lusic Club 
Public School :\lusic 
Ll-:ON.\ flUi\Tl·:.\1,\:--J 
LEIGH, NEBRASKA 
Gold fca thcr 
Lambda Tau Sigma 
Special l�ducaLion 
:\1!\RTI N Z.\CI I J7.R 
:\ [El.VI NDA LE 
Baseball 
Basketball I nLramural 
Sophomore :\lanai:er 
Ph)·sical J7.ducaLion 
:\l lRl,\:\l JOLLIFFI·: 
PLYMOUTH 
TheLa Lambda Sii,ma Goldfcali1er \\'omen's League Soc. Com. 
i·:arl1· l·:lcme1nar)· 
G l-:ORGI·: RlSSl·:LL 
DETROIT 
PIH-sical Ed. Club 
\·a;·sin· Club 
\"arsit;' football 
Physi�al l·:ducation 
EVELYN COOPl·:R 
CTICA 
.\rt Club 
Choir 
Dramatics Club 
Stoics 
Senior High 
:\1.-\RGARE:T DIEi\'EL 
DETROIT 
:\. C. E. 
:\atural Science Club 
Choir 
Y. \\". C. ,\. 
Earl)· Elcmentar)· 
\"l\'1.\:--: I l[R:\1.\:-,;:,.; 
l
°
XI0:-1\"ILLE 
Gold feather 
Trailblazers 
Rural EducaLion 
ROB l�RT FORD 
S11ELBY 
Kappa Phi .\lpha 
Business ,\clministra1 ion 
I lO\\".\ RD SP.\V� LI·: R 
L ;\Ll'\E 
Chcmistrl' Club Pre-h1gi;1eering 
\"!RCl:--:1.\ \\"L\RD 
'J" PSI L/\XTI 
.\lpha Sii,ma .\lpha I lome Economics 
:\l.\\·1: .'\.\Sil 
DETROIT 
Kappa Gamma Phi 
l-:nglish Club 
Fine Arts Club 
Cold f ca ther 
Y. \\/. C. :\. IC:nglish 
r\Ll-:X,\;--;DFR .\Ll,J\:\ 
\"Ax DYKE 
Kappa Phi Alpha 
Pre-Dcntistn· 
Bl�R:\10: F,\RR 
. .\ PPI.EGATE 
Gold feathers 
Trailblazers 
Rural l·:clucation 
ROBERT HOISIXCTOt\ 
1\N>: .\1urnR 
Phi Sigma l·'.psilon 
i>re-Prof essional 
FRAi\K ROS, 
0:-sTOXAGON 
Phi Sigma Epsilon 
Industrial i\rts Club 
English 
1-1 !·:LG.\ L\CRS �::---; 
.\IOIADA 
Theta Sigma l; psi Ion 
Gold feather 
Trailblazers 
w. /\. r\. 
Rural J-:ducation 
J.\NJ·: 1(.1·:i'i\:1·:DY 
YPSILANTI 
Theta Lambda Sigma 
,\rt Club 
\Vomen's I .ear:ue l·:x. Bd. 
Stoics 
' 
Fine .\rts 
01.1\"l·:R CR.\GER 
PO'JTIAC 
Aurora Staff 
'den's Debate 
\Jormal Sews 
College !'la,· .\Igr. 
Stoics 
Prc-1_,aw 
\'IOLl�T R !·:P i\ ID 
CcxTER J.1xE 
IC:nglish Club 
Gold feather 
Women's League r·:x. Bd. 
Y. \\". C. A. 
l·:arh· Uemen tar,· 
CATl-11·:RINJ·: 
.\lcl�Y\:\: . ·\ 
PLYi\lOVTl-1 
Delta Phi 
Special l·:ducation 
:\I.IC!': PO\\TI.I. 
GAl1'ES 
Go Id feather 
Trailblazers 
Rural J·:ducation 
LOR"i,\ IYPISTO 
J -IAXCOCK 
J·:nglish Club 
Gold feather 
Y. W. C. .\. 
Senior High 
J·:LIZ:\Bl�TH 
\'0"1 f.Bl�RSTU:\' 
ROYAL OAK 
old feather 
\V. 1\. /\. 
SHIRLEY JO>il·:S 
WAYNE 
Sigma Sigma Sigma 
Choir 
Orchestra 
Public School : Vlusic Club 
Public School .\lusic 
ROSJ<:.\[ARY 
DRU.\l.\LOl\D 
DETROIT 
Kappa Gamma Phi 
Gold feather 
House Pres. Council 
Phvsical Ed. Club 
\\'." ,\ .. \. 
Phvsical Fducation 
!-'I.ORA B. BGRNl·TI' 
.\l1c111GAN C1TY, IKD. 
Theta Lambda Sigma 
\\"omen's League J·:x. Bel. 
I .ater 1-:Jementan· 
Gl·:IZTRUDE YI.IT,\LO 
HANCOCK 
1-'inlanclia Club 
Gold feather 
Y. \\/. C. A. 
Senior 1-1 igh 
\V.\RD l\JELDRL.\I 
A'.'l'N J\1uH)R 
Pre-.\ led icine 
DORIS LEONARDSO\: 
PONTIAC 
,\lpha .\lu Sigma 
Gold feather 
\V. A. A. 
Far!)· l·:lemenuuT 
l'RANCIC:S .\li\1\\: 
jO'.'l'ESVILJ.E 
Gold feather 
!\atural Science Club 
Senior High 
11.\RRY TOWl·:R 
DETROIT 
Baseball 
Basketball 
Ph)·sical J·:ducation 
K.\THLYI\ ROU�K 
.\IARINE C1TY 
Sigma "lu Phi 
Gold feather 
Pi Kappa Delta 
'T'railblazers 
\\'odeso Club 
Rural Elemcnta1T 
S,\R. \ 1 -1 1-1 1.::CKRODT 
.\lENASIIA, \\' , s. 
Gold feather 
Ph,·sical l·:d. Club w.· :\. ,\. 
Ph,·s ical l�ducation 
1 wu:;-..; 
\·O� l�B l�RSTJ·:J;-..;  
ROYAL OAK 
Gold feather 
J·:ar1 1· J·:lcmentar1· 
J , \.\l liS .\11::1.DRU I 
, \NN  . \ R H O K.  
Choir 
Pre-.\ lcdic inc 
DOROTHY DO\\':\ l·:R 
. \N:< .\RBOR 
Gold feather 
Newman Club 
Trailblazers 
Rural !•:ducal ion 
DO'.;J \LD .\lcCO.\IB 
CARO 
Phi Sigma J·:p,ilon 
Natural Science Cluh 
Senior l l igh 
TWYL. \ 1111.L K. 1 :<CSTO:< 
Trailblazers 
\\'eslevan Guild 
Y. W.· C. A., Trea,. 
Rural l':ducation 
\\'I L I .I : \.\! SI 11·:P P. \RD DETROIT 
1\rt Club 
Dramatics ;\Jorlllal l'\ews 
Fine . \rts 
P . \ULl l'\ l:: Dl-:O:. J·:ll 
READI ,G 
Pre-Professional 
.\L \R I  I·: TRl·:CO:\ :\ I :\C 
ROYAi .  OA K 
Sigma Sigma Sigma r \urora Staff 
Gold feather 
Stoics 
\�'omen's Lea)!ue J·:x. Bd. 
I .a I er I·'.lelllen tar)' 
:\l::\'JLU: \\'_ \ I.K J·:R 
DETROIT 
Kappa Phi ,\lpha 
Basketball 
Baseball 
Box in[! 
Football 
Senior t l i11h 
GRL::GORY Cl:\CJ·:u .  
Po:-1T1Ac 
Phi Delta Pi 
Pre-.\ ledicinc 
RUT ! ! 'J 'l•:Jo: P I . I·: 
.\1 1 :<DEN CITY 
Goldfca1 her 
\\' . .  \. , \. 
Rural J·:ducation 
S. \R. \I I C. \RT \\'R.IGI IT 
.\IET,HIORA. 0 1 1 1 0  
Rural J·:ducation 
K.\Tl il':RINI·: S.\I I T I I 
SA:< U CREEK 
Cold feather 
Orchestra 
Industrial Arts Club, Sec. 
I n clustrial , \rts 
\\' I L I.I , \.\1 
CRll CKSl I . \:\ I, B1 1u1 1 �c 1 1A:-..1 
Pre-Theological 
DOROTI IY S\\'\:\SO:\ GRAND [ !AVE:< 
Sigma Sigllla Sigllla 
Goldfeathe,· 
\V. 1 \ .  ,\ .  
Phnical J:;:d. Club 
Ph;·sical l·:ducation 
ROCl·:R I·:BBITT 
I l unso:< 
Indust rial :\rts 
ROSI� 11 I ·:i\DI•:RSO:\ 
CROSSE  Po, :<TE 
. \. C. F. 
Y. \.\' . .  1\. 
l·:arl,· l':Iementar,· 
J•:LTII� l( l�\ L \[ t RLI NG 
\loi.:ROE 
Sigma Sigma Sigma 
G:ildfeather 
Senior High 
LOCI S. \ :\Tl I i.'.:RTO): 
GAl '1ES 
Gold feather 
Trailblazer 
Rural Education 
J l·:.\l\' 11 .\RT 
D 1·:ARBOR:< Go!Jfeathcr 
Class \"ice-Pres. 
:\orinal News 
\\"omen's League J•:x. Bd. 
Pre-Profcsssional 
FRI·:!) Cl I URCI Il l . I, 
Choir Stoics 
DETROIT 
French. I !istor;· 
\ ! .\RC.\ IH:'J' BUCK l.FS 
\ IE LVINDALE 
Gold feather 
Trailblazers 
Rural l·:clucaL ion 
CYR i i. COR K l ):S 
\" PSI LA NTI 
Senior I Id, 
n:ST.\ \11 \R'J'!:\ 
B rn.i\l l N G I I A i\t 
Theta Siµma C psi Ion 
Choir 
Goldfeatl,er 
\\" . .  \ . .  \ .  
Special J-:ducation 
B1-:xrn.1c1·: N,\D J·:.,c 
R1vER RoucE 
Delta Sigma Epsilon 
Gold feather 
Sodalitas Latina 
Senior l l i!!h 
LI·::-.:.\ GOCLD 
.\ LPE'-.IA 
Dramatics Club 
Fine :\rts Club 
Y. \\". C. 1\. 
Fine .\rts 
\ ! .\RY PO\\'ER 
) . PSI LANT! 
Pi Kappa Sigma 
Choir 
Public School \ Iusic Club 
\ I usic 
\"I RGl l\'JA L.\NC 
WYA NDOTTE 
Delta Sigma Epsilon 
Later l·Jc111cn tar1· 
ROGER 11 1·:.\TI I 
YPSILANTI .\urora 
Chemisu·,· Club Ph,·sical Lei. Club 
Tr;ck 
Ph;·sical l�ducation ,  Chem. 
\ ! .\RY \I. SCl lROrn. 
R1 1'ER RoucE 
. \lpha Si!!ma ,\lpha Fine .\rts lub 
Gold feather 
. JOI I N  DI·: Pi\L\11\ 
D E TROIT 
Ph,·sical l• :clucation 
DOROTI IY SH J·:R\l .\>l 
Owosso 
Cold feather 
Sodalitas Latina 
Y. \\/ . . .\. Senior 1-li!,h, l .atin 
Ll·:O\:TJ ): J� RYI.KO 
R1 n:R Rouc 1·. 
Gold feather 
\:ormal :-.:ews 
Earl;· l�lementar;· 
.J OY s ·1· 1·:PNIT7. \ h. CLE" E N �  
Gold feather House Pres. Council 
Later F.lemcntar1· 
G E.RRY K1 1\GSLEY 
YPSILA:-ITI 
Pre-Professional 
K l::\; \! ETH L.\ \: i,: 
FL INT 
Kappa Phi Alpha 
Basebal l  
Footbal l  
.\ J en's l'nion l•:x. Bd. 
Ph,·sical Education 
j . \ \: I:: \\'O RTLEY 
\. P S I  LANT! 
Theta Lambda Sigma 
A. C. r-:. 
A u rora Staff 
Goldfeather 
Social Commit tee 
f.arl,· f.lernentar,· 
\. l \ ' l ,\ i\  GO\\ 'DY 
QU I N C Y  
A .  C .  E .  
Goldfea t he,· 
Orchestra 
l·'.arl,· 1 -: lcrncn t. ar,· 
J O H i\  B L RC 
SAL i  XE 
I ndustria l  1 \ rts Club 
\Vrest l ing 
Ph,·sical l\d ucat ion 
!·:\·.\ G ROH .\ L\ \:  
SAG I N J\ \\' 
Sigma Sigma Sigma 
Gold feather 
W. A. :\ .  
f.arl,· Elemcntarr 
J ,\ .\ 1 1·'.S L I  l·: B l·:ll \ J A i\  
CHEBOYGAX 
JI Ten's Debate  
Pi Kappa Delta 
Admin istrat ion and Super-
\·1s1on 
.\ I . \ R. 1 0\! T.\ B O R  
P ONTIAC 
Kappa Gamma Phi  
Engl i sh Club 
Gold feather· 
Sodali tas Lat ina 
l\ngl ish,  Lat in 
GORDOi\ B L RG 1-:ss 
] AS l'E R  
Ph i  Delta P i  
Band 
Geoµraph,· 
J M\ I� K E .\ l .\ l E R I . I NG 
,\ JON  ROE 
Sigma Sigma Sigma 
Gold feat. her 
l�arl,· Elementar,· 
RGTl- 1 H O L L E R :\ \;  
) • PSI LANT! 
Goldfeather 
Normal l\ews 
Wodeso Club 
Senior H igh 
.\ l . \ RJ OR J E  13 1 ·: R \: DT 
PONTIAC 
1':arlr Uementa rT 
L EO;\'ARD L F\\· 1 ,  
D ETROIT 
Fresh man Track 
\:ormal News 
Sen ior I- l igh 
.\ l,\ R I O\: FO\. 
J\D R I AX 
.\ l a  them a t ics Club 
Sen ior H igh 
J , \ .\ l ES BEA R D S U:Y 
T ECU�I SE l l  
Class Trcasu rer 
English Club 
Prc�Law 
G l:O: RTRUD I ·: D l-'..\ L 
.\ QRTI I V ILLI� 
Class Secretan­
Goldfeather, Pres. 
Phvsical �.:d .  Club 
\\'. · J\ . . \. 
Ph,•sical �'.ducat. ion 
F R1\ \: C I S  B.\ l . L.\ :'\T l \! 1·: 
D ETROIT 
Cross Cou n t rT 
English Cl ub · 
\!a tu ral Science Club 
Track 
Senior H i gh 
RCTI I B,\ R R l·:TT 
D ETROIT 
.\ l a therna1 ics Club 
Gold feat her 
Orchestra 
Sodal i tas Latina 
�\ l a t hematics, Latin 
DO:'\ \V l l . 1 . 1 ·: 
DETROIT 
Ph i  Sigma l ·' .psilon 
.\ Jen's Debate 
l nt er-Fraterniu· Cou nci l  
Track 
Pre- 1 ,aw 
:\L\ R K  D I C K E:RSO:-J 
Y PSILANTI 
Phi Del ta  Pi 
:\at ural Science 
: \ J\ 7. J·: 1 . 1 . .\ JH:N D.\ L J , 
G1u , osT0:>1E C1TY 
Gold feather 
Trailblazers 
Rural F:ducation 
Sophomore Hi§toiry 
J·:.\R I .  B.\.\SJ' RJ�SSER 
DETROIT 
Zeta Chi Si!(ma 
Special  J·:duca tion 
F R l�D U J ·:CJ ! TY 
.\l\ "I .\l<BOR 
Pre-Professional 
I n  t he fa l l  of 1 934 ,  t h e  Freshman  Class fel l i n to t h e  t rad i t ional scheme of  
college l i fe by fi rst organ iz ing u nder Abram Hodge, who won h i s  place as  pres ident  
by h is  forens ic ab i l i t y .  i\ Ia ry J ane  Coe was e lected vice-presi dent , R u t h  :\ Iary 
Hol leran,  secret a ry, and \\' i l l i am Lyons , t reas u rer.  
This h igh-sp i ri t ed class effect ivel y took away t he t u g-of-war cable in the  
sensat ional  Freshma n-Sophomore games d u ring  Homecom ing, a n d  made  that  
Sophomore c lass rea l i ze t he Freshmen were not  content w i th  doc i l i ty  in  sp i te of 
t he ir  su per-i m posed green ness .  
The class moved i nto its second year's ac t iv i t ies under the  leadersh i p  of gen ia l  
Don \Yi l le ,  a ided by J ean H art, Gert rude Dea l ,  and J a mes Beardsley, hol d ing 
the  pos i t ions of v ice-pres ident , sec  re  t a  ry, and  t reasurer  respect i ve ly .  
This  c lass i s  typica l  i n  t h a t  i t  i s  represented i n  a l l  fields of a th let ics ,  c l a im ing 
members on t h e  basebal l ,  t rack ,  basketbal l ,  footba l l ,  tenn is ,  golf,  and c ross­
cou ntry teams .  I n  speech work ,  i t s  members are fou nd on bot h wome n's  a nd 
men's  debate squads ,  a n d  Ol i ver Crager represented t h e  col l ege as :\ Jen's Extem­
poraneous  Spea ker. There is  a l so able representa t ion  i n  both \Vomen's I eague 
and :\ J en ' s  U n ion enterprises .  
A capable c lass  with worthy possib i l i t i es, i t  poin ts toward a successfu l gradu­
a t i ng  class i n  1 93 8 .  
9 4  
F R E S H M E N  
" ... 
L. 
A U D I T O R I U :-I 
PRATT lf\STITUTE , 
f\E\\- YORI( 
LIM PERT .\JATTHEWS JOLLIFFE OULE 
Freshman C[ass Officers 
J ,\MES Sou LE President 
SuE :\IATTHEws // ice-President 
JEAN JOLLIFFE Secretary 
BRYANT LJMPERT Treasurer 
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Freshman Class RoU 
ADAMS, N. FRANCES 
Early Elementary 
ADAMS, JOHN 
Pre-Law 
ALBAUGH, CURTIS R. 
Pre-Medicine 
Jasper 
Rockwood 
Edmore 
ALEXANDER, VIRGINIA Ann Arbor 
Early Elementary 
ALFS, MORLEY A. Birmingham 
Business Administration 
ANDERSON, BETHEL E. Ironwood 
Early Elementary 
ANDERSON, ELLSWORTH i\ !I. Newaygo 
Physical Education 
A DERSON, KARL Dearborn 
Pre-Professional 
ANDERSON, Louis Onekama 
Physical Education 
ANDREWS, JACK Royal Oak 
Pre-Medicine 
ANGELL, ESTHER P. Parma 
Library 
ANTONS, iVlARY C. :--Iarine City 
Senior High 
ARCHENBRONN, HELEN P. Munith 
Rural Elementary 
ARDIS, CECILE N. Detroit 
Early Elementary 
ARMSTRONG, JEANE. Detroit 
Home Economics 
AuTEN, L1LLIAN Tecumseh 
Rural Elementary 
AYRE, A1LEENE C. flint 
Junior High 
BACON, FRANCES L. Detroit 
Early Elementary 
BACCHUS, JANE P. Lake Linden 
Early Elementary 
BAKER, DoRIS C. Bancroft 
Senior High 
BAKER, FRANK A. Ypsilanti 
Pre-Engineering 
BAKER, GERALD W. l\Iarshall 
Senior High 
BAKER, NORMANN. vVayne 
Pre-Medicine 
BALAZINAC, JAMES J. Akron, N.Y. 
Chemical Engineering 
BALCOFF, l1cK Dearborn 
Pre-Professional 
BALDWIN, PAUL R. Northville 
Junior High 
BARNES, ORVILLE R. Owosso 
Journalism 
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B.'-\RR, RICHARD G. Yale 
Pre-Law 
BASSO, ALBERT J. Ann Arbor 
Commercial 
BATTLEY, 1'IARLOWE Eaton Rapids 
Senior High 
BEARD, ARTIE Ypsilanti 
Senior High 
BEATON, Jo1rn \V. Detroit 
Pre-Professional 
BECK, RUTH Ypsilanti 
Early Elementary 
BELCHER, MYRTLE L. Flint 
Home Economics 
BEN DA LL, l\1A RCA RET l\l. Grindstone 
City-Rural Elementary 
BENDER, EDDIE J. Northville 
Physical Education 
BENHAM, lVIARY l\ll. Dundee 
Senior High 
BENJAMIN, RoBERT L. 'Nyandotte 
Music 
BER THAL, GLADYS L. Frankenmuth 
Senior High 
BETTS, DUANE F. Ann Arbor 
Senior High 
BEUTAL, WILLIAM A. Detroit 
Physical Education 
BIRD, MILDRED L. Dearborn 
Commercial 
BISBEE, RICHARD A. Trenton 
Business Administration 
BLANKS, GILBERT vV. Trenton 
Music 
BLUEMLY, N1LA I. Ionia 
Senior High 
B0Row1cz, CLARA l\I. Hamtramck 
Physical Education 
BowLES, MERVIN A. Whittaker 
Senior High 
BRANHAM, GWENDOLYN Detroit 
Music 
BRATTON, TVIARTHA L. Detroit 
Early Elementary 
BRAUN, BERTHA C. Ann Arbor 
Home Economics 
BREITENw1sc1-1ER, :--1ARJON 0. Man­
chester-Rural Elementary 
BROWN, 1\11RIAM Plymouth 
Senior High 
BROWN, THELMA E. Willis 
Commercial 
BRYANT, LEONARD L. Topeka 
Senior High 
' 
. .
.. , . 
I 
• 
BRYANT, J V[AURETTA \ \"hittaker 
Home Economics 
BRYSON, GEORGE \ \
!
. Chicago, Ill. 
Senior High 
BURGESS, GoRDON N. Jasper 
Seni r High 
BuRKE, ROBERT E. Belleville 
Pre-Professional 
BURRELL, EUGENE E. Ypsilanti 
Senior High 
BuRT, GLENN \V. Carleton 
Senior High 
BuRTON, :\IARGARET G. South Lyon 
Senior High 
BUTLER, EDYTHE L. Detroit 
Senior High 
CAHOUR , EDWARD \V. Ypsilanti 
Commercial 
CALLAGHAN, ANNETTA L. \ \"ayne 
Nursing 
CAMPBELL, �/[ARY A. Ann Arbor 
Senior High 
CAMPBELL, V10LET !\f. Ypsilanti 
Senior High 
CARLESS, FAITH Yale 
Rural Elementary 
CARR, JuLLIARD V. Ann Arbor 
Forestry 
CARRINGTON, THOMAS R. North-
ville-Engineering 
CARTER, JESSIE :\,l. Cleveland 
Home Economics 
CARTWRIGHT, LEONE D. Saginaw 
Physical Education 
CASE, KATHLEEN V. Onsted 
, Rural Elementary 
CASELLA, DANIEL J. Richmond Hill, 
.Y.-Physical Education 
CAsucc,, CATALSO Rockaway Beach, 
N.Y.-Physical Education 
C, TON, CH ESTER F. Pleasant Ridge 
Chemical Engineering 
CHAMBERLAIN, \•VENDELL P. \Vest 
Springfield-Senior High 
CHAMPE, RoBERT E. Plymouth 
Junior High 
CHAPMAN, HowARD H. Detroit 
Administration and Supervision 
CHOATE, BARBARA J. Greenville 
Early Elementary 
CHRISTENSEN, HELEN H. J\orthville 
Home Economics 
CLARK, JACK K. Jackson 
Physical Education 
CLARK, ROBERT \,V. Brighton 
Pre-Law 
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CLOTHIER, HALLIE B. Angola, N.Y. 
Home Economics 
COLLINS, PHYLLIS L. Stockbridge 
Physical Education 
CoLLINS, VIRGINIA L. Dundee 
Early Elementary 
CONLIN, \,V1LLIAM A. Ann Arbor 
Pre-Profession a I 
CONNOR, IsAAC W. Ferndale 
Senior High 
CORBIN, ELEANOR L. Sherwood 
Music 
CoTT!NGTON, JosEPHINE S. �\ lemphis 
Rural Elementary 
CuD1LLO, FRANK Detroit 
Physical Education 
Cu MM ING, JOHN R. Worchester, Mass. 
Senior High 
Cuozzo, THOMAS �l. Richmond Hill. 
N.Y.-Physical Education 
CURRAN, JosEP1-1 L. Croswell 
Rural Elementary 
CuRns, MARYE. Ypsilanti 
�Iusic 
CURTISS, ROSALYN A. Saranac 
Music 
D'ANGLAS, FRANCIS �1. Jackson 
Engineering 
DAVIDS, DoNELDA NL Charlotte 
Early Elementary 
DAY, MAURICE G. Belleville 
Forestry 
DELEO, DOROTHY NI. Royal Oak 
Music 
DEMING, HUDSON E. Vanderbilt 
Commercial 
DENSMORE, HOWARD A. Horton 
Physical Education 
DENSMORE, \i\TtNFIELD C. Horton 
Physical Education 
DEPALMA, J Ol-IN J. Detroit 
Physical Education 
DESKA, THEODORE J. Saginaw 
Special Education 
DETO, ROSEMARY T. Glen Haven 
Physical Education 
DEWARD, HAROLD H. Jackson 
Physical Education 
DICKERSON, ROBERT V. Ypsilanti 
Senior High 
DICKINSON, LAUREL l. Dearborn 
Later Elementary 
DICKS, GENEVA R. Ypsilanti 
Early Elementary 
D1GuE, LLOYD D. L'.:corse 
Senior High 
" 
'
• 
• 
' 
D1NSDALE, HuG1-1 
Pre-Professional 
DOUGLAS, LEWIS F. 
Senior High 
DREW, ANETTA Jackson 
Library 
DREWYOUR, CHARLES Detroit 
Senior High 
DRUMMOND, ROSEMARY Detroit 
Physical Education 
DUPREY, ALBERT H. Ecorse 
Senior High 
DuRGA , }/IARY A. Farmington 
Later Elementary 
EAST, ARTHUR J. Carleton 
Senior High 
EBELING, DOROTHEA Romeo 
Rural Elementary 
ENGEL, IDA A. Whitmore Lake 
Music 
ENGLE, EDWARD J. Ann Arbor 
Physical Education 
EPPLER, Luc1LLE A. Utica 
Physical Education 
EVERETT, GEORGE J. Akron, .Y. 
Chemistry 
GALBRAITH, LILLIAN H. Saginaw 
Physical Education 
GALE, LAVERNE Northville 
Administration and Supervision 
GEDDES, CARL Ann Arbor 
Chemical Engineering 
GLASPIE, PAULINE A. Oxford 
Early Elementary 
GLOWCZEWSK1, STANLEY Holland 
Industrial Arts 
GOETZ, vV ARD Ann Arbor 
Physical Education 
GoLD, D. GWENDOLYN Clinton 
Special Education 
GooDSMAN, Jo1-1N H. Ypsilanti 
Business Administration 
GooT, RuTH H. Albion 
Early Elementary 
GORDON, BETH Howell 
Physical Education 
GORDON, DOROTHY G. Saline 
Home Economics 
GRANGER, FRED M. Middleville 
Pre-Law 
GRANT, DoNALDA Sault Ste. Marie 
Special Education 
GREEN, EvELYN H. Jasper 
Home Economics 
GREEN, LoREN F. Wayne 
Music 
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GREENE, ELAINE l\I. Detroit 
Physical Education 
GREENE, KATHRYN l\!I. Dundee 
Early Elementary 
GRIGGS, HELEN E. Romeo 
Home Economics 
GRILL, HERSCHEL R. Quincy 
Physical Education 
GRUBER, FRED J. Monroe 
Senior High 
GuNDRUM, ROBERTA Ypsilanti 
Early Elementary 
HACKETT, VrnA E. Brooklyn 
Rural Elementary 
HALL, ELLA E. Tipton 
Rural Elementary 
HALL, GLENN G. Pinckney 
Chemical Engineering 
H,\LLMAN, VIRGINIA D. Ferndale · 
Fine Arts 
Hf\MILTON, l\-1ARY K. :\It. Clemens 
Early Elementary 
HAMMOND, NELLIS Vv. Detroit 
Later Elementary 
HA 'D, MARION R. Jackson 
Early Elementary 
HANSEN, DOROTHEA LaSalle 
Later Elementary 
HANSEN, ELWOOD T. Willis 
Pre-Medicine 
HARER, GLADYS E. Munising 
Music 
HARMAN, VIRGINIA C. Detroit 
Special Education 
HARRIS, ELIZABETH LeRoy 
Early Elementary 
HARRIS, FRANK Tecumseh 
Physical Education 
HATTO, V INIFRED M. Ann Arbor 
Early Elementary 
HAUER, BARBARA L. Reading 
General Elementary 
HAUSE, i\lrLTON l\!I. Saginaw 
Senior High 
HEARL, BERNARD Willis 
Theology 
HEATH, ROGER J. Ypsilanti 
Physica I Eel uca tion 
1-IECKRODT, SARAH L. Menasha, Wis. 
Physical Education 
HELDT, AARON F. Milan 
Music 
HERRICK, lVlAHLON J. Harbor Springs 
Commercial 
HERRMAN, IRENE 
Rural Elementary 
Carleton 
... 
I} 
H1LDEBRANDT, BEATRICE D .. Capac 
l\Iusic 
HINKLE, JANICE Detroit 
Early Elementary 
I-locKEBORN, DoN Auburn, N. Y. 
l\riusic 
HoDGESON, GERALD L. Inkster 
Business Administration 
HOLLISTER, DOROTHY Pontiac 
Rural Elementary 
HowARD, EDMUND l\!Ianton 
Physical Education 
HowLETT, BARBARA L. Caro 
Senior High 
HuETER, ESTHER D. l\Iarine City 
Senior High 
HuLTIN, ARTHUR E. Ypsilanti 
Chemical Engineering 
HuNT, RussELL J. Cass City 
Industrial Arts 
HUTCHINSON, EvA 
.Ji:arly Elementary 
IRWIN EVELYN 
J�nior High 
JEDELE, VERA E. 
Later Elementary 
JENSEN HENRY 
· Se,�ior High 
JOJ·INSON, ARDATH A. 
Heights-Music 
JOHNSON, DONALD F. 
Pre-Medicine 
JOHNSTON, ROBERTA A. 
junior High 
JOHNSTON, SIBYL V. 
Senior High 
JOL!FFE, JEAN V. 
Fine Arts 
JONES, MARIE E. 
Senior High 
KAISER, CARLTON 
Pre-Medicine 
Royal Oak 
Palms 
Ann Arbor 
Detroit 
l\Iuskegon 
Ann Arbor 
Clinton 
Detroit 
Plymouth 
\Vayne 
Dexter 
KALBFLEISCH, CLEON E. Brown City 
Rural Elementary 
K,\LITA, ART J. Dearborn 
Senior High 
KARNER, l\!IoLLY L. Dundee 
Music 
KAVANAUGH, MARY J. Bay City 
Early Elementary 
KEEPING, RONALD G. Northville 
Business Administration 
KENDALL, TwYLIA St. Charles 
Rural Elementary 
KrnD, HELEN R. · tica 
Physical 
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K1L1AN, CARLE. Detroit 
Senior High 
KISTLER, YvoNNE Ludington 
Rural Elementary 
KoBOLANSKY, JosEPH Wilkes Barre, 
Pa.-Physical Education 
Ko,rn, HELEN K. Bay Port 
Early Elementary 
KoTT, ALTON Belleville 
Pre-Law 
KRASNY, VlALT E. Whitmore Lake 
Pre-Law 
KuTNER, NORMAN S. Arverne, N.Y. 
Physical Education 
LABOUNTY, RAYMOND A. Tecumseh 
Industrial Arts 
LADD, ERLENE Utica 
Nursing 
LAMB, lVIA RY L. .\!Ion roe 
· Home Economics 
LA.'DRY, KATHERINE :VIarquette 
Nursing 
LAPOINTE, ESTHER Ann Arbor 
Senior High 
LM'.SEN, CHARLOTTE R. Dearborn 
Senior High 
LARSON, LEIF Detroit 
Engineering 
LAw, JAMES B. Highland Park 
Senior High 
LEONARD, ORSON T. Jonesville 
Rural Elementary 
LEOPOLD, JEAN Youngstown 
Special Education 
LEPISTO, LORNA l\11. Hancock 
Senior High 
LEROUX, GERALDINE l\,l. :VIuskegon 
Heights-Music 
LEVIN, I-l1LDA Pontiac 
Junior High 
LEWIS, HARMON E. Bancroft 
Rural Elementary 
LEWIS, lvAH G. Dearborn 
Senior High 
L1MPERT, A. BRYANT Ann Arbor 
Business Administration 
LINDSEY, ROLAND C. Ypsilanti 
Junior High 
LITTLE, ERWIN W. Arcade, N.Y. 
Physical Education 
LIVERMORE, lsABELLE Detroit 
Senior High 
L1v1NGSTON, JAMES L. Plymouth 
Senior High 
LLOYD, HELEN Dearborn 
Senior High 
. ' 
• 
• 
• 
" 
' 
• 
LOCKWOOD, OLIVE J .  
J unior High 
LONG, DOROTHY L. 
Junior High 
LOVELL, DOROTHY 
Music 
Ypsilanti 
l\l I t. Clemens 
Dexter 
LOWMAN, KENNETH E. Walla Walla, 
Wash.-Junior High 
LuECHT, l\IARTHA C. St. Johns 
Physical Education 
LYSTILA, GEORGE 0. Fitchburg, Iv i ass. 
Physical Education 
MABLEY, JANE R. Oxford 
Home Economics 
MACKEN, \V1LL1 AM ] .  St. Clair 
Physical Education 
MADDEN, DORIS I. Flint 
Rural Elementary 
MAIER, IRENE L. Churchville, N.Y. 
Home Economics 
MAIRE, LEWIS E. Dexter 
Pre-:.' Iedicine 
l\i lARION, LAWERENCE R. Brown City 
Rural Elementary 
MARKS, GORDON L. Ypsilanti 
Senior High 
Ivl ."-RTIN, EILEEN A. Saline 
Senior High 
MARTIN, HELEN E. Ypsilanti 
Music 
MATTHEWS, BETTY Ypsilanti 
Early Elementary 
MATTHEWS, SuE G. Royal Oak 
Bacteriology 
MAULBETSCH,  FRIEDA E. Ypsilanti 
Home Economics 
MAYBEE, ARVENA E. Adrian 
Early Elementary 
lV IAYFIELD, RoBERT G. Ann Arbor 
Physical Education 
McAvoY, EuNJCE J. Schenectady, 
T.Y.-Physical Education 
MAcDoNALD, l\r lARGARET E. Dearborn 
Early Elementary 
MACGREGOR, MARION G. Leaming-
ton, Ont.-Rural Elementary 
McNAUGHTON, RAYMOND 'vV. Ann 
Arbor-Pre-Professional 
MEIER, HENRY A. Ann Arbor 
Forestry 
M1cKELSON, CLARENCE • Whitehall 
Business Administration 
1\lf1LLER, FREDERICK K. Flint 
Physical Education 
MORTON, CARL R. Wayne 
Pharmacy 
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MowRER, HELEN J. Ypsilanti 
Senior High 
MuLCRONE, EFFIE E. St. Ignace 
Commercial 
MURRAY, DORA H. l\!lilan 
Rural Elementary 
1\!IuRRAY, JOHN Iv it. Clemens 
Physical Education 
MuTTER, VIRGINIAN. Howell 
Music 
MYERS, l\i JARION Flint 
Early Elementary 
NEEDHAM, THOMAS A. Ann Arbor 
Pre-Professional 
NEWCOMB, HELEN ] .  Detroit 
Music 
N o1sETTE, GENE A. New York City 
Physical Education 
NoRRIS, V rnA M. Milan 
Rural Elementary 
NuGENT, CAROL I .  Bad Axe 
Rural Elementary 
O'BERG, \ V1LLIAM S. Iron River 
Business Administration 
OsBURN, RAYMOND C. Tecumseh 
Physical Education 
OwEN, KATHRY R. Dearborn 
Senior High 
OwEN, RICHARD ] .  Trenton 
Journalism 
OwEN, ROBERT E. Romeo 
Industrial Arts 
0ZANNE, J EAN 1\IJ. l\!Iancelona 
Early Elementary 
PARDON, ELIZABETH l\J. Ann Arbor 
Early Elementary 
PARRE, IRENE J. Wayne 
Senior High 
PAYNE, CHARLOTTE L .  \Vayne 
Senior High 
PAYNE, Run1 Toledo, 0. 
Rural Elementary 
PEQUET, CLIFFORD F. Sidnaw 
Fine Arts 
PETERSEN, KATHRYN A. Iron River 
Commercial 
PETRY, PERSIS M. Lowell 
Later Elementary 
PEZET, ELAINE G. Detroit 
Pre-Law 
PEIRSON, EDWARD S. Goodrich 
Pre-Law 
P1LLER, RAY St. Charles 
Senior High 
P rTKIN, BuEL H. Brighton 
Music 
' 
L'. 
PooR, LAURENCE \ \ ·. Ann Arbor 
Senior High 
RANOWSKY, BEATRICE v Vayne 
Pre-Pharmacy 
RANSOM, MARION Pontiac 
fine Arts 
RATHBUN, GEORGE Belleville 
Pre-Medicine 
RAw, MARGUERITE G. Ypsilanti 
Fine Arts 
RAWSON, lVlARGARET ] .  l\Ianchester 
Music 
REGENTIK, EUGENE B. Farmington 
Rural Elementary 
REID, VIRGINIA \ Vayne 
Early Elementary 
REILLY, Lois L. Highland Park 
Library 
REINELT, MADELINE Deckerville 
Rural Elementary 
REINELT, ORPHA Deckervi lle 
Rural Elementary 
RHODES, HAZEL F. Dearborn 
Home Economics 
RIDER, FRANCES \ V. Hart 
Physical Education 
ROBINSON, Run1 D. Allen 
Junior High 
RoE, fuRMAN f. Clayton 
Physical Education 
ROGERS, MAXINE l\1 . Frankfort 
Rural Elementary 
Ross, ELMER WARNER Ypsilanti 
Junior High 
RossING, RUDOLPH G. Springfield, 
Mass.-Senior High 
Rossow, ELLMA A. Utica 
Physical Education 
RowAN, MAEBELLE Mt. Clemens 
Junior High 
RuPEL, JANE M.  Geneva, Ind. 
Home Economics 
RussELL, PAUL Center Line 
Pre-1\ll edicine 
RYAN, lVIARY G. Yale 
Rural Elementary 
RYBASH, MICHAEL G. Auburn, N .Y. 
Physical Education 
SALMELA, HENRY A. l\!Iaynard, Mass. 
Physical Education 
SANBORN, ROBERT Ionia 
Pre-Astronomy 
SANDS, VIRGINIA R. Pleasant Ridge 
Early Elementary 
10� 
SCH WARTZ, lVIAx l\1.  Wayne 
Senior High 
ScoTT, MARJORIE ] .  Detroit 
Music  
SCRIPTER, FRANCIS Arcade, N.Y. 
Physical Education 
SEAKS, HELEN Pontiac 
Fine Arts 
SEAMAN , ARLENE A. Pontiac 
Music 
SEYFRIED,  BERTHA l\lI .  Ann Arbor 
Rural Elementary 
SHA PIRO, BESSIE Flint 
Early Elementary 
SHEARER, MARGARET Auburn Heights 
Early Elementary 
S HEDD,  SHERMAN W. Flint 
Physical Education 
SHELTON, J OHN Parma 
Senior High 
SHERIDAN, P1-11L1P C. Peck 
Rural Elementary 
S HERMAN, NORENE Grand Blanc 
Rural Elementary 
S HERMAN, \ VILLIAM A. Dearborn 
Senior High 
SHERRARD, JEAN Jonesville 
Senior High 
SHOUGH, OAKLEY V1/ .  Clayton 
Pre-Medicine 
SIMPSON, ARCHIE ] .  Mt. Clemens 
Industrial Arts 
SINGER, Juuus Colchester, Conn. 
Senior High 
SIRONEN, ONNI 0. Fitchburg, l\ fass. 
Industrial Arts 
SKINNER, ALMA L. Erie 
Home Economics 
SLOGGETT, DOROTHY J. Ypsilanti 
F ine Arts 
SMIGGIN, CLARA ] .  Belleville 
Physical Education 
SMITH, L10NEL A. Ypsilanti 
Electrical Engineering 
SMYTH, GERTRUDE Howell 
Physical Education 
SoBrEGRAY, HELEN Milan 
Commercial 
SouLE, JAMES B. Royal Oak 
Special Education 
SouTHWORTH, RuTH L. Galesburg 
J unior High 
SouTTER, CHARLE I-I. Dearborn 
Senior High 
I < .. 
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SPATA, FRANCIS  Rockaway, l\ .Y. 
Physical Education 
SPREEN, \ V1LLIAM I. Jackson 
Physical Education 
STAFFAN, KATHERINE Chelsea 
Junior High 
STEC, JosEPHINE A. Stalwart 
Rural Elementary 
STEIMLE, JEROME G. Ypsilanti 
Pre-Professional 
STEINBUNK, ELEANORE B. l\r lt. 
Clemens-Two-Year 
STENZEL, LYLA A. Utica 
Junior High 
STOKAN, 0. PEARL Bad Axe 
Rural Elementary 
STONE, MARY H. Reading 
Special Education 
STRA IT, LuREN J. Vermontville 
Pre-Min is try 
STREET, HowARD M. Ypsilanti 
Rural Elementary 
STRICKLAND, ORMA Albion 
Junior High 
STROMAR, ANN M. Detroit 
Early Elementary 
SWEET, EsTHER L. :dancelona 
Early Elementary 
SYSAK, ANNE R. River Rouge 
Commercial 
TESKE, MARION Unionville 
Special Education 
ToDT, DONALD C. Hamburg 
Physical Education 
TORREY, PHYLLIS L. 1\Iilan 
Home Ee nomics 
TowNSEND, PRESTON L. Clayton 
Pre-Professional 
TOWNSEND, \ V1LLIAM A. Sunfield 
Commercial 
TRIPP, HELEN M. Ypsilant i  
Senior High 
TURNBULL, MARION L. Northville 
Commercial 
TURNBULL, THEO. 1\II. Whittaker 
Senior High 
TYLER, GRACE Detroit 
Early Elementary 
VAN ALLSBURG, PHOEBE J. Hart 
Early Elementary 
VANDENBELT, BETTY J. Ypsilanti 
Pre-Professional 
VAN TREESE, CHARLES D. Highland 
Park-Senior High 
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VARTANIAN, HAROLD S. Dearborn 
Senior High 
VoEGEDING, Luc1LE N l .  Manchester 
Rural Elementary 
VOKES, STERRJTT 1\ 1 .  Detroit 
Industrial Arts 
VoLAY, ISA BELLE A. Watervliet 
Senior High 
VoLK, JAMES \ V. Ann Arbor 
Pre-Professi nal 
vVAGNER, ADELINE A. Jackson 
Rural Elementary 
WAGNER, DORIS  C. Ann Arbor 
J unior High 
ViAINMAN, WILTON L. Herkimer, N.Y. 
Pre-Engineering 
\ VALSH, J AMES Ann Arbor 
Physical Education 
WARDLE, RuTH E. Ypsilanti 
Later Elementary 
WASHBURN, GEORGE N. Central Lake 
J unior High 
\ VATSON, BETTY Boyne Falls 
Early Elementary 
\ ,
Y
ELLOCK, ELOISE G. Harbor Beach 
Senior High 
WELLOCK, Lois M. Harbor Beach 
Physical Education 
WELSH, FRANCIS H. Peck 
Rural Elementary 
WENGER, W. Louis Ann Arbor 
Physical Education 
\ VERBIN, M rLTON Brooklyn, N.Y. 
Special Education 
V ESTAWAY, i'V fARGUERITE j. River 
Rouge-Later Elementary 
v VHITCOMB, VEVAL Litchfield 
Senior Hi'gh 
,v�l lTE, BONITA E. Onsted 
Rural Elementary 
\ ,
V 
1c1-1T, R ITA l\lI. Ferndale 
Senior High 
WIGGINS, BARBARA L. Byron 
Home Economics 
W ILDT, C. Run1 Albion 
Early Elementary 
v VILLIAMS, FARRELL W. Belleville 
Forestry 
WrLLIAMS, MARY J .  Flint 
Early Elementary 
WILSO ' FLOSSIE Willis 
Sen'ior High 
vVILSON, JACK D. Ann Arb r 
Pre-Professional 
" 
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WILSON, RosE E.  Ypsilanti YLITALO, GERTRUDE J. Hancock 
Early Elementary Senior H igh 
WOJCICKI ,  J EANETTE A. Waltz y OUNG, FERRIS E.  Leslie 
Rural Elementary Sen ior H igh 
WoLSLAGER, GERTRUDE Bad Axe YoUNG, 'vV ATSON Inkster 
Rural Elementary l\!Iusic 
Wooos, SARAH E. Detroit 
y OUNGS, BETTY Iron River Senior High 
WooLsToN, BEN B ig Beaver Fine Arts 
Business Administration ZANINI ,  KATHYRN L .  Detroit 
WORRAL, BETTY s. Royal Oak Commercial 
Senior H igh ZIMMERMAN, WALTER J .  Detroit 
WYMAN, ESTH ER R. Muskegon Senior H igh 
Heights-Music ZooK, Lou1sE B. Morenci 
y EIDER, PEARL c. Brooklyn Sen ior H igh 
Rural Elementary 
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Freshman Class History 
During " Freshman Days," the girls of our class were placed in the care of 
kindly upperclasswomen who acted as "Campus Sisters ."  Freshman women 
were required to wear green buttons as identification, and also to fasten around 
the button a tag bearing the name and address of their "Campus Sister." The 
\Vomen's League enlivened the fi rst week with a "get-acquainted" party where 
many girls were introduced to each other, only to forget all the names before 
the evening was over. While the girls were receiving their first impressions of 
college life under the wings of the "Campus Sisters,"  the boys were having experi­
ences of their own. Unable to wait until the day set aside for the traditional games 
between Freshmen and Sophomores, the upperclassmen persisted in preying upon 
the poor "fresh" men, even to the point of ducking them into the cold water of 
the fountain. The class games terminated in the defeat of the Freshmen, to their 
great chagrin. 
Early in the fall the Freshman Class gathered in Welch Hall to organize for 
the coming year. Due to the large enrollment ,  there was some difficulty in electing 
officers. At last, the class chose James Soule, Sue Matthews, Jean Jolliffe, and 
Bryant Limpert for their officers . 
The Freshman Mixers, open only to the Freshman Class, were held in i\lc Kenny 
Hall ballroom. The parties offered a pleasant opportunity to meet practically 
every upperclassman on the campus. Especially noteworthy, is the fact that the 
Freshmen women were permitted to stay out late-until ten o'clock-on the 
nights of the mixers. 
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Like the mountain climber, we too 
need organization, cooperation, strength, 
to reach the heights of Peace. 
ORGANIZATIONS 
t 
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H O N O R A R I E S 

Back Row-I I CHES, YARGER. 
Four//, Row-W. \V111TE110USE, FRANTZ, c\'.'iDERS0:-1, Die FAGERSTROM, SELDE'.'i, DASZKIEIVICZ, PLACE. 
Third Row-.\liss BEST, LEIDLEIN, J. ,�-AI·FEN, ROBERTS, .\IARTINI, KERSCIINER, JOLLY. 
Second Row-E. \V111TEilOUsE, OL�ISTED, .\[ACIIE, BURNETTE, DErrt.OFF, BITZER, 1 louvENER. 
First Row-r... \VAFFE>:. I IL'>:TLE\', .\I1Tc11E1.L, FARRELi., I IART, R1TOLA, 1 -IERRICK. 
Kappa 
Delta 
Pi 
Kappa Delta Pi is a national honorary education fraternity for Juniors and 
Seniors. Its purpose is to maintain the highest educational ideals and to foster 
fellowship, scholarship, and achievement in educational work. New members 
are selected during \,Vinter term on the basis of initiative, scholarship, social 
fellowship, and character, by a majority vote of the old members. This year, 
Frances Atwell, Eileen Bitzer, Zygfred Daszkiewicz, Lucille Farrier, Recording 
Secretary; Natalie Herrick, President; Carleton Jolly, Laura Joyner, Jessie Kersch­
ner, �larian Martini, Elizabeth �litchell, George Perry, Karl Place, Norbert 
Radtke, Lempi Ritola, Stanley Shultz, Ethel vVaffen, Josephine Waffen, Cor­
responding Secretary, and Elizabeth \,\ Thi tehouse, Treasurer, as active members, 
invited these Juniors and Seniors to become members of Kappa Delta Pi: Gordon 
Anderson, Clara Burnette, Hildreth Clark, Ida Dettloff, Robert Frantz, Eleanor 
Hart, Lyle Higgs, Helen Houvener, Arthur Hughes, Elizabeth Huntley, Gertrude 
Johnson, Marjorie Leidlein, Virginia Olmsted, �Iargaret Owen, Kirk Riddering, 
Ethel Roberts, David Selden, Dorothy Spike, Ella :\Iae Sturdevant, Walter 
\,\'hitehouse, and James Yarger. 
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Back Row-DASZKIEW1cz, GAERT:-SER, KENNEDY, \lcKDDllE, GALLEY, CooPER, BITZER, :-S:E1.so1<. 
FARRIER, S, BELA. SP, KE, \\/ AFFEX, Pow, ERSKI. 
Second Row-HODGE, BALLANTINE, 1'.URETu, CRulCKSHANK, J·:Dll'ARDS, TREGo:sx,xG, HART, GREEX­
STREET, CHASE, .\l,ss BEsT, CRAGER, \VoRZNIAK, C11uRc111LL, ST01<E. 
Front Row-j 0111<sox, STEERE, BoRCIIART, DR. D'OoGE. J•:1·A;,;s, J\.JNG110RN, .\JR. l.ATIIERS, RosERTS, 
CL.ARK. CARPENTER, I ,AYII ER. 
Stoics 
The Stoics, an honorary society to which the majority of the members are 
elected from the Sophomore class, was first organized in 1909. Since then Stoic 
members have enjoyed social and intellectual fellow hip with Professor]. Stuart 
Lathers. During the year 1935-36 the Stoics have participated in several events. 
These were the annual :\fay Morning Breakfast, the reception of new members, 
a \\"hite Elephant Sale, and the annual Stoic Banquet at Charles :\lcKenny Hall. 
Student members not pictured above are: Frances Atwell, Josephine \Vaffcn, 
Barbara Fink, Kirk Riddering, \\"alter \i
V
hitehouse, Frances Skinner, Betty 
:\!litchell, Mary Joan Purcell, Edmund Goings, l\Iary Jane Coe, Carleton Jolly, 
and Karl Place. 
Officers during the past year were Thyra Kinghorn, President, and Ju la Evans, 
Secretary. Faculty members are: Professor]. Stuart Lathers, Professo1 C. l\1. 
Elliott, Miss Martha Best, Mr. Floyd Leib, Mr. Gerald O born. Miss Lillian 
Ashby, Professor ]. Milton Hover, Dr. Carl Erikson, Mr. Floyd Smith and Dr. 
Harry Smith. President John M. l\Iunson, Dr. Benjamin D'Ooge, Dr. Nathan 
A. Harvey, and Professor Carl Pray are honorary members. 
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Back Row-R. GooLD, J. YARGER, G. ANDERSON . 
. Hidd/e Row-]. [ -luTCHINSON, A. Nn1ETH, :\[.]. PURCELL, W. L1c1-1TENFELT. 
Front Row- PROF. LATHERS, A. J-luGHES, R. LEE, PROF. \,\1000, PROF. :VlcKAY. 
Pi Kappa Delta 
Membership in Pi Kappa Delta is elective, the minimum qualifications being 
participation in at least three intercollegiate debates. This year's new members 
are: Oliver Crager, Jula Evans, Howard Kapling, Ruth Holleran, James Lieber­
mann, Charles Sayre, Kathleen Rourke, Ann Stromar, Dorothy Finkell, Grady 
�1cKay, John Lane and Clovis Legault. 
Pi Kappa Delta is a national honorary forensic fraternity. The local chapter 
sponsors all campus speech activities. In the provincial debate tournament held 
at Baldwin Wallace College, Beria, Ohio, Hughes and Crager tied for the cham­
pionship with Bowling Green's team, winning six out of seven of their debates. 
Yarger and Lichtenfelt won three and Jost four decisions. The national Pi Kappa 
Delta convention was held in Houston, Texas. Professor H. T. 'vVood attended 
as governor of the province of the Lakes. Next year 'vVestern State Teachers 
College will act as host to the provincial Pi Kappa Delta tournament. 
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P U B L I C A T I O N S 
DETAIL OF TOPLIFF HALL , 
DARTNIOUTH COLLEGE 
.. 
DR. NORRIS 
Ev ANS 
SWIATEK 
HEATH 
FISHMA!\ 
\VORZ:-JIAK 
CRAGER 
K .. ULHAWIK 
SWEET 
Hoc,·ENER 
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KERSCHNER 
GALLEY 
\VoRTLEY 
WHAN 
HuTCHI'1SON 
Ku RETH 
FRANTZ 
SOUTHWORTH 
TREGO:-JNING 
RASBURY 
�-- ---
DR. 0. 0. NORRIS 
]ESSIE KERSCHNER 
JosEPH WoRZNIAK 
RICHARD KuRETH 
]ULA EVANS 
ROBERT FRANTZ 
MARTHA GALLEY 
LOUISE SWEET 
OLIVER CRAGER 
MARIE TREGONNING 
SIDNEY FISHMAN 
]AMES RASBURY 
BARBARA WHAN 
HELEN HouvENER 
JOHN HUTCHINSON 
HuGo Sw1ATEK 
EDWARD KuLHAWIK 
JANE WORTLEY 
RUTH SOUTHWORTH 
ROGER HEATH 
... - ... 
Aurora Staff 
Mrss E. ESTELLE DowNING 
Miss BERTHA GooD1soN 
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Editor 
Business Manager 
Art Editor 
Assistant Editor 
Assistant Business Manager 
F acuity Editor 
Features Editor 
Organizations Editor 
Assistant Organizations Editor 
Assistant Organizations Editor 
Men's Athletic Editor 
Women's Athletics Editor 
Sorority Editor 
Fraternity Editor 
Senior Editor 
junior Editor 
Sophomore Editor 
Freshman Editor 
Staff Photographer 
--
.. === 
DR. FORD 
WHITEHOUSE 
SWEET 
HART 
SCHULTZ 
EVANOFF 
LANE 
FRANTZ 
120 
HUGHES 
MARTIN 
STROMAR 
HOLLERAN 
DR. ERIKSON 
CRAGER 
LEONARDSON 
StEM!ENSKI 
The Normal'"College News 
STAFF 
]. STANLEY SCHULTZ Editor-in-Chief 
ARTHUR G. HUGHES Business Manager 
FRANK EVANOFF Sports Editor 
NELL MARTIN Associate Editor 
OLIVER B. CRAGER Editorial Critic 
WALTER WHITEHOUSE Contributing Editor 
LEONARD LEWIS Feature Editor 
CoRNELrns ScoTT Assistant Business Manager 
ToM MAcNAMARA Assistant Sports Editor 
ANN STROMAR Exchange Editor 
REPORTERS 
JEAN HART RuTH HoLI,ERAN OPAL JOHNSON 
ALBERTA TEALL ROBERT FRANTZ \;\7 JLLIAM SHEPPARD 
DAVE RUSSELL DoN WILLE RAYMOND LEE 
KATHRYN OWEN LOUISE SWEET LEONA SCHALL 
MARGARET CONVERSE EDWARD SIEMIENSKI JOHN LANE 
VERONA BLAIR HAROLD HURSTON LOUIS HENRY 
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11. T. \VooD 
LEE 
F. B. \kKAv 
Pi Kappa Delta 
ROBERT E. LEE 
i\L\RY JOAN PURCELL 
J\MES YARGER 
GORDON ANDERSOi\' 
],\MES RASBURY 
ARTHUR HUGl·lES 
PURCELL YARGER 
12-1 
President 
J11omen's /"ice-President 
Al en's / lice-President 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
Past President 
.\NOERSO� RASBURY 
.J. S. LATIIERS 
I IUGIIES 
.\JARI0:-1 STOWE 
The Swan 
by 
FERENC i\JoLN,\ R 
DIRECTED BY i\IARION FRANKLIN STOWE 
TECHNICAL STAFF 
Business i\1anager, Oliver Crager; Stage, Anna i\Iarie Ingles; Properties, 
Rebecca I-larder; Costumes, Duane Nelson. Beverly Howland; Electrician, Richard 
Delaforce; Tickets, the i\len's Union; :\Iusic, Norman Roller; Ushers, 102, 212 
Speech Classes. 
Dr. licholas Agi 
George 
Arsene 
Princess Beatrice 
Alexandra 
Father Hyacinth 
Symphrosa 
Prince Albert 
Colonel Wunderlich 
Count Lutzen 
Caesar 
Maid 
DRAi\lATIS PERSONAE 
\VH!TFIELD CONNOR 
BEVERLY HOWLAND 
REBECCA HARDER 
MARGUERITE HARDER 
DOROTHY JANE BERNARD 
PAUL CHRISTMAN 
LORETTA i\ifoRGAl\ 
D ANE ELSON 
vV1LLIAM SHEPPARD 
ROBERT FRANZ 
Lours HENRY 
Princess i\Iaria Dominica 
i\lARGUERITE i\ifARSHALL 
ANNA lVlARIE INGLES 
VERA CORBETT 
MARGUERITE i\1ARSHALL, ELEANOR CONLIN 
RrcHARD KuRETH, JEROME STEIMLE 
Countess Erdely 
Ladies in Waiting 
Hussars 
[2.5 
I IALLORAX 
:--J,c \\looD 
F1NKELL 
NEMETH 
Women's 
S·rnoMAR 
PURCELi. 
Debate 
ROURK 
.\IR .. \lcKAv 
the 
The women's debate squad of six women participated in 26 debates during the year. for 
first time in several years the question for both men and women were the same, "Judicial 
Review". The year's record follows: 
Date Opponent Side Team Place Result 
Jan. 22 Albion Aff. Stromar, emeth There forum 
Albion Aff. Rourk, PurcelJ There Forum 
Albion Neg. Holleran, Finkell There Forum 
Albion Aff. Stromar, Nemeth There Forum 
Albion Aff. Rourk, Purcell There Forum 
Albion eg. Holleran, Finkell There Forum 
Jan. 27 Wayne Aff. Stromar, emeth There Forum 
Wayne Alf. Rourk, Purcell There Forum 
Wayne Neg. Holleran, Finkell There Forum 
Feb. IO Adrian Aff. Stromar, Nemeth Here forum 
Adrian Neg. Holleran, Finkel! Here Forum 
Feb. 11 Michigan State Aff. Rourk, Purcell Here Forum 
Feb. 22 W. S. T. C. Aff. Stromar, Nemeth Kalamazoo \Von 
Hope Aff. Rourk, Purcell Kalamazoo Lost 
H illsclale Neg. Holleran, Finkell Kalamazoo \Von 
W. S. T. C. Aff. Stromar, Nemeth Kalamazoo Forum 
Michigan State Aff. Rourk, Purcell Kalamazoo Lost 
W. S. T. C. J\eg. Holleran, finkell Kalamazoo v\Ton 
Hope Aff. Stromar, Nemeth Kalamazoo Won 
N. S. T. C. Aff. Rourk, Purcell Kalamazoo Lost 
Calvin J\eg. Holleran, finkell Kalamazoo forum 
:\Jar. 3 Adrian Aff. Rourk, Purcell There Forum 
Adrian l\eg. Holleran, Finkel! There forum 
f\Iar. 12 Michigan State J\eg. Holleran, finkell Here Forum 
:\Iay 5 Michigan Engineers Aff. Rourk, Nemeth, Purcell There forum 
7 Michigan Engineers J\eg. Holleran, finkell, Purcell Here Forum 
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Men's Debate, 1935-1936 
The men's debate squad of 12 men chosen from a group of 24- participated in 38 debates dur­
ing the ea son. "Judicial Review" was the topic for discussion this year. The year's record: 
Date Opponent Side Team Place Result 
l\ov. 24- Detroit Law School Aff. Yarger, Rasbury, Litchenfelt Here forum 
l\ov. 24- Detroit Law Scho l l\eg. Capeling, Gould, Lieberman Here Forum 
Feb. 12 Michigan State l\eg. Hughes, Crager Grange Forum 
Feb. 18 Hope (M. D. L.) l\eg. Hughes, Crager Albion Won 
Feb. 27 
1' la r. 3 
Mar. 12 
Mar. 13 
Olivet (M. D. L.) Aff. Yarger, Litchenfelt Albion Lost 
Hillsdale ):eg. Rasbury, Legault Albion \
V
on 
Western State Aff. Lieberman, Capeling Albion Lost 
Western State ...\.ff. Lee, Gould Albion Lost 
Albion Aff. Schwichtenberg, Gould Albion Lost 
Western State l\eg. Sayer, Legault Albion Lost 
Hope Aff. Capeling, Lieberman Here Forum 
Hope ):eg. Sayer, Lane Here Forum 
Hope Aff. Lee, Gould Here Forum 
Hope l\eg. Rasbury, Legault Here Forum 
Adrian Aff. Yarger, Schwichtenberg Adrian Forum 
Adrian l\eg. Gould, Legault Adrian Forum 
Bowling Green l\eg. I-I ugh es, Crager There Forum 
Bowling Green Aff. Yarger, Litchenfelt There Forum 
Kent State ):eg. Hughes, Crager Baldwin Wallace Lost 
Capitol U. Aff. Yarger, Litchenfelt B. \\!. Won 
Albion Aff. Crager, Hughes B. \V. Won 
Toledo U. ):eg. Litchenfelt, Yarger B. \V. Lost 
Dennison ):eg. Crager, Hughes B. W. Won 
Baldwin Wallace Aff. Yarger, Litchenfelt B. \V. Lost 
l\lar. 14- Ashland ):eg. Hughes, Crager B. W. Won 
Mar. 19 
Mar. 23 
April 23 
May 19 
21 
Albion Aff. Yarger, Litchenfelt B. W. Lost 
Kent State Aff. Crager, Hughes B. W. vVon 
Hiedelberg l\eg. Litchenfelt, Yarger B. \
V
. Lost 
Akron U. ):eg. Crager, Hughes B. W. Won 
Hiram ,-\ff. Yarger, Litchenfelt B. W. Won 
Bowling Green Aff. Crager, Hughes B. W. Won 
Case l\eg. Litchenfelt, Yarger B. \\1. Won 
Albion l\eg. Crager, Hughes Here \Von 
Oberlin l\eg. Crager, Legault, Hughes Here Forum 
Wayne Aff. Sayer, Lieberman \Yayne Forum 
\Vayne l\eg. Lane, Schwichtenberg Wayne Forum 
U. of l\lI. Engineers Aff. Lieberman, Capeling, Yarger There Forum 
U. of l\lI. Engineers l\eg. Crager, Sayer, Hughes Here Forum 
Hack Row-L1cHTENFELT, CRACE ·, GoOLD, YARGER. 
Second Row-HUTCHINSON, LANE, LEGAULT, ScHw1c11TENBERG, CAPEL1:,;c, l.1EuER'1A:S. 
Front Row-HuGHES, .\1R. \.\1000, .\JR. LATHERS, : VIR . .\ 1lcKAv, LEE. 
L1c11TE�FELT LA�l KlK NELSO� 
Interpretative Reading 
The \Iich iga n ] n tercol legia te Speech League fer the past fcu r yea rs sponsoreJ 
an interpretati\·e reading contest-festival. \I. S. :\. C. entertained the first one 
111 1933. Each year :\ormal's entrants, directed b>· \Iiss \Iarion Franklin Stowe, 
have participated in the annual evening festival br \·irtue of the fact that they 
placed among the three highest in the afterno 11 contest. This year i\Iargaret 
Lamkin and Duane Kelson were selected to represent \I. S. N. C. in the 1936 
contest-festival held at Albion i\lav 8. \largaret Lamkin tied for second place 
in the women's di\·ision with the reader from the l-ni\·ersity of Detroit, and 
Duane Kelson placed third in the men's division. \Iiss Lamkin and i\!Ir. Nelson 
were honor guests at the Fifteenth Annual Pi Kappa Delta banquet June 6. 
Peace Oratory 
Wendell Lichtenfelt won the annual all-college Peace Contest 111 December, 
1935. His oration was entitled "Are \\'e Fooling Ourselves?" and 111 accordance 
with the requirements dealt with the problem of peace and war. He represented 
Michigan State Normal College in the State Contest at Calvin College, Grand 
Rapids, on April 17th. 
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General Oratory 
The forty seventh annual general oratorical contest was held in the ballroom 
of Charles :.\lcKenn:; Hall on December third. Out of the six �peakers, the judges 
selected J ula Evans, a junior, and Gordon Anderson, a senior, to represent Lhe 
college in the state oratorical contest. l\[iss E,·ans' "Political indifference and the 
College Student" and :.\Ir. Anderson's "Political Pacifism" were stirring appeals 
to promote the scientific attitude in politics. Botl1 speakers participated in the 
state contest held at \\"estern State Teachers' College in Kalamazoo on :.\[arch 
fourteen th. Ju I a Evan placed fourth in the women's di vision and Cordon 
Anderson placed second in th men's division. Gord0n Anderson also placed 
second in the ,tate peace conte·t two years ago. 
Extemporaneous Speaking 
Oliver Crager, speaking on "Planks 1 \\"ou!d Propose to Restore Prosperity," 
won the Men's Extemporane us peaking Contest, and l'vlary Joan Purce!!, speak­
ing on "Old Age Pensions" won the worrien's division. These speakers represented 
:\lichigan State Normal College at Lansing, November 26, 1q35. Both participated 
in the finals after defeating candidates in the afternoon preliminaries in which 
fourteen schools in the i\1 ichiga n Intercollegiate Speech League had representatives. 
This is the second consecutive time i\1liss Purcell has represented the college 
as Extemporaneous speaker; Oliver Crager entered this contest for rhe first time, 
having been Freshman Orator the previous year. 
Pt:RCELL ANDERSON 
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"This orchestra amazed me. It played with genuine skill." 
-,\. \\"ALTER KRA�IER, Editor-in-Chief, 11/usical .lmerica 
The Normal CoUege Symphony Orchestra 
:\L\RIUS Foss EN KEMPER, Conductor 
Schedule of Orchestra Concerts: 
PEASE A DITORiu:\I 
Sunday, October 20 Soloist-ANNIS DEXTER GRr\Y 
Sunday, November 10 Soloist-EMILY AnAMS, 
Sunday, December 8 Soloist-CLIFFORD HERZER 
Sunday, January 19 Soloist-JosEPl-l BRINKMJ\:-1 
Sunday, February 16 Soloist-JMIES BARRETT 
Sunday, �larch 15 
Friday, :\larch 27 
Sunday, April 19 
Sunday, :\lay 24 
Sunday, June 7 
Soloist-BEATRICE BRODY 
Soloist-EMILY ADAMS, Romeo, :\Iichigan 
Soloist-JOSEPH C11ASMAN 
Soloist-ROBERT LuscOMBE 
Soloist-IzLER SoLo�ror,.; 
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Contralto 
Yiolin 
Piano 
Piano 
Fiohn 
Contralto 
/"ioli n 
l'-iolin 
Baritone 
f'iolin 
Michigan State Normal Co Hege Choir 
"Bringing a great choir like that from the Yp ilanti Normal College which 
sang in Birmingham recently, is a treat that few commun1ues enjoy. fhat local 
people do appreciate such an offering is shown by the fact that they filled, to 
capacity, the Fir t Baptist Church here, and manifested their employment by 
frequent applau e . " 
Editorial, Birmingham Eccentric, Dec. 23. 
The outstanding events of the year on rhe local calendar of the iormal College 
Choir were the Christmas Concert and the Bach FestiYal, presented under 1he 
inspiring leadership of Professor Frederick L. Alexander. 
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First row-F. WJE:ST, drum major; G. l\. BURGESS, J-l. J-1. Goons�IAN, .\J. L Roni, D. D. PALOSKY, 
C. \\/. ScoTT, :\1. N. 1-1,u, D. \V. fRYMAN, G. W. BLANKS, T. A. BEEDHAM, C. A. ODMARK, D. C. 
RYAN, Director. 
Second Row-.L. L. CuRRY, T. R. CARRINGTON; P. L TowNSEND, B. E. FARBER,]. J. \\'oRZNlAK, 
R. Russcu, J-1. C. SAYLOR, P. f-l. 1-lADDRILL, \1. E. fR1Tc11, :\'!. ScHULTz, R. ]. OwEN. 
R. A. LABOUNTY, J. [ -!. RIGIII. :\. i\. ROL ER, A. J. s,�1PSON, c. F. REHBERG, 0. W. S1-1ouc11, \V. I-IAU­
�IANN. 
The Band 
The \lichigan State l\'onnal C liege Band, under the capable leadership of 
D. Chester Ryan, again proved its ever-important usefulness to the college in the 
years 1935-36. Under he military thoroughness of Drum i\lajor fre<l \\ iest, 
it presented a picture of machine-like marching precision both on the football 
field and on the street. Participating in all college functions, it served a purpose 
of which an organization of this kind is capable. Although not as large as some 
of the bands in the pasL. it has treated this condition as an incentive to tncrease 
its efficiency and exactness. Enrollment is open to all students; awards being 
given at yearly inten·als during membership. The Band sweater is presented to 
grad ua ting ba ndsmc11. 
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DEP AR T ME NTS 
.. 
fACAD
E,·u�1
vERSI
TY 
Of BER
LIN 
Left to Righ1-\lcF...EN:-IA. REPAID, H1LL, D1EXEL. \fART1x1. \IESSIMER, \IIss A1Tc111sox, LA""'", 
I IERRICK, YAxKE. RooT. 
Young Women's Christian Association 
DOROTHY RooT 
l\IARGARET L,\MKIN 
R TH YANKE 
TWYLA HILL 
CRACE AITCHISON 
NATALIE HERRICK 
CATl-lERl>/E \lcKENNA 
VIOLET REPAID 
l\lhRGARET D1ENEL 
1\lAIUAN :VIARTJNI 
PHYLLIS :'IIESSli\lER 
\L\RY ]AXE CoE 
Pres-idenl 
// ice-President 
Secretarv 
Treasur;r 
Executive Secretary 
Council Representative 
Social 
Membership 
Matins 
Publicity 
Social Serv-ice 
World FeL/owship 
Starkweather Hall means to many of us a "Campus Home", to others it means 
a place to rest, to study, to play the piano, to trpewrite, to meet our friends, the 
hundred and one things that make up our daily li\·es. To some of us it means the 
one place on the campus where we can get away from everyone and e\·erything­
in the \leditation Room. 
Whether we think of it as a place for fun or for meditation, for meetings or for 
work, through its entire program runs the purpo e of the Y. vV. . A., "to realize 
a full and creati,·e life through a growing knowledge of God." 
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Student Religious Counca 
OFFICE RS 
ELL/\ ::\L,E STURDEVf\NT President 
HEt.£1' HA1'1'.\ Secrl'lary 
l\fuRtEI. BREi\lER Treasurer 
:i\Irss AncH tS01' F acuity Advisor 
The Student Religious Council is ccmpcsed of two representatives from each 
of.._the student groups of the Baptist, Congregational, Lutheran, f\lethodist and 
Presbyterian chu1ches, and from the Y. \\·. C. A. 
Its purpose is to unify the religious program of the campus. One phase of 
this is a union meeting twice a term for which we engage speakers who emphasize 
our special interest for the term. 
During Holy \,\,'eek, v1·e have an early morning worship se1vice each day cul­
minating in an Easter Dawn Service in Science Gardens. 
This group has gradually built up a feeling of unity among the church groups 
and the Y. \\". C. A. which has laid a foundation for a fellowship, individual and 
corporate, which we believe is essential to spiritually rich education. 
Left 10 Righ1-L,",;.1:-1, HANNA, \V1-11TE11ousE, l.oci.;.\\·ooo, STURDEVANT, \!1ss A1Tc1-11so,;, ll1LL, _ 
JOSLYX. BRE"ER. 
Physical Education Club 
\\"1LLIAM ZEPP 
CHRISTY \V1LSON 
HERMAN BARTLING 
:d1ss Bouc11NER 
LLOYD OLDS 
IRENE CL,\RK 
GERTRUDE EPPLF.R 
P,\UJ. SAMSON 
i\ucusTA H1\RR1s 
ELTO� RYNEARSO� 
OFFICERS 
FACCLTY �\IEi\lB ERS 
HO 
President 
/'ice-President 
Treasurer 
Faculty Treasurer 
DELl\l.\R .\LL�!A:-S 
Do:-sNc\BEL KEYS 
H�\RRY Oc;;:ER�IAN 
LuREKE PROUSE 
JosEPH :-I CuLLOCH 
ELE.-\KOR Bo\1"EN 
Varsity Club 
OFFICER 
C1..\REXCE RuK,u1r President 
/ "ice-Pres-ident 
Dox RocK Secretary-Treasurer 
Co.\c11 R.\Y SnTES Sponsor 
The \·arsity Club was organized under the direction of Harry Ockerman, 
former baseball anc.l basketball coach. The club was composed of all lettermen 
on the campus. In the brief space of a few years it grew in membership fr m 
sixteen to forty, through the earne t efforts of ":..Ir. Ockerman. 
The purpose of the club is to promote a friendlier feeling between the athletes 
and the men on the campus, and to cooperate with the Athletic Department 
in promoting various enterprises. The work of the club during the past year 
included taking charge of publishing the Homecoming Booklet, making arrange­
ments for visiting alumni, ushering at all the athletic contests, and sponsoring 
a da nee each te1 m. 
In addition, the club awards a blanket to every graduating member who has 
won two or more letters in any sport, providing he has fulfilled all other require­
ments, and is in good standing with the members and the administration of the 
college. 
Back Row-POOLER, LLOYD, C1-1R1STMAN, BITZER, f1sHER. 
Second Row- BERENTI-IAL, S11ER"AN, �f1ss ALLISON, WAFFEX, NADEAL", 
Front Row-JOHNSTON, SMITH, DR. D'OocE, �f1ss CASE, TABOR. 
Sodalitas Latina 
OFFICERS 
JOHN SMITH President 
BETTY POOLER Yice-Presi'dent 
LO!s BucK LES Secretary 
GLADYS BERENTHAL T rcas11rer 
The Sodalitas Latina, during this twentieth year of its existence has had a 
pr gram of three major interests. 
A comparison of the ancient and modern life has been carried out in monthly 
meetings. 
In celebration of the Horatioan Bi-millenium, Dr. 1\-leinicke of the university 
of l\!lichigan addressed the club on '· Horace as a Twentieth Century Poet". 
On May second, a student-alumni dinner was given under the auspices of 
the club, in honor of Dr. Benjamin D'Ooge who has completed fifty years of 
teaching on this campus. 
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Commercial 
GERTRUDE BOBART 
JOYCE CARY 
EFFIE :\[uLCRONE 
I-IELEN BoRCHART 
HELEN SoBIEGRAY 
LUCILE ALBAN 
ANN E  SYSAK 
HENRIETTA l\llARTEN S 
HELEN GREENSTREET 
:MARION TRUMBULL 
GEORGIA KASMOWSK[ 
ROBERT NEVEL 
Teachers' Club 
President 
:VIAHLON HERRICK 
l\lARGUER!TE OLMSTEAD 
GERTRUDE HOBART 
JAMES BLUMFIELD 
1--lARLO'.\T CHARTER 
HUDSON DEMING 
LESTER FERRIS 
JOSEPH KURAS 
ETHEL :!\lASSEL!N K 
\Ya.LIAM BROWN 
The Commercial Teachers' Club is made up of students who are taking the 
life certificate and degree courses in commercial teaching at Cleary College and 
the Michigan State Normal College. 
The purpose of the meetings is to bring together future commercial teachers 
for the discussion of subjects of common interest and to develop in them true 
leadership and club spirit. 
First Row-JOYCE CRARY, EFFIE \I ULCRONE, HELEN BoRCHART, J-1 ELEN SoB1 EGRAY, Luc1LE ALBAN, 
ANNE SYSAK. 
Second Row-HENRIETTA \'lARTENS, J- IELE" GREENSTREET, \1lARION TRu,1eULL, GEORGIA KAs,1owsK1, 
ROBERT EVEL. 
Third Row-1\IIAIILON HERRICK, \IARGUERITE Ou1STEAD, GERTRUDE HOBART, JAMES BLu,1F1ELD. 
Home Economics Club 
This club is the social and professional organization of the Home Economics 
Department . I t  at tempts to bring to the group, as speakers, authorities in the 
various phases of homemaking, as well as to afford an opportunity for furthering 
friendships am0ng its members. A homecoming luncheon, a semi-formal dance, 
and a meeting on interior decoration were outstanding features of this years ' 
program. 
FA C U LTY l\ 1E ?l lB ERS 
l\l lISS lv f ARGARET RAFFI NGTON 
i\l[rss ESTELLE BAUCH 
l\ l 1 ss C LARA KELLY 
FRANCES SMITH 
HAZEL HUGHES 
HELEN GRI GGS 
V r nGIN J A  \\ ' uRD 
J E A N  ARMSTRONG 
HELEN B AKER 
J\ hRTLE BELCHER 
FRANCES BRADY 
BERTII,\ BRAU/\ 
J ESSIE CARTE R 
HELEN CIIRI STENSE" 
V IRGIN I A  CLAR K 
HALLIE CLOTHIER 
IDA CLOTHIER 
ELIZABETH CoGGER 
KATHARINE CoucH EZ 
HELEN Fox 
l\ IARGARET GooDlL\LL 
DOROT H Y  GoRDOx 
O F FI CE RS 
MEM BERS 
EVELYN GREEN 
HELEN GIU GGS 
N ORMA H A MMOND 
G LADYS HARER 
HELEN HA RIUS 
0NTALENE I -lENDERS0:-1 
iV lAXINE HOBART 
HAZEL H UGHES 
E LI ZABETH HUNTLEY 
H ARRI ET J ARMOL 
ELIZABET1-1 J o1-1 Nso:-1 
fl l ARJORJE KAMM 
ZELMA LAMB 
J A NE M ABLEY 
IRENE � JJAIER 
FRIEDA � f AU LBETSCH 
J.14 
Sponsor 
i\ l iss JA NET iVI YERS 
fl I1ss FAITH K wDoo 
President 
Vice-President 
Secretarv 
Treasur;r 
FRA NCES fl 'l UMMEY 
� l ARGARET OWEN 
FERN PALMER 
GRACE REIIBE l N  
Hr\ZEL RHODES 
.T UNE RUPEL 
\ 'JRGI NIA RuTTLE 
A LM1-\ S K I N NER 
FRANCES SMITH 
P HYLLIS TORREY 
\ .IRGI NIA VALK 
\ · rRGINIA \,VrARD 
BARBARA vV r GGINS 
ER:-;EST J N E  \VooDRUFF 
P,\UL!NE \VRlG f I T  
\\"1-J J T E I I O U S E  K A LI TA \\
°
ORTLEY S C H \V A D E R E R  
Social Committee 
\,Vere you one of the many who danced and dined at 
the Cabaret Parties, or vvere you among those present who 
swayed to the rhythm of I\,Iarvin Frederick and his band ? 
Perhaps you were among those who got so well acquainted 
at the Broom Dances to the tune of Art I\!Ioe and his campus 
talent or Clare Wigell 's orchestra. If so, your thanks to 
:Mrs. Lyman and the Social Committee who helped plan 
the All-College get-togethers on Friday nights. 
A few of the things the Social Committee did to keep 
itself busy during the year were : decorating for the seasonal 
LY�IA X  
Bociux 
\ ! 0 1uus 
parties, planning blackboard and poster advertisements, suggesting student 
hosts and hostesses, and arranging for cabaret floor shows , in addit ion to inaugu­
rat ing an informal method of light ing the ball room by means of floor lamps. 
As an inducement to you to change our reputat ion as a "suit-case" college, 
the Social Committee planned a variety of parties for week-ends. During the 
Fall Term they arranged for a Get-Acquainted Party, two Homecoming Dances, 
a Halloween Dance, a Cabaret Party, one called simply "The Kick-Off" to honor 
our football team, and a Chri stmas Party. Vi'inter Term was enlivened by a 
Round Up, a Corn Dance, the Snow Ball, a Matinee Dance for variation, a Tacky 
Toddle to enable us to wear our oldes t  clothes for a change, and also another 
All College Party. Concluding a pleasantly successful year, in the Spring Term 
the committee sponsored another Cabaret Party which is always a favorite, a 
Spring Ball, and a May Day Party. 
This active committee was composed of our Social Director, :v lrs. Florence 
L. Lyman, Elizabeth \;yhitehouse, Clark Schwaderer, Louise Morris, J ohn Bocjun, 
Jane Wortley, and Art Kalita. 
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TOWER OF 
EDEN SEMINARY, 
WEBSTER GROVES, �VlO . 
I ' 
SWEET 
::\L1x1NE HoB,IRT 
LOUJSE SWEET 
GR,\CE P1NK 
JE,\N BARTANEN 
I lO!M RT B.�RTAXEX 
PanheUenic 
Chairman 
Alpha Sigma Alpha 
Recording Secretary 
Theta Lambda Sigma 
Corresponding Secretary 
Sigma Sigma Sigma 
Treasurer 
Kappa Gamma Phi 
l\I1ss FANNIE E. BE11L Adviser 
THIS YEAR Panhellenic has continued its work to organize 
sororities into a congenial, cooperative group. An etiquette outline 
was prepared, scholarship awards were awarded at the annual 
spring dinner to Jean l\ilcKimmie, Pi Kappa Sigma; Thyra King­
horn, Alpha Mu Sigma; Marian lVIartini, Pi Delta Theta. A Pan­
hellenic library has been begun for the use of sorority women. 
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BUlNETT 
KEN�EDY 
Sl•:CORD 
.'\1'<DERSOl\ 
HO\\"I.Al\D 
BRt\lDWOOD 
JU.IA:\ 
BRAIDWOOD 
JOJ-l:\SO:\ 
I-IOl"\1EN!-:R 
S\\"l-:ET 
DR"CCKENBROD 
HlTF 
HAY I YR 
:'-JISSLY 
.\SHBY 
.JOLLlffl:: 
DA:\.\ 
DRU:\L\1 
\\"ORTLl: Y 
:\lcDOI\ \I.D 
131·:RN:\RD 
.\ROIS 
I.APOl :\T[ 
Theta Lambda Sigma 
UPSILO CHAPTER 
Established 19 I 2 
Colors-Crimson and Black 
a.: .... ... " It: - • • �- .... • 
PATRONESS 
MRS. J. BROWN 
FACULTY MEMBER 
Miss E. RANKIN 
HO ORAR Y MEMBER 
MRs. J. McCuuocH 
ACTIVE MEMBERS 
VIRGINIA ALEXANDER 
DOROTHY ANDERSON 
iVIELDREW ARDIS 
BEATRICE ASHBY 
LOREEN BA YLER 
DOROTHY BERNARD 
JULIA BRAIDWOOD 
TUNE BRAIDWOOD 
FLOBETH BURNETT 
MABEL DANA 
BERNICE DRUCKENBROD 
KATHLEEN DRUMM 
PAULINE GLASPIE 
HELEN HouvENER 
BEVERLY HOWLAND 
PLEDGE 
BERNITA SWINGLE 
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Flower-Tudor Rose 
iVIILDRED HuFF 
OPAL JOHNSO!'\ 
MERIAM JOLLIFFE 
JEANNETTE JULIAN 
ESTHER LAPOINTE 
JANE KENNEDY 
JANE MABLEY 
AILEEN McDONALD 
MILDRED N1sSLY 
MARGUERITE OLMSTEAD 
JANE OLMSTEAD 
BARBARA SERGEANT 
OLIVIA SECORD 
LOUISE SWEET 
JANE vVoRTLEY 
..... . -
I 
l 
,· 
-
JONES 
HARGRAVE 
Hl.iNTLY 
\VI-IAN 
;\I ITCH ELL 
POWELL 
KOLUN 
WOLF 
K E1\L\I ER 1.1 l\G 
KE\I;\ll�RLING 
TREGONNING 
:\ EPOD.\ T. 
GROl 1:'VIAl\ 
LA:\IKIN 
CAROLI'-! 
Pl\!K 
EDWARDS 
SKINl\I-:R 
O'BRII-:N 
MILLER 
B.·\KER 
RHEIN 
RAWSON 
RENTON 
Sigma Sigma Sigma 
OJ\'IICRON CHAPTER 
Established 1898 
Colors-Purple and White Flower-Purple Violet 
Pubhcation-The Triangle of Sigma Sigma Sigma 
MRS. H. BENNETT 
\1Rs. D. GRIDLEY 
PATRONESSES 
FA CUL TY MEMBERS 
Miss C. ALLISON 
Miss L. PROUSE 
HELEN BAKER 
]\ llARGARET CAROLIN 
\VILMA EDWARDS 
EvA GROHMAN 
:MARGARET HARGRAVE 
VIRGINIA HORTON 
ELIZABETH HUNTLY 
SHIRLEY JONES 
ELTIE KEMMERLING 
\VILLIE KEMMERLING 
GLADYS KoLLIN 
� ifARGARET LAMKIN 
MARY MILLER 
OLIVE CARLETON 
BARBARA HOWLETT 
LORNA LEPISTO 
CHARLOTTE PAYNE 
ACTIVE MEMBERS 
PLEDGES 
GERTRUDE YLITALO 
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Miss G. SKINNER 
:Vhss \f. STowE 
Niiss F. REGAL 
\,IIss S. STINSON 
ELIZABETH NIITCHELL 
-MARIAN N EPODAL 
KATHLEEN O'BRIEN 
GRACE PINK 
MURIEL POWELL 
LOUISE RENTON 
NIARY RHEIN 
MARTHA SKINNER 
AGNES STEERE 
ELIZABETH THOMPSON 
\ifARIE TREGONNING 
BARBARA WHAN 
VIRGINIA \VoLFE 
MARGARET RAWSON 
CHARLOTTE STRIFFLER 
DOROTHY SWANSON 
HELEN TRIPP 
• 
' . 
•' 
t • 
D,\LY 
CA.\JPBELL 
B.\KJ·:R 
Kl'.\GHOR:\ 
.\IOORI·: 
\·. CI..\RK. 
1- 1. CL.\RK 
PIIILLIPS 
BLRLUG!l 
.\!. B.\RRl�TI' 
1 1.\RDl'.\G 
\\
I
OODW.\RD 
EYR Cl-1'.\l�R 
R. B.\RR['IT 
G.\l·:RT'.\1·:R 
.-
-•r 
... •.J 
Alpha Mu Sigma 
ALPHA CHAPTER 
Established as Harmonious r-.1ystics 1900 
Colors-Cerise and White Flowers-Cerise, White Rose 
PATRONESSES 
MRS. H. BRITTON IVfas. H. SHAEFER 
MRS. w. WILCOX 
FACULTY ADVISOR 
Miss SALLY ANN MARTINDALE 
ACTIVE MEMBERS 
ELEANOR BAKER 
MARGARET BARRETT 
RUTH BARRETT 
LILLIAN BEEBE 
JEAN BURLEIGH 
NORMA JANE CAMPBELL 
HILDRETH CLARK 
VIRGINIA CLARK 
MARY DALY 
CLARA GAERTNER 
CHARLOTTE Dnz 
MARION GALE 
PLEDGES 
1.55 
.......... 
ROBERTA GUNDRUM 
HELEN HARDING 
HAZEL HUGHES 
DORIS LEONARDSON 
JESSIE KERSCHNER 
THYRA KINGHORN 
HELEN MooRE 
BEATRICE PHILLIPS 
BETTY WHITEHOUSE 
CATHERINE WOODWARD 
GRETA HuLTIN 
PATRICIA RusT 
.. .. -
t .. 
, 
• 
,\LI.EN 
orro 
SCHROEDER 
S.\FFELL 
:\lOFFXI' 
L:\'.\G 
BORCIIART 
S:\lJTll 
:\IILLER 
ST.\>lQLTrS 
CL.\RK 
OTTO 
] .56 
;\J.\ DI•'.,\ li 
--
Delta Sigma Epsilon 
ETA CHAPTER 
Established 1914 
Colors-Olive Green and Cream Flower-Cream Tea Rose 
l\,1Rs. C. M. LoESEL 
VIVIAN ALLEN 
HELEN BORCHART 
EDITH CLARK 
HALLIE CLOTHIER 
MARY DURGAN 
CATHERINE Fox 
VIRGINIA LANG 
BETTY MATTHEWS 
MARCELLA BERGMAN 
LILLIAN GALBRAITH 
-·"' .. 
Publication-The Shield 
PATRONESSES 
MRS.]. R. BREAKEY, ]R. 
FACULTY ADVISOR 
Miss CHLOE Tonn 
ACTIVE MEMBERS 
EDITH SMITH 
PLEDGES 
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.. .:,m -
EDNA MILLER 
]EAN MOFFAT 
BEATRICE NADEAU 
CHARLOTTE OTTO 
MARION OTTO 
ALICE RE 
MAXINE SAFFELL 
DORIS SCHROEDER 
EVALYN RORABACHER 
DOROTHY SHERMAN 
. -,. .... 
' 
S.\llTll 
DAY 
J\ EC.\l A:\ i\ 
P,\L.\IER 
.\lcCOR.\11 CK 
PRE1'TICE 
SHAI.L1\ 
DAY 
.\lcCACSLA'.\D 
SCl--JLELSS 
GOLD.\lA'.\:\ 
O\
V
EN 
0\\
1
1·:i\ 
Kappa Mu Delta 
ALPHA CHAPTER 
Established 1923 
Colors-Pink, \\"bite Flower-Pink Rose 
PATRO:\ESS 
?\
1f1ss ]ANET �IYERS 
HO?\ORARY PATROI\ESSES 
\fas. H. CoLB R:-.1 \IRs. P. E,,�tAN 
,�s 
\IRs. \I. \JcDo:-.1,\LD 
ACTIVE \IJL\IBERS 
ALICE BERCIIE�l 
:\IARY c RTIS 
J ATI-IRYN DAY 
\JARY DAY 
\IARY FRANCES GoLDMA.1 :-.1 
ELEANOR \IcC1\USL.i\ND 
\![i\RLON ..\IcCoRMtCK 
TvNE NEV�IANN 
IZ.i\TllRYN OvVEN 
..\lARCARET OWEN 
FERNE PALMER 
]ESSIE PRENTICE 
J\JADELEINE SCHLEUSS 
LUCILLE SHALLA 
FRANCES SMJTll 
PLEDGES 
NoR�tJ\ HAMMOND 
SYBIL JOHNSTON 
OLIVE LOCKWOOD 
RuBY PENDER 
11 
• 
Sigma Nu Phi 
ALPHA CI-L-\PTER 
Established I 897 
Colors-\Vhitc and Yellow Flower-.\Iarguerite 
P J\ TRO:'\ ESS 
\lR s .  E. RY.'\E.\RSO-" 
I--IOI\ORJ\RY PATRO:'\ESS 
.\IRS.\\". S11ERZER 
FACULTY AD\'ISORS 
.\Jiss A. HARRIS .\Jrss B. Gooorsol'\ 
ACTIVE i\'JE.\lB ERS 
.\lABEL APEL 
JANE CLARK 
ROSEMARY DETO 
I -1 ESTER ED�ll.i.'\DS 
ELAINE GREE:S:E 
\L\RIAN l IAII 
S,\R,-\H HECKRODT 
.\ L\RlAN HALLER 
ELSIE i\lACI-IE 
COLLEEN l\lcAR.-\:S: 
OLGA l\lADAR 
ELrZABETH .\Ioo:--1 
1\lARY JOAN PURCELL 
.\IARY KATHAR!:S:E REl:s/1-1,-\RT 
KATHLYN ROURKE 
ALBERTA TEALL 
.\lJLDRED \\" .. \RD 
Lout E l\tloRRJS 
RESIDEI\T ?\JE.\l BERS 
l\l1ss M. BARTON 
MRS. I. BELL 
lVIRs. L. BECKER 
l\
l
lRs. M. DELL 
.\lRS. c. CROSSM.-\N 
.\lRs. A . .\ L\cV1cKER 
.\fRs. C. l\IowRER 
.\fRS. I--J. 1\ELSO.\! 
lv9 
TL\L ROLRKJ•: 
KJ,\,J I REl'.\I [/\RT 
1-:D\IL.'.\DS \JOO'.\ 
CA\JPBELl. HALI.ER 
\lcAR.\N GREENJ•: 
PLRCELL WARD 
LEJDLEI>.' 
OL\IS'ITJ\ D 
BALWINSKI 
\1fARTli\ 
REfD 
\\"Y\IA>! 
BOURASSA 
\\"f..:LLOCK 
\\'l�LLOCK 
Theta Sigma Epsilon 
BETA CHAPTER 
Established r922 
Colors-Rose and Silver Flower-Rose 
PATRONESSES 
1\fRs. 1\1. EcKERT :-fas. E. \V. WAUGH 
F ACuLTY l\!IEJ\IBERS 
Mrss L. Ci\sE Miss G. EPPLER 
:-Jrs F. EcKERT 
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ACTIVE J\IEJ\IBERS 
FRANCES BALW! Kl 
GRACE BOURAS J\ 
1\IARGARET CONVERSE 
RUTH CONVERSE 
BARBARA ] ONES 
HELGA LAURSEN 
J\fi\RJORIE LEIDLE!N 
VESTA MARTIN 
J\IARJON l\tlACGREGOR 
\.JRGIN!A OLMSTEAD 
SHIRLEY REID 
J\IARGARET SANDERS 
DOROTHY SMITH 
ELOISE \VELLOCK 
Lois WELLOCK 
CHARLOTTE \VYM1\N 
Kappa Gamma Phi 
ALPHA CHAPTER 
Established 19q 
Colors-Blue and White Flower-Violet 
PATRO iESSES 
:\IR . 0. 0. NoRRJS l\lRs. EvA O'GERAN l\lRS. PAUL UNGRODT 
H0:1\0R1\RY PATRONESSES 
l\[Rs. \\'1L1..JAM FoY l\lRs. I ·ERBERT IR1s11 :\'!Rs. DAVID RoBB 
FACULTY ADVISOR 
l\[1ss BERTHA H1MES 
ACTI\"E MEMBERS 
JEAN ALFSE:-1 FRANCES ATWELL ]EAN BARTANEN V10LET CAMPBELL ROSEMARY DRUMMOND NAT/\LlE HERRICK R TH :\IcCONNELL EuzABETH :\IuLvE, NA ivL\V1s l\'As11 
EuN1cE ?v1cAvoY M 1RIAM TABOR RUTII TOWNSEND 
PLEDGE 
\'1RGINI,\ LLOYD 
l6J 
IIFRRICK 
TOW/\Sl.::i\O 
ALFSE:-S: 
,\T\VELL 
.\ lcCOi\ "! 1.::LL 
TABOR 
DRC.\L\IOND B.\RT,\N�:i\ 
:-S:.\SH 
Bl�DELL 
\L\C KE T:\A 
HENDERSON 
OLDER 
FARRELL 
Delta Phi 
ALPHA CHAPTER 
Established 1909 
Colors-Yellow, Blue and White 
Flower- hrysanthemum 
PATROI\ESSES 
?\ifRs. LLOYD OLDS l\lRs.].]. \\·ooDs 
HONORARY PATRONE SES 
i\Iiss ADELLA JACKSON 
f ACUL TY MEMBER 
::\Irss i\IARG ERITE HETMANSPERGER 
ACTIVE l\i'EJ\ilB ERS 
l\1ARLOWE BATTLEY 
] ULIANA BEDELL 
HELEN BROWN 
BEATRICE FARRELL 
DoNALDA GRANT 
Ro E HENDERSON 
CATHERINE l\IAcKE, NA 
JEAN OLDER 
]ESSJE STURMER 
ALCMKAE C HAPTER 
Beta Chapter Detroit, Michigan 
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.. 
Alpha Sigma Alpha 
:-1U l\JU CHAPTER 
Established 1924 
Established as Zeta Tau Alpha 1910 
Colors 
Pearl \Vhite, Crimson, Palm Green, Gold 
Flowers-J\arcissus and Aster 
PJ\TRONESSES 
l\I,ss l\IusoLF 
i\1Rs. BA Rss 
MRS. SMJTJJ 
l\lR s. KENNEDY 
:\!Rs. l\1IcLANE 
l\lRs. SHEPPARD 
ACTIVE l\lEMBERS 
:-IuRtEL BREMER LEONTINE RYLKO 
:sIAxJNE HoBART :-IARY J\,L\RCARET Sc11ROER 
PLEDGES 
KATHERINE DEMMING Lois REtLEY 
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HOBART 
WIARD 
SCHROER 
RYLKO 
BR DIER 
\"ALK 
KEENJ·:R 
CI.Ml.K 
\lcKIEGH,\:\ 
\J[SSI \Il-:R 
DJ\:\ I [LS 
\lcKI\J\JJI·: 
\lOSS 
cr-:1-: 
J>O\\' 1·:R 
Pi Kappa Sigma 
A LPHA CI-lAPTER 
Established 1893 
Colors-Turquoise and Gold 
Flowers-.J onq u ii and Forget-me-not 
PATRONESSES 
\Iiss E. BALLEW 
\lRs. F. LYMAN 
\fRs. T. L1NDQu1sT 
\1 Iss. D. \\"oLFE 
FACULTY 1\ DVISOR 
Miss T. i\lcANDLESS 
ACTIVE ME?\IBERS 
i\lJARG1IRET BIBBINS 
BERNICE CLARK 
HARRJET DANIELS 
BARBAR/\ GEE 
NORMA KEENER 
SALLY l\ifcK1EGHA1\ 
l'vIA RY \,\! I LDT 
]EAN i\JcK1MMIE 
PHYLLIS iVIESSIMER 
BETTY Jov i\foss 
:MARY POWER 
GRACE TYLER 
V1RGINJA VALK 
BESSIE GODLEY 
PLEDGES 
HELEN JEAN \JOEURER V1RGINitl \]UTTER 
16·1 
Alpha Sigma Tau 
ALPHA CHAPTER 
Established 1899 
Colors-Emerald and Gold 
Flower-Yellow Rose 
PATRONESSES 
MRS. F. E. LORD MRS. GERTRUDE FLINT 
HONORARY PATRONESS 
Miss ELEANOR lVIEsTON 
ACTIVE MEMBERS 
ELEANOR ACKLEY 
MAXINE ACKLEY 
DARLINE FRIDAY 
JANE McDoNNEL 
RUTH VORCE 
CLARA WALKER 
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FR ATERNITIES 
TOWER OF LOWELL HALL, 
HARVARD UNIVERSITY 
L 
Back Row-1 lousE, .\I.LAN, Rt CHARDS, Ru KA,i ,., I .ANE, Ross. 
Third Row-V,ssA, KALITA, BAKER. DowzYcKt, LLCTKAS, BocJUN, l·:vANOH. 
Second Row-\V1ECZYNSK1, GAUNTLETT, l-11ccs, IVALKER, SuTTON, \,\/ARD, l.1c11TENFELT, I IANSON. 
80110111 .Row-BREED, GooD, QL"tRK, SANDERS, \luRPIIY, \ilo,rnz, S11Aw. 
Kappa Phi Alpha 
Color-Royal Purple 
S. E. FAGERSTROll·I 
LAWRENCE DUl\NlNG 
ALEXA 'DER ALLAN 
HAROLD BAKER 
Jo1-1N BocJuN 
vVALTER BREED 
ToHN DowzYcK1 
FRANK EVANOFF 
ROBERT FORD 
DAVID G AUNTLETT 
G EORGE G AVRILA 
WALTER Gooo 
GEORGE HANSON 
}II1LTON HousE 
LYLE H1GGS 
TED J,\CKIMOWICZ 
ARTII R KALIT1\ 
\VrLBUR CORNING 
To1-1N CuM1111NGS 
SAM FARKAS 
RAY LOWRY 
Established 1902 
Flower-American Beauty Rose 
PATRON 
DR. G.D. ANDERS 
I-l.OT\ORJ\RY MEMBER 
YlR. D. L. QUIRK, JR. 
f ACUL T Y  ME�JBERS 
ACTP:E },fE::\IB ERS 
PLEDGES 
HARRY NELSON 
C11/\RLES ROTTER 
P1\UL RussELL 
:'.\J1c11AEL RYBASII 
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RAY TITES 
EDWIN ST1\l-[L 
KENNETH L/\NE 
\VENDEL LICHTENFELT 
GEORGE lVfoROZ 
CLYDE J\ l fuRPHY 
J/\MES RICHARDS 
JAMES Ross 
CLARENCE RuKAMP 
BERNARD HAW 
\V1LL1AM S1 -1 ERMAN 
JULIAN SUTTON 
JoHN V1ssA 
TEx vVALKER 
OWEN \\'ARD 
RA y vV I EczYN s xr 
P\ED T1ECHE 
DONALD TODT 
SHERMAN SHEDD 
BuRR1s \VoLTERS 
... 
/](Irk Row-PIERSON, Cuwns, SAYRE, LI1·IxCSTOl'i, RANK, .\lA11AFFEY, GoI:-ics. 
Third Row-:doiuusoN, SEwIEKE, 1\J.Fs, 13ALI.Al'iTIXE, .\licKELSON, ROBERTS, SEELI,Y . .\llowro:-i, 
BLAN KS. 
Second Row-.\loirnous, \\
I
. BI<0:-1soN, OD�IARK, ZEPP, 1\DMIS, NEILL, RoLLER, BISBEE, 13011-LES, 
GooLD, DASZKIEIVICZ, D. BI<0xsox. PowIERSKI, OuvER, LEE. 
Jlot/0111 Row-PA1.0SKY, CARBY, PADGETT, 13ARXIIILL, .\loE, LoESELL, \\
l
,1i.;cII, 13AxSTRESSER, SAL0-
�1oxsoN, C1-1ANDLER. 
Zeta Chi Sigma 
Colors-:.\laroon and Gold 
Established 1928 
Incorporated 1931 
PATRO i 
CLARENCE 1\1. LOESELL 
Jo1IN f. BARNHILL 
I-10?\0RARY l\11.El\lB ERS 
EDGAR \V. WAUGH 
J 01-IN ADAMS 
E1\ RL Bi\XSTRESSER 
R1cI-IARD B1sBEE 
J\lERVIN BOWLES 
DONALD BRONSON 
\\-JLLIAM BRONSOl\ 
CHARLES CHANDLER 
ZYGFRED DASZKIEWTCZ 
ARTHUR CARBY 
ROBERT GOOLD 
.JOHN H UTCl-l I NSOl\ 
1\-loR LEY ALFs 
FRANCIS BALLANTINE 
GILBERT BLANKS 
R1c1-1ARD CuRns 
En 101' D G OINGS 
ACTI\"E l\IE:.\IB ERS 
PLEDGES 
}AillES LIVINGSTON 
ST,\l\LEY :.\,1AI-IAFFEY 
CLARENCE l\liCKELSON 
GoRDON l\loRR1soN 
C.-\RL :.\foRTON 
EO\\",\RD P1ERSON 
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Flower-Daffodil 
GLENN BLOUGII 
ROBERT LEE 
ARTHUR ::\loE 
GwENN l\loR11ous 
EDW IN ]\ El LL 
CL.\RENCE ODMARK 
CLYDE OLIVER 
Jo1-1N PADGETT 
DONALD PALOSKY 
)OSEPII POWIERSKI 
I\oRMAN ROLLER 
HERMAN SA LOMONSON 
BUEL P1TKINS 
DONALD RANK 
HOMER ROBERTS 
CHARLES SAYRE 
GILBERT SEELEY 
L,\VERNE SEWIEKE 
Back Row-CooN, Ho1s1NGTON, I IALL, R1c11ARDSON, Qu1NN. 
Th-ird Row-llAu.iANN, PEC'UET, HURSTON, J\. ANDERSON, L1�1PERT, HADDON, GRANGER. 
Secoud Row- BENDER, HECOX, \V1LLE, J\lcCOMB, \V1EsT, L. ANDERSON. 
/30110111 Row-Ross. \VoTRING, KLAIBER, RYAN, Low"AN, DuNLAP, l.1NDSEY. 
Phi Sigma Epsilon 
Colors-Rose and Silver 
CARLE. PRAY 
WARD D Nl.AP 
Do ALD HALL 
vV1LBER HAuMAN i\" 
NEIL I-i'Ecox 
RoBERT HoisrNCTON 
HAROLD HURSTON 
BRYANT LrMPERT 
KENNETH LOWMAN 
ALLSWORTH AN DERSON 
ARVID AN DERSON 
LOUIS ANDERSO!'\ 
EDWARD BENDER 
VVI LLIAM CARR 
DARREL CooN 
LAMBDA CHAPTER 
Established 1910 
PATR.Or-: 
c. CHESTER RYAN 
FACULTY i\fEi\IBERS 
FREDERICK ALEXANDER 
MEMBE RS 
PLEDGES 
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Flower-\\"hite Tea Rose 
CARL LINDECREi\" 
EZRA KLAIBER 
DoNALD McCOMB 
CLIFFORD PEQUET 
ROBERT RICHARDSON 
FRANK Ross 
FREDERICK vVrEST 
DoN W1LLE 
SAMUEL \i
V
oTRIN G 
FREDERICK G RA 'GER 
RussEL H1\DDON 
RAYMOND LABOUN TY 
RoN LINDSEY 
\V1LL!AM O'BERG 
DONALD QUINN 
t.• 
Top Row- CAMPBELL, JANNER, F. EccLESTONE. 
Second Row-BROWN, \Jiu.ER, GODLEY, PARIS. 
Bottom Row- \'ERK LEI<, J. l�ccLESTONE, \VooD, I, E:'sNEDY, Russ ELL. 
CoLors-Ycllr,w and Blue 
vV1LLIJ\M BRowN 
vVALDo CAMPBELL 
FRED EccLESTONE 
] OHN ECCLESTON E 
LESTER FARIS 
]ACK GODLEY 
\\i JLL!AM JANNER 
DONALD ADM,IS 
Sigma Mu Sigma 
IOTA CHAPTER 
SPONSOH. 
HARRY T. vVooD 
I\IEl\lBERS 
ROBERT \.ERKLER 
PLEDGES 
17 l 
Flower-Yellow Carnation 
Y J\ TES KENN EDY 
ROBERT l'vIYAHEW 
HARVARD l\llrLLER 
ALBERT NELSON 
DUANE NELSON 
DAVID RussELL 
CLARK SHOOK 
Jo1-1N Sou1RES 
Top Row- NE11<, NEILL, \"1ssA. 
Second Row- \fuRPHY, ARNOLD, KLAIBER, Sc11uLTZ, Ec-cLEST0'1E. 
110110111 Row- \\
1
1uE, BRONS0'1, KE'1XEDY, LORE'1Z. 
Interfraternity Council 
Y.\ TES KENN EDY President 
Do:·uLo BRONSON 1 · ia-P resident 
R,\LP!-1 LORE:'\Z Secretary-Treas II rer 
Furthering a spirit of unity and cooperation among the men's social organiza­
tions, the Interfraternity Council pr ved itself of true value during this past year. 
In the fall a banquet was held with the patrons of the fraternities as speakers, 
stressing cooperation. During the \\"inter. the Council sponsored an Interfraternity 
Dance, and it closed the year with another fellowship banquet in the spring. :dusic 
for the banquet was provided by the Dixie Eight, men's double-quartet, and the 
speaker of the e,·ening was Dr. 0. 0. I\orris. 
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F E 
The common man would ask for Peace. 
Peace to do the work of the day in his 
purrnit of happiness. 
A T u R E s 
�"),..., 
-""c�-
---� --
FOR\VORl NOTE 
Here \1·e feature campus life as it exists 
by day and by night; peacefully, gayly; 
at work, and at play. throughout your 
college year. 
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DR. BENJAMIN 
D'OOGE 
"Author and 
Educator'' 
This year there is being published 
under the direction of Dr. Skinner, of 
the Department of Education of 
New York University, a new book, 
Fundamentals of Educational Psych­
ology, to  which Dr. ]\.1ehran K. Thom­
son was asked to contribute ::i chapter on 
motivating school work. Dr. Thoms n, 
professor of sociology and social work 
at Michigan State Kormal College, 
is t he only professor in a teachers' 
college in the United States to be 
asked to contribute. He holds a 
high rank in his field of work and is 
the author of the well known and 
widely used and quoted, The Springs 
of Human Action. 
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''Fifty 
Golden Y eal"§n 
Since 1886 Dr. Benjamin D'Ooge 
ha conducted the Ancient Language 
Department of Michigan State Normal 
College. T t only for these fifty 
years of most faithful service to 
education in t he classics do we wish 
to honor him here, but for the added 
contribution which a great and mag­
nanimous character presents through 
opportunity for association with it. 
Through these years his hundreds 
of students and friends have known 
him to be the most charming of 
gentlemen, the keenest of scholars, the 
wisest of t eachers, and a man of the 
finest integrity. \Ye wish him the 
happiest of anniversary years. 
DR. :'llEHRAN K. 
THO"SON 
'I 
I) 
Joi: 
Joe and Jane CoUege 
Fresh111an Year: Starting very green, both Jane and Joe ripen quicklr under the 
benevolent auspices of the Women's League and the Men's Union. Jane joins 
\.iYentes, the freshmen women's club, and learns all the delicate points of etiquette. 
Joe wears a green "pot" and a hang-dog look, until, one night, he throws a lordly 
sophomore into the fountain. Fr rn then on Joe College is not to be trifled with . 
Sophomore Year: Both Joe and Jane College return, o!cl hands at classifring, 
and begin to worry about those fir t and second minor curricula. Jane finds time 
to join the Golclfeather Club and continue practising etiquette; Joe has become 
seriously involved in the intramural program or some varsit y sport. Br June 
that freshman year is far in the past and they are both beginning Lo feel Id and 
experienced in the ways of the collegiate world. 
Junior Year: College has become routine work for Joe and Jane. They no 
longer feel any after effects of having to rise at five o'clock three times a Year to 
classify. Jane studies modern drama in the Euthalia Club; Joe has his next ,·arsit y 
letter in mind; and both wax enthusiastic o,·er the J-Hop, the main social e,·ent of 
the year. \\"ith the end of Spring Term, their Senior year lc,oms more and more 
impressively. 
Se11ior Year: This last rear finds Joe and Jane College putting the finishing 
touches on their education. Jane attends Book-a-l\lcnth Club. Jee is captain of 
an athlet ic team, or he debates, or he h lds some other position. Practice teaching 
is a fearful adventure at first, but practice soon determines perfection. The encl 
of .June sends them away, "old grads" at la�t. 
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Mairathonificadon 
Those Greeks, who had a word for 
e,-erything, give us another for this first 
day of col lege life; namely, J\larathonifica­
tion Day. But people of more recent 
vintage may call it classification. Here 
we picture its schedule for posterity, fer 
this Spring Term the track officials haYe 
lopped off the first and longest lap, making 
it into a mere hundred-yard dash. But 
we shall remember the long course for some 
time to come. 
6:IO A.M.: Pierce Hall. Lines begin 
at five o'clock, and here, an hour later, we 
see a large representation of that lazy, 
negligent, semi-conscious being, the col­
legian. Two hours must pass before the 
first step is begun. 
10:00 A.JV!.: \\'est Room, Gymnasium. 
The business of the world is far advanced, 
but here our student is just attempting, 
in step two, to arrange the schedule he will 
disrupt during the next twelve weeks. 
He has already collected a handful of papers 
of various importances. 
n:30 A.M.: South Room, Gymnasium. 
Leaving this room is finishing the worst 
grind of the race; our student has a death 
clutch on all his little, white, class-admis­
sion cards, for which he has stood in four 
or fi,·e different lines. 
1:00 P.M.: Second floor, Administration 
Building. From here on our heroic student 
just coasts along, signing his name up and 
down a yellow or white card, standing in 
lines with complete absence of feeling 
since there is no impending necessity to 
crowd ahead for some mysterious scrap of 
paper. 
1:45 P .. M.: to the General Office, 
Administration Building. Bere our student 
is among the multitude on the home 
stretch. In his turn he will hand over his 
$2 r .50, watch someone else sign his name 
for once today, and go his way, only to 
return next term to enjoy again the lasting 
pleasures of :\larathonification Day. 
Campus Fashions 
And little Audrey just laughed and laughed, because she knew this campus was 
just the place for infectious fads, and that was just why she was here! 
But it all must have started with the O Getta Crutch fraternity, when brother 
Don \\,-ille became the first, limping charter member. 
So then the ladies came out in combs of all colors, small and inclined to slip. 
'vVhereupon the men retaliated with dark, dark shirts and fuzzy, colorful 
sweate1 jackets. 
Now everybody craves a rleat between the shoulders. 
And then the ladies went in for t heir own initials in fancy little brass danglers, 
something like a watch fob, to be worn over the heart, in place of a tie, or in case 
of emergency. 
Then the Social Committee had to start broom dances at the Friday night 
parties. 
You must have noticed the tendency to decorate the ballroom with colored 
lighting at most of the special parties. 
And whenever a lull threatened Joy Worzniak came through with an Aurora 
deadline. 
And isn't Professor 1'Ietcalf's "Extra-Curricular Activities" class a perennial 
fad? 
Then remember that for weeks the campus was littered with Aurora campaign 
jingles. 
And concentration games. 
And sun-tans by "proxy", the ray lamp at Health Cottage. 
And knitting, knitting, and more knitting. 
Or clip dancing at all dances. 
And always those tennis, track, golf, and musician widows resorting to double 
solitaire and bridge in rdcKenny Hall. 
Or Dean and President calls. 
Did someone mention the Science Gardens? 
Or Senior canes for hobbling t hrough the last week of exams and graduation. 
And always, so that it is almost. an historical spot, the "Pettys'" Campus 
Drug Store, where you meet the collegiate spirit soaking up nicotine and coffee, 
flavored with a measure of German verbs, or a dash of local politics, or just plain 
talk. 
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Normal Annoyances 
A couple of these professors around here-any couple. 
Several fifty-nine minute classes, one on top of another. 
To have your fountain pen leak a large glob of ink in the middle of rapid note­
taking on an important lecture. 
To ·have the line of vacant chairs 111 front of you move steadily out of reach 
and have to be dragged back periodically if you want to brace your foot on the 
back rung of the chair directly ahead. 
To have the above rung squeak miserably every time you move your foot. 
To find all the important (?) passages in a library reference book carefully 
underscored by seven different shades and ages of ink. 
a help in case of emergency.) 
(Admitted it is sometimes 
The charmer (m. or f.) who measures the distance around the library with 
resounding footsteps. 
The courteous customer who expects the student library assistant to bring the 
whole i
°
ibrary, and all at once. 
Lassitude of some of those aforementioned library assistants. 
Putting pennies in the ink fountain and nothing happening. 
And the librarian tip-toes up behind the two of you-Gr-r-r. 
A conference in st eady undertones next to you while you are valiantly trying 
to concentrate on the professor's amblins overtone. 
Being preached new type tests and having to write for said educational reformer 
the most antique of essay kinds. 
Consistent, insistent, impertinent, loquacious, and unashamed apple pol i,hers. 
Somebody's chin resting firmly and imperatively on your shoulder through 
an examination. 
The indifference of chronic door-bangers toward the suffering short-circuited 
mortals behind them. 
Jiggling tables under reluctant steaks in the cafeteria-or is it billowing floors? 
Tender conversations, giggling competition, letter writing, sleeping, and eating 
during all assemblies. 
Only half an hour after a dance to assuage the hunger pangs, reach the front 
porch, "chat" a moment, and get the door closed behind you. 
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Homecoming Days 
No one left the city for this year's 
holiday week-end. :\Jany alumni re­
turning and a winning team helped 
make the 1935 Homecoming rhe 
biggest feature 0n this year's all­
college program. 
CALEKDAR OF E\-ENTS 
Friday, October 18, 1935 
4:00 P. :d.-Class games at Sleepy 
Hollow are won by the Sophomores: 
but t he Freshmen pull the tug-of-war 
right away from the second year 1·et­
erans. 
7:30 P. :\1.-Pep meetings at Pease 
Auditorium is conducted by Don \\'ille. 
The president of Central State's 
:\ [en's nion is well received with the 
Wille version of a new Central fight 
song which is very like an old familiar 
funeral dirge. 
8:40 P. l\I.-Those dance at McKenny 
Hall who do not dash the eight blocks 
to t he theatre rush. 
9:00 P. i\l.-Theatre  rush: crash, 
crush, mob, furor, rumpus, shouting, 
stamping, yelling, milling, howling. 
singing, - that is the pep meeting 
transferring to the \Vuerth Theatre. 
Saturday, October 19 
10:00 A. l\l.-H mecoming-parade 
float prizes go to the Sophomores, first, 
and to the Zeta Chi fraternity, second. 
For the second year in succession 
the theme for decorations is announced 
to be "Huron Days"; so a tribe of 
Huron Indians returns to their old 
hunting grounds and hang out evi­
dences of their primitive art all ar uncl 
the town. 
10:30 A. ::vl.-Bill Zepp leads the :\L 
S. K. C. Cross Country Team to  
victory over Oberlin College. 
I I  
II 
October 18, 19, 20 
12:00 j\l.-House decorations are 
judged, first prize going to those Zeta 
Chi men for a huge Huron Indian 
spearing a gigantic "bear Cat'' in the 
front yard of the chapter house. 
Second prize is ta ken by the Theta 
Lambda Sigma sorority. 
2:oo P. l\1.-The game, the feature of 
the week-end, gives a fourth quarter 
touchdown for a happy ending: i\f. S. 
N. C. 7; Central State o. 
Trainer Del Allman makes several 
trips onto the field with his black bag. 
President Munson sits on the bench 
and concentrates on victory with the 
rest of the college. Between halves 
drum-major Fred' Weist whirls his 
baton over both goal posts. 
The last picture in the column shows 
the start of the touchdown play. An 
instant later the Hurons carry the 
ball over for the winning score. 
6:30 P. i\l.-At the football banquet 
Johnny Ecclestone is toastmaster, in­
troducing '.Vlr. Lucian Fast, superin­
tendent of i\Iount Clemens schools, as 
guest speaker. President Munson and 
Registrar C. P. Steimle also offer a 
few characteristic words. 
8:40 P. l\J.-The Alumni Dance is 
held in ::VLcKenny Hall ballroom. At­
tendance of undergraduates is small 
in comparison to the huge crowd of 
alumni once more enjoying college 
atmosphere. 
Sunday, October 20 
4:00 P. =-.I.-And the last event of the 
1935 Homecoming week-end is the con­
cert given by the Little Symphony, 
under the direction of Marius Fossen­
kemper, in Pease Auditorium. Annis 
Dexter Gray, of the Conservatory 
facultr, is soloist. 
Sc11uLT7. 
BREED 
Homecoming Committees 
General Chairman 
ARTHUR HuG1-1Es, \VALTER BREED Co-Chairmen 
Publicity-J. STANLEY Sc1-1ULTZ, CH., JERRY STEIMLE, MARJORIE LEIDLEIN, GER­
HART PETERS, EDWARD ALEXANDER, OLIVER CRAGER. 
Parade-JAMES i\lIATT1-1Ews, JAMES RASBURY, Co-CHAlRMEN, BETTY l\Inc1-1ELL, 
JANE KENNEDY, OL1v1A SECORD, CLARENCE RuKAMP. 
Class Games-FERRIS NEvVMAN, CH., HERMAN BARTLING, THOMAS CooPER, 
BowMAN HALL, DAVE RusSELL, GEORGE I -JANSEN, \VALTER Goon, RoBERT 
CHAMPE, JAMES SOULE, SIDNEY FtSHMAN. 
J·:ccLESTON E :\IATTIIEIVS 
RASBURY BRONSON W111TEIIOUSE 
House Decorations-DoNALD BRONSON, YATES KENNEDY, Co-C11AIRMEN, DoROTl-l v 
ANDERSON, EDWARD BERNARD, l\1ARGARET LwEN. 
Theatre Rush-R.1\LP1-1 LOREN,., C1-1., J1\MES R.1c1-1ARDS, Jo1-1N BoJCUN. 
Banquet-JULA EvANS, Jo1-1N EccLESTONE, Co-CHAIRMEN, Lo !SE SwEET, R AY 
HELBER. 
Courtesy-DAVID SELDEN, CH., CORNELIUS Scorr, IvfARIE TREGONNlNG, ROBERG 
LEE. 
Pep Meeting-DON \V1LLE, C1-1., BARBARA \V1-1AK, KENNETH PLACE, JAMES Ross. 
Barbecue-CLARK Sc1-1WADERER. 
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It Happened Here 
And finally, there are those events which we could not photograph or strictly 
classify, but of which we should like to remind you as being peculiar to this year 
or worthy of remembering. 
On October 23 every seat in Pease Auditorium was filled for the special afternoon 
assembly at which :\ladame Borgny Hammer and her dramatic troupe presented 
Ibsen's Ghosts. 
And to the other extreme, at the Intramural boxing finals, December 10, the 
feature of the evening was the Jim Ross-John Murray bout, when the furious 
fighters battered clown the bosing ring to tremendous applause, as well as thoroughly 
slugging each other. 
And that same evening Lee Yen Ten won his seventh runner-up championship 
in campus wrestling and boxing contests. 
January 29 Arthur Kallet came to talk to 1400 guinea pigs and hoped he left 
1400 beings completely enlightened as to the duplicity of commercial advertising. 
This was one of our most interesting and effective assemblies. 
Foreign Students Days, February 12 and 13, brought sheiks from Iraq, Hindus, 
Turks, Chinese, and Japanese to our campus. .\1any of the quest students were in 
their native dress, adding foreign color and international interest to the local 
scene for a day or two. 
Sometime during spring vacation occured the death of "1\utty Fagan", the 
squirrel attendant at all morning Handwriting classes on the third floor of Pierce 
Hall, and to whom lVJiss Herrick fed peanuts as he sat on the window sill. Old Jim, 
the janitor, buried him in a shoe box under one of the trees near the hall. 
In l\!Iarch Lhe Normal News conducted a peace poll among the students. The 
final count showed: 89.79 were against supporting the l;nited States in a European 
\Var, and 19.21 in favor of support; 83.31 were in favor of supporting the nited 
States if we were inva led, and 13.69 against all military action; and 47.98 were 
in favor of the United States joining the League of 1\ations, and 52.02 were 
against the move. 
Thursday, l\llarch 19, the \\.omen's League held its most exciting election in 
many years. Every office was closely contested, Barbara \Vhan finally winning 
over Helen Houvener, l\largaret Owen, and l\fary Joan Purcell for next year's 
presidential position. 
Especially memorable was the quiet, peaceful, and therefore truly inspiring 
Annual Peace Program held in Starkweather Hall, April 22; and at which Pro­
fessor Norris presented the ideal of Universal Humanism. 
And last of all, "as we go to press", the student council question is foremost 
in every student's mind, and the voting day is set for l\1ay 13. 
Seriously then, may we congratulate the leaders and followers of this college 
for being constantly on the alert and continually active in pursuing progress and 
peace in the name of the routh of the nation and their future. 
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College Comedy 
or a l\ilethods Course in Seven Scenes. 
Characters: Boy-Girl 
Scene One 
Time: JO:oo A.M. i\londay morning, registration day for Spring Term. 
Place: In a line in the gym. 
Boy: Hello. 
Girl: Hello. 
Boy: I see you lived through Hubbell's 241 Historr. 
Girl: T ust. 
Boy: \1Vhat did you get? 
Girl: I don't remember; but it took me all Spring Vacation to forget it. 
Boy: What's your method for forgetting? 
Girl: Sleep. 
Boy: \Vouldn't work for me. I didn't sleep all last term, and that's all I do remem-
ber. What course are you on? 
Girl: English-History; Senior l-Jigh. 
Boy: Like it? 
Girl: Occasionally . . . (Similar enthusiastic conversation for next twenty 
minutes; then:) 
Boy: Looks like maybe we'll get through here by noon. 
Girl: I doubt it. 
Curtain on Scene One 
Scene Two 
Time: Afternoon of same clay. 
Boy: Hello. 
Place: \Vith in the cam pus drug store. 
Girl: Hello. 
Boy: Get your schedule O.K.? 
Girl: After the third try. 
Boy: Tough. Any snaps? 
Girl: Two. (She names them, but we won't tell!) 
Boy: Not bad. i\'line are all brain crushers . . 
for fifteen minutes, then:) 
Boy: Have you seen the show? 
Girl: No-
Boy: Well?-
Girl: O.K. 
Boy: Swell. How about a coke? 
Girl: All right. (They coke.) 
(Similar loquacious eloquence 
Boy: Two ounces less in these cokes than in those at the Union. 
Girl: Really? 'v\"hat'll we do about it? 
Boy: Park here twice as long and take it out in rent 
warming.) 
Curtain on Scene Two 
Scene Three 
. (The atmosphere 1s 
Time: Late :donclay e\·ening, after the show. Place: Science Gardens. 
Boy: Did you say something? 
Curtain on Scene Three. 
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Scene Four 
Time: 7:45 A.NI., Tuesday morning. Place: Fountain at T\.lcKenny Hall. 
Bov: Hello-
Gi�l: Hello-
Boy: Ready to begin the old grind? 
Girl: Oh, Spring Term isn't so bad. 
Boy: Not bad at all the way it's begun. (They breakfast heartily on tomato 
juice, coffee, and a toasted pecan roll.) 
Curtain on Scene Four 
Scene Five 
Time: 6:35 P.nl., Tuesday evening. Place: Kresge dance in the ballroom. 
Boy: Dance? 
Girl: All right . . . (They dance.) 
Boy: How are your classes? 
Girl: Look promising. 
Boy: Aha, all men profs! 
Girl: No fair. 
Boy: It's a racket with you women. 
Girl: 0, the men just aren't as subtle. 
Boy: Never saw anything very subtle about it. 
Girl: That is what's subtle . . .  ( I t  is a robbers' dance and another man cuts in. 
Then another. Then another. Etc. The dance is over.) 
Boy: How about this next one! 
Girl: Sorry-
Boy: Then the next? 
Girl: That's taken, too. 
Boy: Do I have to wait till the next robbers'? 
Girl: Guess so-
Curtain on Scene Fin 
Scene Six 
Time: 8:30 Tuesday evening. Place: Science Gardens. 
Boy: Shall we sit here? 
Girl: Oh, well-(They sit; proximity.) 
Boy: Pretty warm weather for so early in the year-except that it gets cold after 
sunset. (Juxtaposition.) 
Girl: Did you ever take astronomy? 
Boy: Last term. Best class I had. 
Girl: What's that star up there? 
Boy: That's Vega. 
Girl: And what are those? 
Boy: That's the constellation of Cassiopeia . . .  (This continues through the 
encyclopaedia to zodiac, at about 9:45.) 
Girl: Have you a match? 
Boy: Here. (She lights it to look at her watch.) 
Girl: Lord! Look at the time! I 'll be late. Let's run. 
Boy: Aw--
Time: Wednesday morning. 
Boy: Hello?- -
Girl: Hello. 
Curtain on Scene Six 
Scene Seven 
Place: Library steps. 
Curtain and Finis 
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Even the games, our health mnbassadors, 
hesitate under the shadow of T,f/ ar. 
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SOCTH WI�G, 
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\. J\ S S AR 
\J1TCIIELL Ou,sTED l.EIDLEI:'< \NYMAN 
W om.en1s Athletic Association 
The vV. A. A. is an organization to which every girl on the campus automatically 
belongs. Each term a varied program of sports is offered so that each girl may 
take part in those which are of particular interest to her. Any student with a 
scholastic average of "C" may earn points toward the following awards: 
500 points 
1,000 points 
2,000 points 
3 ,ooo points 
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\\-.A.A. bracelet 
\\".A.A. pin 
\\".A.A. jacket 
\\".A.A. blanket 
IL 
Sta11di11g, left lo rig/,t-1 IALLER, APEL, \lACIIE, R ·sT, TEALL, PRYE, SSIX:-IER, \\'01.F. 
Seated-STRACIIA1', LEIDLEI:<, \Vn1A:>1, EPPLER, 01,,1sTED. SECORD, BvI<>IETT. 
W. A. A. Managers 
lfockey l\1ARTON HALLER 
Soccer J\L\BEL fRYE 
Basketball :'dABEL i\PEL 
Badminton CLARA BURNETT 
Yolleyball V1RGINJA \,Vou· 
Swimming BETTY l\tinc1-1ELL 
Bowling Ouv1A SECORD 
!liking FRA:-.ICES SKINNER 
Archery and Fencing ELSIE i\IACHE 
Tennis ALBERTA TEALL 
Baseball BETTY STRACHAN 
Minor Sports PATRICIA RusT 
B-icychng JOYCE CAREY 
I IJ 
\,\. I :sJ T � R C .\ .\l P 
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.. 
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W. A. A. Sports Calendar 
FALL 
Inter-Class: Soccer, Hockey, Volleyball. 
All-College: Tennis, (Singles), Badminton (Singles), Ping Pong. 
Independent: Bowling. 
Inter-Sorority: Volleyball, Shuffie-board. 
Non-Competitive: Horseback Riding, Hiking, Basketball Practice, Fall Camp, 
Bicycling, Fencing, Bowling. 
WINTER 
Inter-Class: Handball (Singles), Badminton (Doubles). 
All-College: Badminton (Doubles), Shuffie-board (Doubles). 
Independent: Basketball, Bowling. 
Inter-Sorority: Ping Pong, Basketball, Badminton (Doubles). 
Non-Competitive: Tobogganing, Skiing, Skating, Shuffie-board, Miniature 
Golf, Swimming, Hiking, Fencing, Winter Camp. 
SPRING 
Inter-Class: Tennis (Doubles), Swimming Meet, Quoits. 
All-College: Tennis (Doubles), Quoits, Golf, Archery. 
Independent: Baseball. 
Inter-Sorority: Tennis (Doubles), Quoits (Doubles). 
Non-Competitive: Bicycling, Hiking, Horseback Riding, Roller Skating, Spring 
Camp. 
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Coaching Staff 
J O S E P H l\I . �I c C U L L O C H 
L L O Y D \\" . 0 L D S 
P A U L J3 . A l\l S O T 
ELTON J. RYNEARSON 
D E L l\I A R I . A L L l\f A I\ 
R A Y :-I O l\ D S T I T E S 
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Back Row-Goon, .\lcLA:-cE, DAsZKKIE\\·1cz, DEFROSCIA. KuRETII, POTTERS, SEELEY, GRABLES, 
BocJU::,.J, 'TRAINER ,\1.Ll\lA�. 
Second Row-CoACII RYNEARSON, PLACE, BRASIIERE, HA:-cNE�IA:-1, LA'.'IE, .\LEXA'.'IDER, .\ss1sTANT 
COACH STITES. 
Front Row-Roe,, WARD, 1 looPFER, Fo,rn, Co-CAPT. JARosc11. Co-CAPT. PARKER. PoPE, \\'11,soN, 
RL'SSELI.. LEBLOND, SABUATH. 
Varsity FootbaU 
Sept. 28 ::\'orthern State There Lost 
Oct. 5 \Yavne There \\'on 
Oct. I l Io\\·a State Here \Von 
Oct. 19 Central State Here \Von 
Oct. 26 Illinois ::\'ormal There Tie 
Nov. \·alparaiso Here Lost 
Nov. 9 Indiana State Teachers Here \Yon 
l\ov. r6 Hope College There Tie 
io1 
\V1LLIAM LYON 
Ypsilanti 
Halfback 
AUGUSTINE DEFROSCIA 
Coatesville, Pa. 
Halfback 
FERRJS 1\EWM;\N 
Pontiac 
Tackle 
ROBERT JAROSCH 
(Co-Captain) 
Grand Rapids 
Center 
DoN /\ Lo Roe i,;: HOMER PARK:ER 
(Co-Captain) 
Flint 
DETROJT 
Quarterback 
Fullback 
JAMES Ross 
Plymouth 
End 
KENNETH LANE 
Flint 
Tackle 
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CHAR LES HANN Hl.\); 
Detroit 
End 
JOHN LEBLOND 
Detroit 
llalfback 
EDWARD ALEXANDER 
Detroit 
Guard 
CH RISTY W1LSO:X 
Ecorse 
End 
CLARENCE SABBATH 
River Rouge 
Guard 
GEORGE RussELL 
Detroit 
1J alfback 
ZYGFRED DASZKlEWICZ 
Dearborn 
Guard 
Rv:-<EARso;,; PARKER STITES JAROSCH 
The Coache§ 
Coach Rynearson and his aids were confronted with the task 
of building a winning combination fr m the smallest number of 
men that have ever reported to him. J\llolding his team 
around co-captains Jarosch and Parker, Rynearson was able to pro­
duce a scrapring eleven of which we may all be proud. Lack of 
reserve material forced those rugged linemen Hanneman, Lane, 
'Nilson, Newman, Alexander, Jarosch, and Sabbath to be pillars of 
strength that could "take it" for a full sixty minutes. Three sopho­
mores, Lyons, Russell, and DeFroscia, found their way into the 
lineup, and along with the veterans Parker, Rock, and LeBlond 
were able to produce the speed and stamina in the backfield that 
were nee<led for a team to win four games, lose two, and tie two, 
against stiff opposition. 
20-1 
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Freshman FootbaU 
AILhough Coach Elton J. Rynearson's loss of seven lettermen 
will be very great, J\!Iichigan State Normal may well look forward 
to a successful football season in 1936 if the freshman squad comes 
up to the expectations of the assistant coach, Ray Stites. 
Among the outstanding freshmen who are hoping for berths on 
next season's varsity team, are: Ralph Miller, Donald Todt, William 
Spreen, ends; Harold De\Vard, Lloyd Digne, vVilliam Sherman, 
James Balazinac, tackles and guards; Raymond Trimble, center; 
Edward Bender, Paul Baldwin, Tex \Valker, and John l\!Iurray, 
backs. 
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Back Row-LuTKAs, \foRo7., \\/ENGER, RuKA�1P, C0Ac11 RYNEARSON, Ross ZAc11ER, TowER, RASBURY 
(\]CR.) 
Front Row-GooD, GARIAN, \\"ENDT, B1rn:s;ARD, ROTHENBERG, RussELL. 
\Iichigan I\ormal 
\lichigan Normal 
_\Jichigan I\ormal 
\1ichigan lorrnal 
i\lichigan Normal 
\1ichigan Normal 
:'.Vlichigan Normal 
i\fichigan Normal 
Michigan Normal 
Michigan lormal 
i\Iichigan Normal 
Michigan iormal 
i\lichigan Normal 
Michigan Normal 
Michigan Normal 
V arsi1ty Ba§ke1tbaU 
. . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . .  
......... 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
...... . .... ... 
. - . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
17 
7-
-) 
22 
39 
20 
?� 
-.) 
21 
24 
I c ) 
26 
39 
25 
24 
20 
26 
20G 
Gniversity of i\lichigan 
St. \Ia ry's 
Hope 
Central State 
\\'ayne .... ...... .. .... . . .... . 
Wheaton ........... ...... . 
Armour Tech. 
\1ich iga n State 
Michigan State 
Hope 
I\orthern State 
Armour Tech. 
Central State 
Wayne 
St. Mary's 
37 
26 
30 
39 
24 
26 
37 
18 
25 
33 
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V airsh:y BasketbaH 
Returning once more to the coaching of basketball after several 
years away from it, Coach Elton ]. Rynearson faced a tough schedule 
of games with a relatively inexperienced team. The only veterans to 
answer the first call for practice were Charles (Chuck) Hanneman and 
George IVIoroz, guards; Clarence Rukamp, center; and George vVendt 
and Ed Bernard, forwards. The outlook was not as dark as it seemed 
at first, however, for some fine cage material was found in the reserve 
ranks, with Louis Wenger and Harry Tower, guards; Jim Ross and 
l\!Iartin Zacher, centers; and Walter Good forward, all giving the vet­
erans a battle for regular berths. 
i1isfortune came, howe\·er, before the season was well under way, 
when Captain Hanneman and George i1oroz, veteran guards, were lost 
to the team through scholastic difficulties. Ross and Wenger immediately 
filled the vacancies, their speed and height bringing a decided advantage 
to the team. Harry Garian returned to school in the winter term and 
alternated with Ross at the guard position for the remainder of the 
season. 
Although the team lost thirteen games of the sixteen scheduled, 
nine of the losses came by a margin of five points or less. A great deal 
of fighting spirit was shown by the team, and every opponent of Michigan 
Normal was always hard-pressed until the final whistle blew-a high 
tribute to either a winning or a losing team. 
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�:D\\'.\RD BER'.\.\RD 
Benton J-1 arbor 
Forward 
GEORGE f\lOR02 
Hamtramck 
Guard 
GEORGE WENDT 
Toledo, 0. 
Forward 
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WJ\LTl�R GOOD 
I larntramck 
Forward 
.\RNOLD 
ROT! IENBI\RG 
Rockawa,· Beach. :--:. Y. 
l'orward 
ll,\RRY TO\\'ER 
Detroit 
Guard 
• 
i\111.TON Zr\Cll,\R 
\1Jclvindale 
Center 
LOLIS \VE:1\GER 
Ann /\rbor 
C11ard 
D.\\'JD RUSSl�J,L 
,\lgonac 
C11ard 
2on 
l.\.\ll�S ROSS 
· Ph·mouth 
C11ard 
H,\RRY G.\RI:\:\ 
Detroit 
Forward 
Cl.!\Rr-::\CJ-: RU'-J\.\[P 
Flint 
Cf11ter 
Back Row-COACH OLDS, S1,,.10Ns, BALLANTINE, fiENRY, F1s11,1A� (1\Jc1c). 
Front Row-8ROCK1v1AN, I IAUSE, RosENKRAr-;Tz, ZErr, \1VERB1N, FRYE, 1 IALL. 
Cross Country Schedule 
Oct. r9 Oberlin College Here 
Oct. 26 1Yisconsin State Teachers There 
T\ov. 2 Ball State Teachers Here 
NO\·. 9 State Intercollegiate E. Lansing 
Kov. r6 J\f. A. A. U. Here 
Nov. ..,� -.) Central Intercollegiate E. Lansing 
Nov. 2 National A. A. U. );ew York 
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Oberlin 
Starting his last season under the green and white colors of 
Michigan State Normal, Capt. Bill Zepp led a fighting cross-country 
team to victory over Oberlin College. The run was held as one of 
the features of the Homecoming program. The Oberlin boys, who 
had previously been undefeated for two years, and who were last year 
the Ohio Conference champions, showed the Hurons that they were 
true champions. They pressed the local boys at every turn and only 
a game finish saved the home team from defeat. The final score 
was 24-3 r. 
Ca pt. Zepp led from start to finish and crossed the line in. the 
good time of 21 :17 for the four mile course. This was only seven­
teen seconds slower than the course record set by Roger Arnet. 
Behind Zepp came Harry \i\Terbin also running a beautiful race, with 
a long lead over Capt. Manlove of Oberlin who just edged out 
Santee Brockman, the dusky Normal flyer. 
Wisconsin State Teachers 
The \Visconsin State Teachers' College lads nearly upset the 
Hurons in the run held at Milwaukee. Running on a strange 
course, and wearing rubber-soled shoes for the first time this year, 
the Redskins were handicapped from the very start. Despite 
sore and blistered feet caused by the unaccustomed shoes and the 
asphalt pavement, the Huron warriors plodded on to a narrow 26 
to 29 victory. 
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Captain Bill Zepp established a new record of 18:55.9 for the 
three and five eights mile course, bettering the old record by over 
thirty-six seconds. Harry vVerbin, the Hurons' Number 2 man, 
who is usually right behind his captain, finished third. Santee 
Brockman coasted in sixth, just ahead of Warren Frye, while Bowman 
Hall finished scoring for the local team by coming in ninth. 
BaU State Teachers 
Captain Zepp turned in a brilliant performance, setting a new 
record for the home course. He covered the four miles in 20:36. 2, 
bettering by twenty-four seconds the record of that other great 
Normal star of yesteryear, Roger Arnet. 
Only Captain Cleavanger of Ball State had any success competing 
against the fiery Redskins. He nosed out Harry Werbin for second 
place in the excellent time of 21 :15. But behind Werbin came Rosen­
krantz, Frye, and Brockman, to give Michigan Normal five out 
of the first six places. The final score was 19 to 36. 
After the defeat by i\1ichigan State, Bill Zepp returned to his 
winning ways by covering the soggy four-mile course in new record 
time of 20:31 .4 to cut by four seconds his record established earlier 
in the season. Harry \Verbin and Abe Rosenkrantz came in eighth 
and ninth respectively, while Santee Brockman and \i\Tarren Frye 
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M. A. A. U. 
d ,. ... 
finished scoring for Normal by coming in fourteenth and eighteenth. 
Howard Densmore, a transfer student on the Normal campus, 
ran for the Huron Club and came in fifth. 
Only four complete teams were entered in the meet. The point 
score showed Normal leading with 22, Michigan State Reserves 
second with 40, Western State Varsity third with 59, and the Huron 
Frosh trailing the parade with 89. Michigan State Frosh, 
Western State Frosh, and the Huron Club entered incomplete 
teams but had good men, nevertheless. 
With entry in the Central Intercollegiate meet cancelled because 
of lack of funds, the Huron hill and dale men can look back on a good, 
season which showed them victors in three dual meets, one state 
championship, and runners-up to Michigan State in the State 
Intercollegiate championship. Only Bill Zepp and Santee Brockman 
are lost to next year's squad. 
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Hack Row-llEXRY, CHAMPE, LYSTILA, 'l'ARGER, HuRSTOX, s""'o"s, HEATH, \Jiu.ER, \IEAD. 
Second Row-COACH OLDS. DRAJILA, HAUSE, BRYANT, :--JEWMAN, 0REWYER, BROCKMAN, HALL, ANDER­
SOK, ALL:\!Al\. 
Front Row-\lirnc11, f.xwo1<T11v, FRYE. RosENKRA'1TZ, BAKER, \IATT1-1E\\'S, CAVRILAv1cz, \·\'ERBI:-<, 
J-IA\\ ITIIORN E. 
Varsity Track Schedule 
April 26 Penn Relars Philadelphia 
.\Iay 2 Illinois Central Ypsilanti 
l\far 6 Cniversity of Detroit and 
Kalamazoo College Ypsilanti 
l'vf ay 9 .\liami University Oxford 
J\Iay r6 State Intercollegiate Ann Arbor 
.\Ia y ?" -J Oberlin College Oberlin 
June 5 Central Intercollegiate J\Iarquette 
June 13 .\lichigan Olympic Regional Try-outs Grand Rapids 
June 17-20 I'\ational Intercollegiate Chicago 
June 26-27 J\ational Olympic Semi-Final Try-outs .\lilwaukee 
July IC-! I National Olympic Try-outs New York 
L 
11 
The State Intercollegiate 
Track Champions 
After a brilliant indoor season that was featured by Abe Rosen­
krantz's victory in the 880 yard dash at New York City, the track 
team moved out of doors where it had more room to set records. 
Although small in numbers, several members of the team were 
able to distinguish themselves on numerous occasions. Such men as 
Captain Hal Baker, Jim l VIatthews, Abe Rosenkrantz, Harry Werbin, 
Chuck Drewyer, Al Gavrilavicz, Bill Hawthorne, Santee Brockman, 
and 'Warren Frye, consistently gained points for the Hurons. 
Among the honors received by Bill Zepp, was a bidto the exclusive 
Princeton Invitational i\!Ieet, June 13. Each year the four or five 
outstanding men in each event receive invitations to this meet and 
the imp rtant world records have been set there. 
A speedy, fighting mile relay team from i\llichigan I\ormal 
made athletic history at the Penn Relays, by capturing two of the 
feature races within forty-five minutes of each other. 
The Hurons bested eleven other -ormal Colleges to capture the 
Normal School title for the mile relay in the scintillating time of 
3:23.9, only to return in a little while to capture the Class B college 
relay in 3 :26.8. This was an exhibition of superb stamina and 
courage. Trailing the Green and White in the second race, were 
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such teams as Columbia, Georgetown, Fordham, and Virginia, 
worthy opponents under any circumstances. 
Captain Hal Baker, running as anchor man for the Hurons, turned 
111 two of the best races of his career, but Rosenkrantz, Matthews, 
and Gavrilavicz, not to be outdone, also turned in performances 
that sparkled. 
On a field which resembled quagmire, Coach Lloyd Olds' track 
team splashed to an easy victory over Illinois North Central Uni­
versity with a score of So;-{ to 30;-{. 
The Huron track men defeated the University of Detroit and 
Kalamazoo College in a triangular meet on May 6. The scores 
were: ?v1ichigan Normal, 78; Detroit, 20; Kalamazoo, 18. James 
Matthews was high point man for the Hurons, taking first in the 
two hurdle events. 
The Redskins overcame Miami University May 9 by a score of 
78 to 53. 
Led by Abe Rosenkrantz and Bill Hawthorne, and with the 
timely assistance of Western State, Michigan Normal tied Wayne 
University for the State Intercollegiate title, on Saturday, May 16, at 
Ferry Field, Ann Arbor. 
Archie Rader, Hal Baker, Jim Matthews, Bill Hawthorne, 
and "Slim" Drewyer all were suffering with pulled muscles. In 
spite of this, Hawthorne proved to be one of the stars of the meet, 
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winning the pole vault and the broad jump, setting a new record of 
23' 7�" in the latter. Abie Rosenkrantz turned in a new record 
for the half mile shortly after winning the mile run, 111 addition to 
running a leg on the relay team. 
In the pole vault, Normal gathered nine points as Mead and 
Lystila, two sophomores, took second and third behind Hawthorne. 
Al Gavrilavicz took second in the quarter mile, and Jim Matthews 
and Leonard Bryant took third and fourth in the high hurdles. Jim 
also took second in the low hurdles. Santee Brockman edged out 
a fourth place in the mile run. Harry Werbin ran his best race of 
the year to take second in the two-mile run as v
V
arren Frye took 
fourth place. The important third of a point was captured by 
Drewyer, sore leg and all, who tied for fourth place in the high jump. 
In the final event, the mile relay, the Hurons won, to deadlock the 
score. Final Score: Michigan Normal, 4372; Wayne University, 
43;4. 
In the last dual meet of the season, Michigan Normal defeated 
Oberlin, 79;4 to 51;4. 
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Hack Row-.\looRE, STEIMLE, '\JcCoRRY (.\JcR.), I it:LTIX. \"ARTANIA:-1. 
Front Row-RoE, DExs,10RE. _\lACKI'-, \\lnJLE, SPATA. CD1,11xc,. BARNES, L1:-<DSEY. 
Freshman Cross Country 
The Freshmen hill and dale men opened their season by swamping 
Ypsilanti High School, 16 to 46. l\Iacking led his mates across 
the finish line in the fair time of 11 :02 for the two-mile cour e. 
In a triangular meet against Jackscn and Toledo Scott High 
Schools, the Huron Frosh met defeat. 
Revenging themselves for their defeat, the Freshmen scored 
a victory over :-Ionroe High School by a score of 22 to 40. \Yyble 
and l\Iacking came in second and third. 
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Fre§hman Ba§ketbaU Schedule 
Jan. r+ \\'arne Cniversit)· There 
Jan. ') --) ;,\[ichigan State Freshmen Here 
Jan. 30 l\lichigan State Freshmen There 
Feb. Flint Junior College Here 
Feb. r8 \rayne Gni,·ersitr Freshmen Here 
Feb. 2[ Flint Junior College There 
Back Row-COACH STITES, \"1TAS, OwEN, RYBASH, 1°:NGLE, SPREEN, CAsucc,, GAVRILA ('dcR.). 
Front Row-BARNES. f.vERETT, CosELLA, Goous�1AN, KUTNER, SAUTER. 
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Back Row-COACH ST1TEs, .\,luRP1-1v (\fG1c), D. RussELI .. , \lAcNAMARA, J-looPFER, ZACHER, RADER, 
Gooo, G. Russ ELL, CA vR1 LA (Ass'T. \]GR.). 
Front Row-'vVEAVER, F1s11MA'1, TowER, jAcK1.iow1cz, \VENDT, CoRDEN, DEF1<osc1A, SuTTON, Ross, 
BARTi.iNG. 
Varsity BasebaU 
Coach Ray Stites returned to the Normal this year to serve as head base­
ball coach for the Indians. 
The team faced a long schedule without the aid of any experienced pitchers. 
Sid Fishman, :tviartin Zacher, Harry Tower, and Julian Sutton pitched valiantly 
but lost many games due to inexperience. 
The team won about fifty percent of their games. The height of the season 
was reached when Normal defeated the University of ::VIichigan team at Ann 
Arbor by the score of 8 to 2. Sid Fishman pitched this game, and he gave a fine 
exhibition, aided by excellent fielding by Captain Wendt, DeFroscia, Jackimowicz, 
and Rader. 
Archie Rader, who returned to school this year, showed great ability at bat. 
He lead his teammates with a batting average of well over .4-00. 
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Varsity Baseball Schedule 
April 21 Adrian College Here 
April 25 Toledo University There 
April 28 University of Michigan Here 
May I University of Michigan There 
May 6 Adrian College There 
. t 
May 7 Michigan State There 
May 12 Oberlin College There 
May 16 Michigan State Here 
May 23 Armour Tech. Here 
May 29 Armour Tech. There 
June 2 Adrian College Here 
June 13 Adrian College There 
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JAMES Ross 
Plvrnouth 
Ce;,,erfield 
GEORGE RUSSELL 
Detroit 
Outfield 
HARRY GARAIN 
Detroit 
Rightfie/d 
'-:ORMAN CoRDEN 
Detroit 
Pitcher 
COACH RAY STITES 
HERMAN BARTLING 
Bay City 
Catcher 
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DAVID RUSSELL 
.-\lgonac 
Left field 
PAUL Hoor,ER 
Detroit 
Outfield 
S1D,rnv F1s1·1�1Ax 
Detroit 
Pitcher 
'J'HEODORE jACKJMOWJCZ 
Hamtramck 
Second Base 
\JARTIN ZACHER 
.\ lelvindale 
Pitcher 
JULIAN SUTTON 
Ypsilanti 
Pitcher 
GEORGE WENDT 
Toledo, 0. 
Third Ba.re 
AUGUSTINE DEFROSCIA 
Coatesville, Pa. 
!\RCHIE RADER 
Catawba I., 0. 
rAcK WEAVER 
·Gro3se Pointe 
Right.field 
Shortstop 
WALTER Gooo 
Hamtramck 
Centerfield 
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First Base 
THOMAS \1AcNAMARA 
Detroit 
Outfield 
Varsity Golf Schedule 
May Bowling Green Here 
May 2 Olivet There 
May 8 Toledo University Here 
Niay 9 Bowling Green There 
May 13 Wayne University Here 
May I 5 \Vestern State Here 
May 16 Michigan State There 
May 20 \Vayne University There 
May 22 Olivet Here 
May 29 University of Detroit Here 
May 30 \Vestern State There 
June 5 Michigan State Here 
June 6 Toledo Universitv There 
RusSELL Sc11MECK LOREXZ vVE:scER 
22-1 
.\!1:,;ARD SARCENTI Sc11uLTZ REIIBERC BERNARD C0Ac1-1 SA�tsON 
Varsity Tennis 
With the largest schedule ever undertaken by any Michigan Normal tennis 
team, the squad ended a very successful season, scoring ten victories and five 
def ea ts. 
April 18 Michigan Normal 3 Kalamazoo College 4 
April 25 Michigan Normal I l\!Iichigan State 6 
May Michigan Normal 4 Oberlin 5 
May 5 Michigan Normal 0 University of l\!Iichigan 9 
May 6 l\ifichigan Normal 6 University of Detroit 
May 8 Michigan Normal 4 'Wayne University 3 
:VIay 12 Michigan Normal 5 University of Michigan 2 
May 13 Michigan Normal 5 Toledo University 2 
May I 5 l\!Iichigan Normal 7 Albion College 0 
May 18 Michigan Normal 7 St. John's University 0 
l\!Iay 19 Michigan Normal 3 Wayne University 4 
May 20 l\llichigan ormal 7 St. John's University 0 
May 20 Michigan Normal 6 Toledo University 
May 23 1\/Iichigan Normal 5 Toledo Tennis Club 2 
May ?" -) Michigan Normal 5 University of Detroit 2 
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l 11tra111 ural .11 a11ager 
Intramural Athletic§ 
At the beginning of the 1921-1922 college year, Coach Lloyd W. Olds instituted 
the Intramural System at Michigan State Normal College. The aim of the Intra­
mural Program is to provide opportunity for competition for those students who 
because of either lack of interest, ability, or time, are not provided for in a program 
of inter-collegiate competition. The program has been broadened to include 
many sports which provide interesting competition for the general student body 
and embraces many activities which have a distinct value in relation to academic 
life. 
ALL-CAl\IPUS CHAMPIONS 
HOWARD DINSMORE 
ARCHIE RADER 
NoRMAN ::vrccoRY 
Louis \VENGER 
DAVID POTTERS 
CAcHER's ZEPHYRS 
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Cross Country 
Football Punt 
Basketball Shooting 
Ping Pong 
!landball 
House Basketball 
.,i,1-=> ' -
"'"· ... . .._ .. - . 
Bantam Weight 
Feather Weight 
Light Weight 
Welter Weight 
Middle Weight 
Light Heavy Weight 
Heavy Weight 
118 lb. Class 
I 26 lb. Class 
135 lb. Class 
145 lb. Class 
I 55 lb. Class 
165 lb. Class 
175 lb. Class 
Heavy Weight 
- ,_.,,,,.. . 
Boxing and Wrestling 
BOXING CHAMPIOl\S 
PRESTON TOWNSEND 
WILSON HUGHES 
DAVID RUSSELL 
JOSEPH KOBILANSKY 
TEX WALKER 
JAMES Ross 
FERRIS NEWMAN 
WRESTLING CHA.lVIPIOKS 
PRESTON TOWNSEND 
DAVID GAUNTLETT 
FuRMAN RoE 
PAUL HooPFER 
DELOS LEAVENWORTH 
CORNELL POPE 
WILLIAM SHERMAN 
JAMES BALAZI�AC 
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Clayton 
River Rouge 
Algonac 
Wilkes-Barre, Pa. 
Dearborn 
Plymouth 
Pcntiac 
Clayton 
Ypsilanti 
Clayton 
Detroit 
Carlton 
Dearborn 
Dearborn 
Akron, N. Y. 
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lnterfraternity Athletics 
FRATERN ITY MANAGERS 
JAC K VVEAVER 
OWEN WARD 
J O H N  DEPA LMA 
D O N A L D  HALL 
FRED Ecc LESTONE 
H ERMAN SALO N OMSON 
Tennis Golf Speed Hand 
Arm of II onor 
Kappa Phi Alpha 
Phi Delta Pi 
Phi Sigma Epsilon 
Sigma Mu. Sigma 
Zeta Chi Sigma 
Ping Basket Swim- Yol-
Ball Ball Pong Ball r mng Ley-ball 
Arm of Honor . . . . .  . .  1 00 75 1 50 75 5 5  1 00 1 2 5 1 25 
Kappa Phi  . . .  75 1 00 1 00 1 00 ! CO 1 50 So 1 00 
Phi  Sig . . . . . . . . . .  ) )  3 0  So 6 -) 45 1 2 5 1 00 So 
Ph i Delt 6 -) 5 5  125 5 5 75 So 1 50 1 50 
Sigma l\ l u  30 45 40 30 30 40 60 60 
Zeta Chi . .  45 6 -) 60 45 6 -) 60 40 40 
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Class Athletics 
CLASS :.\1Al\AGERS 
J A M ES RAS B U RY Class of 1936 
ARN O LD R OTHEN B ERG Class of 1937 
EUG E N E  OSWALD Class of 1938 
ERW [ :>;  L ITTLE Class of 1939 
CLASS STA .D I  ·Gs  
Tennis Cross Foot Golf Basket Track Sw
.
im- f/ olley-
Cou ntry Ball Ball mi.ng Ball 
frosh . .  So 60 1 20 20 1 20 60 So 1 00 
Sophs  40 20 1 00 So 1 00 So 6o 1 20 
Jun ior . . . . . . . . . . .  60 80 6o 60 So 1 00 20 So 
Sen iors . . . . . . . . . . .  20 40 So 40 6o 1 20 40 60 
LITTLE 03\VALO BART L I N G  ROTI-IENBERG RASBURY 
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Faculty Index 
Aitchison, Grace .................... . Alexander, Frederick. Allison, Clara Janet. Andrews, Elsie .. Ashby, Lillian. 
Bachman, Doroth.,· Barnes, Ruth A. Barnhill, John ...................... . Bauch, Estella. Beal, Fannie E. Beal, Vinora l:linns, Ray \711. Blount, Alma Boughner, Ruth. Brown, James M .................... . Brundage, Perry S . Buell, Bertha G. Bunger, . -\nna. 
Carey, Elisabeth .. Case, L. Lucretia. Chamberlain, Duane. . ......... . Clark, Irene. . ............... . 
D'Ooge, Benjamin. Downing, E. Estelle. 
Eckert, Florence. Elliott, Charles M. Eppler, Gertrude Erickson, Carl. 
Fagerstrom, Simon E. Flint, i\Jrs. Gertrude ................ . Ford, R. Cl�·de. Foster, 'l_vde E. 
Garrison, �oble Lee ................. . Gill, Orio M. Goddard, Mary A ... Goodison, Bertha. . ................ . Gorton, Frederick. Gray, Annis Dexter. 
Hagle, Maude. Harris, Augusta Hetmansperger, Margueri t c. Hickman, Jennings R. Hover, J. Milton .................... . Hubbell, Paul E. . ........... . 
Jackson, Adella R. . James, Dorothy Jones, Lvdia I. 
Key , Do111rnbel M .................. . 
Laing, H. E. Lantz, Winifred Lathers, .J. Stuart. 
25 30 26 26 31 
30 25 28 31 24 32 33 25 32 24 27 2 30 
25 26 31 32 
26 25 
25 29 32 28 
29 30 26 31 
29 30 27 30 28 31 
25 32 34 27 24 28 
33 31 24 
32 
33 32 26 
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Leib, Floyd. Lindegren, Carl. Lindqui t, Theodore Loesell, Clarence .. Lord, Francis E. Lyman, Florence L .................. . 
Magoon, Marion W. Matteson, Jane L ................... . McCulloch, Joseph H. Mc Kay, Frederick 13 .. McManus, Marie. Meston, Eleanor .............. . Metcalf Arthur Miller, Elizabeth Morrison, Jennie Helle. . ............ . Munson, John M., Pres. Musolf, Elsie. 
Norris, Orlando O ................... . 
Olds, Letha McLain. Olds, Lloyd W. Osborn, Gerald ..................... . 
Peet, 13ert W. Pfeiffer, Harrison. Phelps, Jessie Pray, Carl E ....................... . 
Raffi ngton, Margaret E. Rankin Estabrook. Regal, l<'lorence ..................... . Ringman, Bernice. Roscoe, Alice. Roser, Gertrude .. Ruggles, Cynthia .. Ryan, D. Chester. 
Sabourin, Johanna A. Sanders, Gerald Sellers, John Sill, Margaret. Smith, Harry L ..................... . Steimle, Clemens P. Stowe, Marion F. Supe, Carolina A. 
Thomson, Mehran J,;: ...•..••.•....... Tape, Henry A. Turner, H. L. Turner, Mabel E .. 
VandenBelt, B. H. Waugh, E. 'vV . Whitaker, Bessie L. Whitehouse, Frank. Wilbur, Horace Z. Wilcox, William F. Willoughby, George A. Wilson, Ella M. Wood, Harry Thomas. 
33 31 2 27 29 2-! 
25 28 32 26 33 33 29 33 31 �2 30 
29 
30 32 27 
27 3-l 27 28 
32 25 33 30 34 30 3-! 3l 
26 25 27 27 28 24 26 33 
29 24 24 33 
24 29 29 29 24 28 2, 27 26 
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Organization Index 
Alpha Mu Sigma ... 
Alpha Sigma Alpha .. 
Aurora Staff .. 
Band 
Choir . 
Commercial Teachers' Club. 
Delta Phi ... 
Delta Sigma ]�psilon ......... . 
Forensic Board . 
Freshman Class ............. . 
Home Economics Club 
Inter-Fraternity Council. 
Junior Class. 
Kappa Delta Pi. 
Kappa Gamma Phi .. 
Kappa Mu Delta. 
Kappa Phi Alpha .. 
Men's Debate ... 
Men's Executive Board. 
Men's Union .. 
Normal News . 
Orchestra 
154 
163 
118 
134 
133 
143 
162 
156 
124 
98 
144 
172 
72 
112 
161 
158 
169 
127 
44 
42 
120 
132 
231 
Panhellenic 
Phi Sigma Epsilon. 
Physical Education Club. 
Pi Kappa Delta. 
Pi h:appa Sigma ... 
Senior Class .... 
Sigma Mu Sigma. 
Sigma Ju Phi ... 
Sigma Sigma Sigma ... . 
Social Committee ... . 
Sodalitas Latina ... . 
Sophomore Class ......... . 
Stoic Society .. 
Student Religious Council. 
Theta Lambda Sigma ... 
Theta Sigma Epsilon. 
'\,V odeso 
Women's Athletic Association. 
Women's Debate ....... . 
'\Vomen's Le::gt:c Exu�-·'.'w 
Board 
Women's League 
Varsity Club .. 
Y.W.C.A ................. . 
Zeta Chi Sigma .............. . 
149 
170 
140 
113 
164 
54 
171 
159 
152 
145 
142 
86 
114 
139 
150 
160 
126 
192 
126 
48 
46 
141 
138 
168 
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Student Index 
Adams, Marguerite 
Addison, J. N. 
Alfsen, Jean. 
Allan, Alexander .. 
Allen, Vivian. 
Allie, Margaret. 
Anderson, Dorothy 
Anderson, H. Gordon .. 
Andrews, Kathleen .. 
Apel, Mabel ....... . 
Ardis, Meldrew ............ . 
Arnold, Robert. . ...... . 
Ashby, Beatrice .. 
Atherton, Louisa .. 
At well, Frances . 
Austin, Nina ........ . 
Baker, Charles 
Baker, Eleanor ............ . 
Baker, Helen .. . 
Ball an tine, Francis. 
Balwinski, Frances .. 
Barrett, Margaret ....... . 
Barrett, Ruth 
Bartanen, Jean. 
Baxtrcsser, Earl ............. . 
Bayler, Loreen .... . 
Beardsley, James . 
Bedell, Juliana 
Beebe, Lillian ............. . 
Bendall, Mazella .. 
Bercham, Alice ............ . 
Bernard, Dorothy. 
Bernard, Fdward ....... . 
Berndt, Marjorie 
Berridge, Earnest. 
Bessyngier, Irene . . . ........ . 
Beyer, Dolores ... 
Bezirium, Suzanne .. 
Bitzer, Eileen ..... 
Black, Georgia 
Blair, Verona ... 
Bloomfield, James ............ . 
73 
55 
79 
89 
79 
77 
64 
59 
75 
56 
63 
65 
74 
92 
56 
76 
61 
64 
56 
93 
59 
73 
93 
77 
94 
74 
93 
58 
59 
94 
76 
74 
62 
93 
56 
55 
57 
56 
63 
60 
88 
61 
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Bocjun, John. . . ...... . 
Borchart, Helen 
Braidwood, Julia ....... . 
Braidwood, June .............. . 
Brockman, Santee 
Breed, Walter.. .. ........ 
Bremer, Muriel .. 
Bronson, William. 
Brosky, Arlene .. . 
Brown, Mary ................ . 
Buckles, Lois. 
Buckles, Margaret ............ . 
Burg, John .... 
Burgess, Gordon. 
Burleigh, Jean ................ . 
Burnett, Flora Beth. 
Butcher, Dorothy. 
Campbell, Frank 
Campbell, Norma Jane ........ . 
Capeling, Howard .. 
Carolin, Margaret 
Cartwright, Sarah 
Cary, Joyce ............... . 
Casler, Electa . . ....... . 
Chase, Mildred. 
Christmann, Paul. . ......... . 
Churchill, Freel. 
Clark, Bernice. . ............ . 
Clark, Hildreth. 
Clark, Virginia .......... . 
Clifford, Robert .. 
Conlin, Eleanor .............. . 
Conley, Bern ice 
Converse, Ruth. . ....... . 
Coon, Darryl .. . 
Cooper, Evelyn .. . 
Cooper, Thomas .. 
Corkins, Cyril. 
Crager, Oliver. .  
Crowl, Grace ... 
Cruickshank, \iVilliam ..... . 
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77 
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56 
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55 
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90 
76 
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Student Index 
Dana, Mabel. . ..... . 
Daly, Mary .. 
Daniels, Harriet ... 
Daszkiewicz, Zygfred. 
Dawley, Mary Jane ....... . 
Day, Mary Jane . 
Day, Katherine .. 
Deal, Gertrude ............... . 
Decker, Pauline . 
Deming, Catherine ............ . 
DePalma, John. . . . ....... . 
Deto, Rosemary .............. . 
Dettlof
f
, Ida .... . 
Dickerson, Anna. . . .......... . 
Dickerson, Mark 
Dienel, Margaret 
Dillon, James .. 
Ditz, Charlotte ... 
Downer, Dornthy. 
Downing, Stella . . ....... . 
Dox, Charmion. . . ........ . 
Drake, Orpha . . .......... . 
Druckenbrod, Bernice. 
Drumm, Kathleen 
Drummond, Rosemary . 
Duncan, Nina. 
Durell, Henry. . ............ . 
Ebbitt, Roger . 
Ecclestone, Fred . 
Ecclestone, John. 
Edmunds, Hester ............. . 
Edwards, Wilma. 
Ei enmann, Eleanor. 
Eldred, Jay . 
Ellsworth, Max ... 
Emery, Gladys . 
Evans, Jula. 
Falandys, Helen .. ............ . 
Fa.int, Virginia 
Farr, Bernice ................. . 
Farrier, Lucille .. . 
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78 
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73 
79 
93 
91 
77 
92 
73 
64 
59 
94 
89 
87 
78 
91 
88 
62 
73 
62 
79 
90 
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58 
91 
88 
65 
57 
88 
87 
62 
87 
59 
76 
79 
64 
89 
65 
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Farrell, Beatrice ... ........... 
Finkbeiner, Lucille. 
Fink, Barbara ..... . . . . . . . . . 
Finkell, Dorothy .. 
Fisher, Inez .... 
Fishman, Sidney. 
Ford, Robert ... 
Fox, Helen. ........... 
Fox, Marion . 
Frantz, Robert . . . . . . . . .  
Freeman, Clara. . . . . . . . . .  
Frye, 'iVarren .... . ........ 
Fuller, Dorothy 
Galley, Martha ... 
Gavrilavicz, Alphonso ... 
Gee, Barbara .... 
George, Marie ... 
Gingell, Gregory. 
Glassford, Eva Belle. . .......... 
Gol.dman, Mary F. 
Goc-d,·Walter 
Goold, Robert. 
Gould, Lena . .......... . 
Gowdy, Vivian . 
Grables, Raymond . 
Grohman, Eva . 
Haich, Anne 
Hall, Bowman. 
Haller, Marian . 
Hanna, Helen . . . ........ 
Hanson, Clara. .. ........... . 
Harding, Helen ... 
Harley, Charles. 
Hart, Eleanor 
Hart, Jean. 
Hartung, Gertrude. ... . ... . .... 
Hawkins, Harriet. 
Heath, Roger 
Heck, Leona .. 
Heckrodt, Sarah. 
Helbcr, Raymond. 
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Student Index 
Henderson, Rose. 
Henry, Louis. . . . ........ ... . 
Herkimer, Bernice 
Hermann, Vivian ... .......... . 
Herrick, Natalie. 
Higgs, Lyle .... .......... .... . 
Hiler, Malvern 
Hill, Twyla 
Hiser, Gertrnde. 
Hobart, Maxine 
Hoisington, Robert 
Holcombe, Muriel 
Holleran, Ruth .. 
Hoopfer, Paul .. 
Hopson, Grace . 
Houvener, Helen 
Howe, Anna ...... ........... . 
Howland, Beverly 
Howlett, Barbara ............. . 
Huff, Mildred ... 
Hughes, Arthur. 
Hultin, Greta .. 
Hunteman, Leona 
Huntly, Elizabeth 
Hurston, Harold .. 
Hutchinson, John ............. . 
Ingles, Anna Marie. 
Ives, Mildred .. . ......... . 
Jennings, Arlene ........ ...... . 
Johnson, Corinn� 
Johnson, Gertrncle 
Johnson, Opal .. 
Jolliffe, Miriam. 
Jolly, Carleton .. ...... ...... . 
Jones, Shirley .. 
Joslyn, Alvin. 
Joyner, Laura ......... . 
Julian, Jeannette 
Keener, Norma .. 
E:ennecly, Jane 
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J\ennecly, Yates ........ .. . 
Kemmerling, Eltie .. 
Kemmerling, W. Jane. 
Kerschner, Jessie E. 
Kiah, Marion ..... 
Kinghorn, Thyra 
Kingsley, Gerald ............ . 
l\laiber, Ezra ..... 
Klopfenstein, Ruth 
I(nagg ·, Mildred . .. . 
Kniffen, Lorene ............. . 
Koivunen, Armeda .. 
Kollin, Gladys .. 
Kosmowski, Georgia ......... . 
Kuthawik, Edward .. 
Kureth, Richard .............. . 
Lamkin, Margaret 
Lane, John. . .... . .. ....... . 
Lane, l(enneth . 
Lang, Virginia. 
Laursen, Helga. 
Laycock, Elizabeth 
Lee, Robert .... 
Legault, Clovis. 
Leidlein, Marjorie .... ...... .. . 
Lempke, Leona. 
Leonardson, Doris 
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